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Abstract
The single-cell study, which dissects cell-cell heterogeneity from bulk populations, is of grow-

ing attention and importance in biological studies and clinical practices. At the core of

the single-cell analysis is the efficient cell isolation and construction of single-cell assays.

Among different platforms, droplet-based microfluidics arises as one of the most popular

ones, However, like all other tools, the isolation of single cells into each compartment (i.e.,

droplet) is confronted with randomness, where the cell occupancy in each compartment is

non-deterministic but follows Poisson statistics (Poisson limit). The Poisson limit is currently

an inevitable obstacle in droplet microfluidics, hindering a large number of droplet-based

single-cell assays.

Attempts have been made to overcome the Poisson limit during single-cell encapsulation into

droplets. Active approaches requiring droplet detection, actuation, and synchronization, is

complex, expensive, and limited by throughput (label-free). On the other hand, the passive

strategy is automatic and simpler, but the current methods lack control and robustness on the

single-cell encapsulation outcomes. A passive yet deterministic, simple, and robust approach

for single-cell encapsulation is missing. Active or passive, there is no droplet microfluidics

platform for label-free and ultra-high throughput single-cell encapsulation, nor for distin-

guishing droplets containing one cell from droplets with multiple cells. This thesis targets on

these issues.

In this thesis, we first looked into details of a new type of droplet instability and studied

the corresponding new breakup mechanism analytically, experimentally, and numerically.

This part is presented in Chapter 2. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 each present a strategy toward

passive single-cell deterministic encapsulation. In Chapter 3, we used a post-encapsulation

secondary breakup-mediated droplet sorting strategy, based on the phenomenon of cell-

triggered (droplet) splitting (CTS). The droplet instability from Chapter 2 is the cause of the

CTS, which is unique and scalable with a simple geometrical rule. In Chapter 4, we developed

a post-encapsulation direct droplet sorting strategy, based on the single-cell differentiated

droplet trajectory (SCDT). We demonstrated a novel passive mechanism to induce a change of

droplet trajectory based on the number of single cells it contains. Empty droplets, single-cell

droplets, and multi-cell droplets can be equally separated. In Chapter 5, towards the deter-

ministic rigid particle encapsulation, we developed a particle-triggered droplet generation

technology (K-blocking), enabled by a novel fabrication strategy. This is a passive on-demand
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droplet generator. Finally, in Chapter 6, we developed a waiting-concept-aided deterministic

droplet pairing and merging device (In-flow merging). We demonstrated 100% one-to-one

merging for one droplet type using this mechanism, particularly suited for low-input droplet

sample requiring high accuracy. Chapter 7 is dedicated to a summary and discussion of the

above technologies towards different application scenarios.

In summary, this thesis contributes to the development of droplet microfluidics in three

aspects: 1. we discovered and studied a new droplet breakup instability that is fundamental

and might inspire new droplet microfluidics applications; 2. we provided new solutions

and strategies for single-cell or particle encapsulation overcoming the Poisson limit, which

are useful tools to develop new microfluidics workflows; 3. and finally, we developed a

deterministic droplet merger which could improve the construction of multi-cell (bead)

droplet assays. We believe that these theoretical and technological achievements will largely

facilitate the advancement of droplet microfluidics and in particular its application in single-

cell study.

Keywords

Single cell, Droplet-based microfluidics, Encapsulation, Deterministic, Electrocoalescence,

Droplet breakup, Instability
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Résumé
L’étude unicellulaire, qui dissèque l’hétérogénéité des cellules à partir de populations mas-

sives, est d’une importance croissante dans les études biologiques et les pratiques cliniques.

Au cœur de l’analyse unicellulaire se trouve l’isolement efficace des cellules et la construction

d’essais unicellulaires. Parmi les différentes plateformes, la microfluidique en gouttelettes

est l’une des plus populaires, en raison de sa sensibilité, de son faible coût, de son débit

élevé et de son contrôle flexible des micro-compartiments miniaturisés contenant des cel-

lules uniques. Cependant, comme tous les autres outils, l’isolement de cellules uniques dans

chaque compartiment (c’est-à-dire dans une gouttelette) est confronté au caractère aléatoire,

l’occupation des cellules dans chaque compartiment n’étant pas déterministe mais suivant

une statistique de Poisson. Selon cette dernière, seule une petite partie de la population de

gouttelettes présente une charge unicellulaire, et de grandes quantités de gouttelettes vides

sont inévitables pour diminuer le pourcentage de charge multicellulaire. Cela pose un pro-

blème pour de nombreuses applications, en particulier pour l’étude multimodale des cellules

uniques où, dans de nombreux scénarios, deux ou plusieurs cellules/particules distinctes sont

nécessaires dans chaque compartiment. Ce problème est bien connu sous le nom de limite de

Poisson. Ceci est actuellement d’un obstacle inévitable de la microfluidique en gouttelettes,

qui entrave l’acquisition et l’application contrôlées de divers essais sur des cellules uniques.

Des tentatives ont été faites pour surmonter la limite de Poisson lors de l’encapsulation de

cellules uniques dans des gouttelettes. D’une part, les approches actives, qui nécessitent la

détection, l’activation et la synchronisation des gouttelettes, sont complexes, coûteuses et

limitées par le débit (sans marqueur). D’autre part, la stratégie passive est automatique et plus

simple, mais les méthodes actuelles manquent de contrôle et de robustesse sur les résultats

de l’encapsulation unicellulaire. Il manque donc une approche passive, déterministe, simple

et robuste pour l’encapsulation des cellules individuelles. Qu’elle soit active ou passive, il

n’existe pas de plateforme microfluidique en gouttelettes pour l’encapsulation unicellulaire

sans marquage et à très haut débit, ni pour distinguer les gouttelettes contenant une seule

cellule de celles contenant plusieurs cellules. Cette thèse vise à répondre à ces questions.

Dans cette thèse, nous avons d’abord examiné les détails d’un nouveau type d’instabilité des

gouttelettes provenant d’une structure communément utilisée et étudié le nouveau méca-

nisme de rupture correspondant, des points de vue analytiques, expérimentaux et numériques.

Cette partie est présentée au chapitre 2, qui sert de base théorique aux technologies que nous
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avons développées au chapitre 3. Quant aux chapitres 3 à 5, ils présentent chacun une stratégie

(différente) d’encapsulation déterministe passive et robuste d’une seule cellule. Dans le cha-

pitre 3, nous avons utilisé une stratégie de tri des gouttelettes après encapsulation, basée sur

le phénomène de séparation (des gouttelettes) déclenché par les cellules (CTS). La nouvelle

instabilité des gouttelettes du chapitre 2 est à l’origine du CTS, qui est unique et adaptable

suivant une seule règle géométrique. En jouant sur la physique, nous avons présenté deux

géométries pour le CTS, adaptées respectivement à la création de petites gouttelettes à ultra-

haut débit (sans marqueur) et à la création de grosses gouttelettes. Dans le chapitre 4, nous

avons développé une stratégie de tri direct des gouttelettes après encapsulation, basée sur la

trajectoire des gouttelettes différenciées par cellule unique (SCDT). Nous avons démontré un

mécanisme passif et novateur pour induire un changement de trajectoire des gouttelettes en

fonction du nombre de cellules uniques qu’elles contiennent. Les gouttelettes vides, les gout-

telettes monocellulaires et les gouttelettes multicellulaires peuvent être séparées de manière

égale. Il s’agit de la première méthode de tri des gouttelettes basée sur le contenu avec une

résolution unicellulaire, mais des développements supplémentaires sont nécessaires. Alors

que le CTS et le SCDT des chapitres 3 et 4 s’appliquent aux cellules uniques et aux particules

déformables, nous avons développé une technologie de génération de gouttelettes déclenchée

par des particules (blocage K) dans le chapitre 5, en vue de l’encapsulation déterministe de

particules rigides (moins déformables). Deux modes de fonctionnement ont été présentés,

rendus possibles par une nouvelle technique de fabrication. Il s’agit d’un générateur de gout-

telettes à la demande qui fonctionne d’une manière passive simple, évitant l’encapsulation

aléatoire. Enfin, pour la fusion contrôlable des gouttelettes avec un contenu déterministe ob-

tenu à partir des techniques ci-dessus, nous avons développé une technologie d’appariement

et de fusion déterministe des gouttelettes au chapitre 6, assistée par un concept d’attente

(In-flow merging). Nous avons démontré une fusion une-à-une de 100 %. pour un type de

gouttelettes en utilisant ce mécanisme. Il permet la construction précise d’essais monocellu-

laires multi-objets, particulièrement adaptés à la manipulation d’échantillons de gouttelettes

rares. Le chapitre 7 propose un résumé et une discussion des technologies ci-dessus en vue de

différents scénarios d’application.

En résumé, cette thèse contribue au développement des technologies microfluidiques en

gouttelettes sous trois aspects : nous avons découvert et étudié une nouvelle instabilité de rup-

ture des gouttelettes qui est fondamentale et qui pourrait inspirer le développement d’autres

technologies microfluidiques de gouttelettes ; nous avons fourni de nouvelles solutions et de

nouvelles stratégies pour l’encapsulation de cellules ou de particules uniques en surmontant la

limite de Poisson, qui sont des outils utiles pour développer de nouveaux flux de travail micro-

fluidiques ; et enfin nous avons développé une fusion déterministe de gouttelettes qui pourrait

améliorer la construction d’essais de gouttelettes multi-cellules (billes). Nous pensons que ce

développement technologique facilitera également de manière significative l’avancement de

l’étude des cellules uniques.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Single cell study

As the basic structural and functional unit of all life forms, the cell has been a major research

object for scientists. Indeed, the studies of cells and how they function, communicate, evolve,

etc., not only answer the fundamental questions in life science but also provide new insights/

means for fighting diseases, curing injuries, prognostics, etc. Historically, due to the tech-

nological limit, the studies of cells have been conducted with bulk samples. The obtained

readout is an averaged result over the total population, therefore concealing the heterogeneity

that exists in individual cells.

Recently, with the development of micro-technologies that function at a scale comparable to

single-cell size, the study of individual cells becomes possible. Over the years, many studies

have demonstrated the benefits of dissecting cell-cell variations. For example, scientists have

used it to: identify sub-populations of cells, discover novel cell types, understand the role/func-

tionalities of each cell (type), construct cell lineage, predict the cell fates[1], detect individual

cellular response to external stimulus, etc. In fact, the study of single cells can be conducted at

all levels of the central dogma of molecular biology (Fig.1.1) [2, 3]. This translates to a broad

range of cellular parameters spanning from inside the cells (e.g., chromatin accessibility, tran-

scriptomics, genomics, intracellular proteins), on the cell membrane (e.g., surface proteins, T

cell receptors), to outside the cells (e.g., change of the microenvironment, cytokines, antibody,

other secretions). From a pseudo-temporal point of view, the different cellular information can

be used to determine the cell lineage (past), the current states (now), and the pseudotemporal

trajectory (future)[3]. From the readout point of view, fluorescence signal from biological

assays has been the major readout, but with technological advancement, other readouts are

more and more available, including imaging data (phenotype), mechanical properties data,

chemical spectrum data, different sequencing data, etc. A typical example is the single-cell

RNA sequencing technique (ScRNA seq), which detects, quantifies, and sequences the messen-

ger RNA molecules within individual cells. Currently, it is widely adopted in all research areas
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1 – Single cell study can be performed at all levels of the central dogma of molecular
biology. Adapted from [2]

with different technological variations[4, 5], contributing greatly to understanding cellular

functions and activities.

In addition to unimodal single-cell profiling where each cell is profiled with a single cellular

parameter, it is increasingly popular to perform multimodal single-cell profiling to obtain

more information for each cell[6, 3]. For example, time information + spatial information +

transcriptomics are acquired at the same time via a recently developed non-destructive in

situ live cell RNA sequencing technique[7]. Surface proteins, transcriptomes, clonotypes, and

CRISPR perturbations are detected multiplexedly, revealing a high resolution of information

for individual cells in one shot[8]. To realize multimodal single-cell profiling (and for some

unimodal profiling), it is generally required to have novel biological assays with more complex-

ity. Often, in addition, to have the single cells and the corresponding reagents in each assay,

there is the need to add one or more functional particle(s) paired with each cell of interest for

specific processes, like barcoding, antibody binding etc. Such biological assays are currently

of growing interest with the emphasis being given to mapping thoroughly each cell status for

better information and understanding. There is also the need to compartment one single

cell type with exactly one other single cell type in a common space, to study the properties,

process, and secretions during specific or non-specific cell-cell interactions.

Currently, given its versatility and importance, single-cell study has been applied to many

fields of study, including immunology[9], cancer biology, microbiology, plant biology, embryo-

genesis, neuroscience, etc. This thesis will contribute to the technological development of
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single-cell study.

1.1.2 Microfluidics Single Cell Isolation and pairing

Essential to the single-cell study are the micro-technologies that are capable of single-cell

isolation and/or pairing with other particles or cells. It is the prerequisite to perform any

single-cell assays and subsequent data analysis. Compared to traditional plate-based biolog-

ical assays, microfluidics which manipulates fluids at the submillimeter scale, enables the

miniaturization of reactions. Thus, through microfluidics single-cell compartmentalization,

not only can individual cells be accessed for analysis, but the detection sensitivity, efficiency,

and throughput are also significantly improved. The reduced reagent and improved through-

put further allow the significant cost reduction per cell analyzed. In this section, we mainly

summarize the microfluidics-based single-cell techniques.

Currently, there are four main microfluidics techniques for performing single-cell assays:

valves, microwells, droplets, and hydrodynamic trapping[10, 11, 6]. All of them can be used to

isolate single cells as well as to pair each cell with another cell of a different type or another

single particle. The summary of these techniques can be found in Fig. 1.2.

First introduced by Quake et al. in 2000[12, 13], the valve-based systems use pneumatic

multilayer valves to control the fluid flow and to turn micro-channels into micro-chambers

as needed for isolating single-cell or single cell pairs. Each valve requires a pressure control

layer and a fluid channel layer. Due to the active control over the mechanical valves, the liquid

exchange is made straightforward. Through careful design, the chambers (channels) can be

multiplexed with computer-aided control to execute complex and fully integrated workflow

(no off-chip intermediate steps)[14]. This could benefit applications that require multiple

reagent addition and/or washing (e.g., whole genome sequencing[15, 16], gene expression

profiling[17, 18]). However, as each valve needs to be controlled and there are many to boost

the throughput, the individual manipulation of the numerous chambers requires complex

pressure control lines with cascade operation steps. Therefore, the system’s design, fabrication,

and operation are complex, resulting in relatively low throughput and a high cost. In addition,

due to the fairly large control volume, despite the accurate manipulation of the fluid flow, the

loading of single cells into each chamber isolated by the valves is still random, ranging from

zero to a few cells[19, 13]. In terms of single cell-to-cell or cell-to-bead pairing, without active

detection, the process is done randomly[18, 15]. Alternatively, one can use the valve operation

to stop both particles in the same chamber with active detection [20].

Microwells confine single cells by flowing the cell suspension over well arrays and letting

the cells sediment naturally into each well by gravity. The number of cells loaded in each

well generally follows the Poisson statistics. The open structure allows the rapid exchange of

reagents, which, however, also causes easy contamination and material loss [21]. Due to the

laminar flow profile and the surface tension, the wells can be sealed by flowing an immiscible

phase, for example, with perfluorinated oil to seal cell suspension within their wells[22, 21].
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Unit Sample 
Volume

1.7 -700 nL / chamber 20 pL - 1.0 nL / well 1 fL - 10 nL / droplet NA

Compartmen-
talization

Yes Yes Yes No

Multiplexing 
Capability

High Medium Medium Low

Cell Loading 
Scheme

Random Random Random / Super 
Poissonian (Bead)

Random / Super 
Poissonian

Selective Cell 
Retrieval

Easy Medium 
(in open channel) 

Easy Difficult

Throughput 10- 300 chamber /run
(Low)

104-105 wells / run
(Medium)

> 103 droplets/ second
(High)

102-103 traps / run
(Medium)

Scale-up 
Capacity

Low Medium-High High Medium

Easy-of-
Operation

Difficult Easy Medium Medium

Integration 
Potential

High Low High Medium

Advantages Easy fluid exchange 
(washing); Precise liquid 

control

Easy to use; Compatible 
with long term cell culture; 

Easy fluid exchange 
(washing)

Rapid mixing; High 
throughput; Easy sample 

sorting and retrieval;
Little cross comtamination

Compatible with long term 
cell culture; 

Easy fluid exchange 
(washing);

Limits Low throughput, Complex 
design, fabrication and 

operation

Sample retrieval difficulty;
Does not support integrated 

workflow

Droplet fragility, not easy 
fluid exchange (washing)

No compartmentalization;
Often requires complex 

fluid profile for operation;
Sample retrieval difficulty;

Commercial 
platforms

Fluidigm C1, Fluidigm
Polaris

BD Rhapsodys, Celselect, 
ICell8, SEED Biosciences

10xGenomics, in-Drop, 
Nadia, Tapestri

Acroscreen

Figure 1.2 – Summary of different microfluidic single-cell isolation methods. Adapted from
[2]
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Alternatively, the reagent can be added by pre-treating a membrane or glass slide, which

is then aligned and bonded with the wells (reversibly or irreversibly). As the laminar flow

profile also causes insufficient mixing of reagents inside the microwells, the sealing of the

microwell is sometimes mandatory to enhance the mixing with sonication, flipping the chip,

etc. [21]. In the case of non-sealing or reversible sealing, the retrieval of sample content is

feasible- for example, single cells of interest can be manually withdrawn with a micrometer

scale capillary lohr2014whole, love2006microengraving, fan2015combinatorial,tang2017high.

However, sample retrieval is not straightforward and requires skillful operators with careful

manual work. Overall, the microwell method is attractive because of its simplicity, which has

enabled high throughput (up to 8∗105 wells/ run) and low cost. It is, however, not compatible

with complex integrated workflow. Here, the pairing of one cell with another single cell or

bead is done by flowing two types of suspension and subsequent random co-sedimentation

[23].

The third approach uses aqueous droplets suspended in an immiscible oil phase as micro-

reaction chambers to analyze every single cell. These micro-reactors ranging from 1 f L to

10nL can be generated at high throughput, low cost, reproducible size, and intrinsically

rapid internal mixing under relatively simple operation. The properties of the oil, i.e., the low

solubility of organic molecules[24] and high solubility of oxygen[25] permits good confinement

of the biological components (minimizing the cross-contamination and sample loss) while

allowing for cell incubation. Such good compartmentalization can raise difficulties for liquid

exchange and long-term single-cell incubation under a relatively small volume. Nonetheless,

droplet-based microfluidics have a high degree of operational flexibility, enabling re-loading,

merging, splitting, detection, sensing, trapping, and sorting operations[2, 26]. Therefore, after

droplet microchambers are formed, there are means to increase the volume further/change

the droplet content, which can be integrated into a more complex and automated workflow.

This benefit also allows efficient retrieval of samples of interest. Due to the simplicity of droplet

generation and the small volume of each droplet, it has the highest throughput compared

to other methods. In the case of cell-cell or cell-bead droplet assays, the internal mixing of

droplet microfluidics is a natural advance to enhance the mechanical contact between the

cells and facilitate the capture of cell components on the functional beads. Like the previous

methods, loading single objects or single object pairs into each droplet is a random process

without active control.

While the above approaches introduce a physical barrier to confine single cells, the last method

of microfluidics cell trapping does not establish compartmentalization for each cell but rather

separates single cells via mechanical microfluidics trap arrays in a common bulk solution[19].

Hydrodynamic trapping of single cells is mainly used when two distinct types of single cells

must be paired one-to-one to study cell-cell interaction. With careful trap geometry design

(with the trap size difference, step difference, etc.) and sequential operations, the cell-cell

capture efficiency can be highly improved compared to the random methods [27, 28, 29].

While the loading of cell pairs is less random, more sophisticated chip design and flow profiles

are required. Changing the reagents/microenvironments for these immobilized cell pairs is
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Figure 1.3 – The number of publications in different years for single-cell studies using the
valve, microwell, and droplet studies[2].

convenient. On the other hand, there is no compartment for each cell pair, limiting the ranges

of feasible analysis and sample retrieval. Currently, there are also other trapping methods

using no physical contact, like optical methods, dielectrophoresis (DEP)[30], acoustic waves

[31], etc. These methods usually have lower throughput compared to hydrodynamic trapping

[6], but will have larger flexibility and higher precision for individual cell manipulations.

In some cases, two or more approaches can be combined. For example, droplet can be com-

bined with valves[20], microwell, or hydrodynamic trapping[32, 33, 34] , to take advantages of

both approaches. If we compare the technologies we have introduced, the major drawback

of the valve-based technique is its complexity requiring skillful operators and the associated

low throughput. The microwell approach has simplicity and relatively high throughput but

is vulnerable to sample cross-contamination and loss and is limited in incorporating more

advanced workflow. The trapping-based approach’s main disadvantage is the lack of proper

confinement for a single cell and its components, which limits the more in-depth analysis

beyond the microscope interrogation and the sample retrieval. Droplet-based microfluidics

probably gives the best compromise between complexity, functionality, throughput, and inte-

gration potential. As a result, it has gained the most rapid growth in recent years[11] among the

single-cell isolation techniques enabling proper compartmentalization (Fig.1.3). The current

thesis work is focused on droplet-based microfluidics as a tool for single-cell analysis.

1.1.3 Droplet microfluidics for single-cell study

In this section, we look into droplet-based microfluidics. Due to its advantages, droplet-based

microfluidics has been widely used beyond the field of single-cell study, for example, in other

biochemical research (without cells) and in materials fabrication used as micro-reactors [35,

36], material templates [37, 38, 39], , digital counters [40, 41, 42] , etc. We decided that this is

beyond the scope of discussion here. The fundamental aspects of droplet-based microfluidics,
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Figure 1.4 – Different single cell droplet-based techniques developed in chronological or-
der. Adapted from [2]

including chip fabrication, droplet generations, droplet operations, and different applications

within or outside the single-cell study domain, have been thoroughly summarized in the

review paper of Shang et.al. [26], and will not be further introduced here.

As of today, droplet-based microfluidics has been used to develop many single-cell-related

biotechnologies. As a versatile single-cell platform, research around the central dogma of

molecular biology can be all covered in droplet-based techniques. A summary of the recent

year’s development of these techniques is shown in Fig.1.4, which includes single-cell profiling

from all levels.

Droplet Sorting

Compared to the valves, microwells, and trapping techniques, a major advantage of droplet mi-

crofluidics as a single-cell platform is its sorting capacity, enabled by the well-compartmentalized

and free-flowing droplets. A droplet will only be collected if itself or its encapsulated cells

fulfill certain requirements. It opens the door for high throughput screening, sample enrich-

ment, etc. Both active and passive droplet sorting methods can be used. Active sorting uses

real-time detection for decision-making, synchronized with prompt actuation for sorting,
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i.e., deviating the droplet trajectory from the default trajectory so that they end up in a dif-

ferent collection outlet. The sorting triggering criterion can be based on image processing,

fluorescence intensity, different spectrum information, etc., where the application usually

defines the event of interest and the detection methods. The actuation method, on the other

hand, can be more flexible and interchangeable. Different mechanisms exist to achieve a fast

and reliable actuation response for active sorting, on which Xi. et. al. has given a thorough

summary in their review paper[43]. The most common one is with dielectrophoresis (DEP),

where a nonuniform alternating current (AC) electric field polarizes the droplets and exerts a

displacement force to deviate the droplet trajectory[44]. Other actuation mechanisms include

1. Acoustrophoresis, where the droplet motion is changed with the change of sound pressure

[45], the advantage here is the biosecurity; 2. Magnetic sorting, where droplets are deviated by

an electromagnet or permanent magnet, the disadvantages are the need for a ferrofluid as the

dispersed or continuous phase, and the low response speed with a typical switching frequency

at the scale of a few Hz[46]; 3. Pneumatic control, where the deformation of the channel

modifies the hydrodynamic pressure and changes the droplet motion. To perform an active

sorting, a fully integrated system including detection, analysis, actuation, and synchronization

is required. It is more expensive and more demanding than a passive method, and its use is

usually related to more complex applications.

In passive droplet sorting, there is no need for detection or decision-making, the actuation

is based on the differentiation of one or multiple natural properties of the droplets, which

automatically triggers a trajectory difference based on different working principles, resulting

in the sorting. Passive methods are, therefore, simpler and more cost-effective. Currently,

the most studied property for droplet sorting is droplet size. Based on the size difference

of the droplets, there are several mechanisms to separate the droplet trajectories effectively,

including Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD)[47], shear migration[48], microfiltration,

pinched flow fractionation (PFF)[49]. In addition, there are also passive sorting methods

developed based on the difference in properties like viscosity/rigidity[50, 51, 52], surface

tension [53], density difference[54].

Sorting is an important topic in this thesis. On the one hand, we need to use some of the

passive sorting approaches to complete our strategies (Chapter 3,6). On the other hand, we

also developed our own sorting technique (Chapter 4). They will be further discussed in the

corresponding chapters.

1.1.4 The Poisson limit

As discussed previously, the loading of single cells or single cell pairs into each compartment

is random in the already mentioned techniques. The statistic that describes the probability of

different numbers of objects being loaded in each compartment is the Poisson distribution. It

tells that a large number of the compartments will have unwanted cell occupancy (i.e., empty,

or more than one cell), commonly referred to as the Poisson limit. For all single-cell isolation
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techniques, the Poisson limit is a common issue.

In terms of droplet-based microfluidics, the Poisson limit comes from the mismatch of random

cell distribution in the medium versus the regular droplet generation frequency. According to

the Poisson distribution, provided that the single cells are distributed independently of each

other (i.e., homogeneous distribution), the probability (P (X = x)) of having x cells in each

droplet is given by P (X = x) = e−λ [λx /x], where λ is the calculated average number of cells per

droplet volume, which is dependent on the droplet volume and the initial cell concentration

in the bulk aqueous solution. As a request for unambiguous single-cell analysis, multiple-cell

loading (multiplets) needs to be avoided. It is common to apply highly diluted cell suspension

to lower the ratios of multiplets in the assays, which however inevitably creates a lot of empty

droplets, wasting the reagent and undermining the throughput.

As the single-cell study is shifting towards multimodal studies, the need to construct multi-

cellular and multi-cell/bead assays is becoming increasingly important. This requires each

droplet to contain a defined number and type of objects, for example, exactly one cell and

exactly one functionalized particle, or one type A cell and one type B cell. In these cases, the

Poisson limit is more acute. For example, from the single Poisson distribution, we can derive

eq.1.1 which gives the probability of having k1 cells of type A and k2 cells of type B in one

droplet, with λ1 and λ2 being the average number of cells of type A and B per original droplet.

Thus, the probability of having exactly one A cell and one B cell in one droplet is given by

eq.1.2, and the ratio of cells that are wasted (i.e., not in the correct droplets, W Cr ati o can be

formulated as eq.1.3. Fig.1.5 shows these two ratios under random encapsulation by varying λ

for each type of cell. Not surprisingly, even under the best droplet ratio scenario, there is less

than 14 percent of droplets with the right combination of cells, at the price of sacrificing 86 %

of the total cells that are introduced into the system. This is not acceptable in many real-world

scenarios, for example, when valuable clinical samples are utilized and small tolerance on

false pairing is allowed. For three or more distinct objects to be paired in one droplet, the

statistic is significantly worsened. Overcoming the Poisson limit is urgent for current and

future single-cell studies and applications.

P (X1 = k1, X2 = k2) = e−λ1λ
k1
1

k1!
· e−λ2λ

k2
2

k2!
(1.1)

P (X1 = 1, X2 = 1) = e−λ1λ1 ×e−λ2λ2 (1.2)

W Cr ati o = 1− 2P (X1 = 1, X2 = 1)

λ1 +λ2
(1.3)
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Figure 1.5 – Good droplets ratio and wasted cell ratio under random co-encapsulation of single
cell/particle, with different cell concentrations.

1.1.5 State of the art to overcome the Poisson limit

Currently, there are both active and passive approaches to overcome the Poisson limit during

single-cell encapsulation into droplets. The active method means that external control is

needed to initiate certain actions to complete one event upon detection of another event.

On the contrary, the passive method requires no active components and performs the tasks

automatically without any detection, decision-making, or actuation; therefore represents the

simplest and most cost-effective way of operation. Unfortunately, for single cells, due to their

fragility, small dimension, and adherent property, the Poisson limit cannot be overcome easily

with a passive method. It is generally considered difficult, if not impossible, to have a robust

passive solution for deterministic single-cell encapsulation.

In the following, we summarize the current attempts to overcome the Poisson limit, i.e.,

to obtain only the single-cell droplets. We categorized these technologies into four main

strategies, including “Post encapsulation droplet sorting”, “Cell ordering”, “Droplet on-demand

generation”, and “Trap-assisted encapsulation”[55]. The different approaches can be further

divided into active and passive approaches, for both single cell assays as well as multi-object

single-cell assays (Fig.1.6).

First, single-cell droplets can be collected after random cell encapsulation from droplet sorting.

This can be achieved with either an active or a passive approach. The droplets resulting from

the random encapsulation can be empty (in most cases), with one cell, or with more than one

cell. During the active sorting, cell-loaded droplets are sorted based on their fluorescence

intensity from the fluorescence-labeled cells. Once the fluorescence signal is detected with an

optical sensor, a sorting unit will be actuated accordingly to guide the positive droplets to the

collection channel. During this process, the laser, sensor, and actuator are all synchronized to

perform this task. Single fluorescence-activated and dual fluorescence-based sorting have

been demonstrated for single-cell and dual-cell assays. The limitation is the requirement for
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cell labeling, which is not always desirable or even feasible. The hardware and software com-

plexity also increases the cost and difficulty in use. One passive method has been developed

that follows the post-sorting strategy. Here, droplets smaller than the cell itself are created via

the jetting regime (one droplet generation regime that occurs at higher flowrates), where the

encapsulation of a cell immediately enlarges the droplet, making it bigger than the rest of the

empty droplets to be sorted downstream. However, the drawback of this method is obvious:

the size difference between the positive and the negative droplets is not significant and not

robust, which brings difficulties for downstream sorting. Particularly, the jetting regime that

can produce a droplet diameter smaller than that of a cell is unstable and subject to ambient

vibrations that could easily change the default droplet size; in addition, the arrival of a cell

disturbs the thin jetting thread and results in increased droplet size for adjacent droplets,

both contribute to the unrobust size difference [47]. Due to the mechanism, the obtained

single-cell droplet has a small aqueous volume in addition to the cell body and is thus not

convenient for downstream manipulations or applications.

The second strategy is to order and equally space the cells such that the cell injection rate can

be matched with the droplet generation frequency via flow rate tuning. Within this strategy,

there are no active methods. In the passive method, the cell is ordered by the use of Dean flow,

where high flow rates and high cell density are required [56, 57]. Currently, when it comes

to the passive methods for single-cell encapsulation, this cell ordering method is the most

used. It has been demonstrated with single-cell, single bead, single cell-bead, and single cell-

cell encapsulations. For the multi-object single-cell assays, the frequencies of both objects,

as well as that of droplet generation, all need to be synchronized. With this cell ordering

method, it only increases the cell or cell-pair loading ratio instead of giving a deterministic

result (demonstrated cell loading efficiency up to 77% [57]). The real-time flow rate tuning for

synchronization is conducted at high flow rates, and its success is not guaranteed, making it

not readily compatible with standard microfluidic workflow, and subject to lower cell-capture

efficiency. For deformable particles, there is another passive particle ordering approach, which

is by densely packing them in a narrow channel followed by releasing them at a constant rate

that matches with droplet generation frequency [58]. It also requires synchronizing the flow

condition to the particle concentration. Due to the adherent property of the cells, it is known

that this method does not apply to cells and is not summarized in Fig.1.6.

Another strategy is droplet on demand generation, the name of which already implies that

it can only be achieved with active methods. The idea is to detect or directly put a cell at

the prepared droplet generation interface followed by applying external force to execute the

droplet generation which includes the cell. For multi-object single-cell assays, Bues et. al.

[20] detect and stop a single cell and a single particle in a valve structure before performing

the droplet generation aided by the valve control, thus co-encapsulating both objects. This

strategy has a relatively low throughput. And like all other active methods, the system is more

complex and expensive than passive methods.

The last strategy uses hydrodynamic traps for single-cell immobilization, then flows an immis-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

cible phase (e.g., oil) to generate droplets around the traps. Here, the throughput is limited

by the low aqueous flow rate (10µL/h) [33], sequential operation, and the trap numbers per

chip. The trap number is further limited by the relatively large single-unit size and the space

limit from channel constraints. Essential to this method is the single-cell trapping efficiency,

which is limited to below 65 % [59] with nonnegligible empty and multi-cell droplets. To create

multi-object single-cell assays, two paths that are close to each other trap different cell types

and form the corresponding droplets separately, which are then connected via a valve[60]. In

this case, the path that communicates the two original droplets is very small, which, when

combined with the laminar low mixing feature and the immobilization of the two cells, does

not help the cell-cell communication nor the bead capture of the cell content. The throughput

is further limited compared to single-cell assays.

In summary, attempts have been made to overcome the Poisson limit for single-cell encap-

sulation into droplets. While active methods have the potential to achieve better control,

they are more expensive with the complexity and throughput limit and are not versatile to

all applications nor readily compatible with simple workflow in microfluidics laboratories.

On the other hand, passive strategies are simpler, but the current methods lack control and

robustness on the single-cell encapsulation outcomes. A passive yet deterministic, simple,

and robust approach for single-cell encapsulation is missing. It hinders many users, including

researchers, clinicians, and microfluidics engineers, from accessing easy, cheap, and label-free

single-cell droplets for their studies and applications. Active or not, to the best of the author’s

knowledge, there is no existing droplet microfluidics platform for label-free single-cell encap-

sulation with ultra-high throughput and high efficiency. This thesis aims to contribute to the

droplet microfluidics for single-cell study by developing passive, deterministic, and label-free

encapsulation techniques that are ready for use, to improve the single-cell droplet assays and

multi-cell (bead) droplet assays.

1.2 Research strategy

1.2.1 Scope of the thesis

Single-cell study that dissects the cell-cell heterogeneity from bulk populations is of growing

attention and importance in biological studies and clinical practices. Among different single-

cell isolation tools and platforms, droplet-based microfluidics arises as one of the most popular

ones, owing to its accuracy, low cost, high throughput, and flexible control over miniaturized

micro-compartments. However, like all other tools, droplet microfluidics has been confronted

with the random single-cell encapsulation problem, known as the Poison limit. It hinders the

accurate acquisition and application of various single-cell assays, especially for multi-object

single-cell assays that are increasingly popular due to the arising multimodal study of single

cells. While many attempts have been set out to overcome the Poisson limit, currently, there is

still not any simple and versatile solution.

12
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This thesis targets this issue by developing a full set of passive and deterministic single-cell

encapsulation techniques, as well as a controlled droplet pairing and merging technique, all

are novel in the field. During technological development, we also focused on the physical

understanding of a novel type of droplet instability. In the end, we demonstrated that the

Poisson limit could be overcome with simple solutions for single-cell assays and multi-object

single-cell assays.

1.2.2 Structure of the thesis

The thesis can be mainly divided into three parts: a physical study of a droplet breakup

phenomenon (Chapter 2), technological development of several single-cell encapsulation

tools (Chapters 3-5), and technological development of a droplet pairing and merging tool

(Chapter 6). In the end, Chapter 7 is for the summary and conclusion. More specifically:

In Chapter 2, we investigate a new type of droplet instability and study the corresponding

new breakup regimes from the analytical, experimental, and numerical points of view. This

chapter serves as the theoretical foundation for the technologies we developed in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 3, towards the deterministic single-cell encapsulation, we developed a post-

encapsulation secondary breakup-mediated droplet sorting strategy (CTS). The new droplet

instability from Chapter 2 has enabled cell-triggered droplet splitting (CTS), which is the

key to this strategy. Several working modes for realizing CTS strategy have been separately

demonstrated and characterized, suitable for different application scenarios.

In Chapter 4, towards the deterministic single-cell encapsulation, we developed a post-

encapsulation direct droplet sorting technology (SCDT). Droplets containing different num-

bers of single cells have distinguished trajectories and thus can be sorted into different outlets

passively. It is the first content-based droplet sorting method with single-cell resolution,

with the potential to distinguish the singlets, doublets, and multiplets using simple passive

operation.

In Chapter 5, towards the deterministic single cell/particle encapsulation, we developed a

particle-triggered droplet generation technology (K blocking). Two working modes have been

presented. It is the first on-demand droplet generator that operates simply passively, avoiding

completely random encapsulation.

In Chapter 6, towards the deterministic merging of pre-generated single-cell loaded droplets,

we developed a waiting-concept-aided droplet pairing and merging technology (In-flow). It is

particularly suited for rare droplet sample handling, where we demonstrated 100 % one-to-one

merging for one droplet type.

The Chapter 7 is dedicated to a summary and discussion of the above technologies towards

different application scenarios and a general conclusion of the thesis.
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2 Mechanism of a new droplet breakup
regime in T-junctions

In this chapter, we begin with an in-depth study of a novel droplet breakup phenomenon. It is

the physical background of the technologies we will introduce in Chapter 3. The content of the

current chapter is based on the preprint on arXiv.org at https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2207.00077,

which is currently under review at journal Physical Review Fluids. The following authors have

contributed to the work of this manuscript in its order: Jiande Zhou (corresponding author),

Yves-Marie Ducimetière, Daniel Migliozzi, Ludovic Keiser, Arnaud Bertsch, François Gallaire,

and Philippe Renaud (corresponding author).

2.1 Introduction

Droplet formation is a ubiquitous process in both nature and industry. In the context of

microfluidics, the controllable generation of micro-droplets has enabled a wide range of appli-

cations, opening a new era for biological and chemical analysis and synthesis [26, 61, 62]. To

date, droplet formation mechanisms in rectangular microchannels have been widely studied,

which can be classified into two main categories [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]: the mechanisms driven

by hydrodynamic forces and those driven by surface tension. In the former category, the car-

rier flow is brought into contact with the dispersed phase, which generates viscous and/or

inertial forces that destabilize the two-phase interface and eventually create the droplets. Here,

the surface tension act as a stabilizing force that resists the deformation from the hydrody-

namic forces. In the latter category, the interface breakup is driven by the surface tension

and induced purely by the geometrical setting. A drastic change in the degree of channel

confinement causes an imbalance in capillary pressure that leads to the necking and finally

breaking of the interface[69]. The first type of mechanism can be realized with three main

geometries, including “flow focusing”, “ co-flowing”, and “T-junction”. Here the droplet pro-

duction process is advantageous for high throughput [66, 70, 71]. On the other hand, the

surface tension-driven mechanism, although limited by the flow rate, is advantageous for

monodisperse droplet production and parallelization [72, 73, 74]. In this chapter, we focus

mainly on droplet breakup, a droplet formation process from an existing droplet. One of the

most studied geometries for droplet breakup is T-junction. Since the seminal work from Link.
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Chapter 2. Mechanism of a new droplet breakup regime in T-junctions

et al. in the year 2004[75], various studies have investigated the droplet breakup phenomenon

in T-junction, but only the hydrodynamics force-driven mechanism has been reported, where

the carrier flow pinches droplet interface at the bifurcate junction and causes the droplet

to breakup into two parts. In this chapter, we report a new droplet break-up regime in T-

junctions that is surface-tension-driven. Unlike the conventional regime, the droplet interface

here ruptures symmetrically in the two arm channels, which gives birth to three daughter

droplets instead of two. We investigated the origin of this new regime and, based on that,

proposed an analytical design rule to enable this new phenomenon in T-junctions of different

dimensions deterministically. With collaborators, we also developed a numerical description

of this surface tension-driven breakup process. Finally, we showed experimentally that the

hydrodynamic force-driven regime also exists in the same geometry, and by tuning the flow

rates both regimes are interchangeable.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Discovery of the novel breakup phenomenon

Historically, droplet breakup was conducted in T-junctions where the inlet and outlet channels

have the same width and where the channel height is equal to or smaller than the width

[75, 76, 77]. In this study, we use a non-conventional T-junction (Figure 2.1a) with the inlet

and outlet width (wi and wo respectively) and the height of the channel (h) fulfilling h >
wi > wo . Consequently, both the aspect ratio (h/wo) and the width ratio (wi /wo) are larger

than unity. Upstream of the T-junction, water-in-oil droplets are generated using a flow-

focusing device with two inlets, one introducing deionized water (dispersed phase) and the

other fluorinated oil (continuous phase). A third inlet introduces additional oil downstream

of the flow-focusing unit in order to separate the droplets and further control their speed.

When a droplet passes through the T-junction and fully enters the lateral channels, its rear

interface remains pinned at the junction with a constant and convex curvature, whereas the

front interfaces advance further downstream. This is in contrast with the central breakup

mechanism which features a progressive concave curving of the rear interface during breakup

process[75]. Eventually, it is the interfaces inside the lateral channels that collapse and create

two new interfaces at a symmetric distance from the junction. This type of breakup creates

three daughter droplets rather than two (which is observed during the classical breakup at

T-junction). This new breakup is referred to as lateral breakup, in comparison to the classical

central breakup described in the literature. Two examples of droplets undergoing a lateral

breakup are presented in Figure 2.1b. The collapse is very rapid but can be captured by a high

speed camera (inset). The interface appears to break very suddenly during the time the rear

cap remains pinned at the junction. It suggests that the necking process, which is usually

more gradual, is likely acting off-plane before the final pinch-off happens.
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Figure 2.1 – (a) Geometry of the T-junctions used throughout our study: both aspect ratio
h/wo and width ratio wi /wo are larger than unity. The eye shows the observation perspective
during experiment.(b) Time sequence of a lateral breakup process for a short (blue) and a long
(red) droplet. Inset shows the interface at the moment of rupture (red arrow), captured at a
frame rate of 50,000 fps.

2.2.2 Geometric conditions required for the lateral breakup

Next, we investigate why this kind of T-junction geometry enables the lateral breakup that is

however non-observable in the conventional T-junctions. Using a quasi-static assumption,

we consider that the Young-Laplace equation controls the pressure drop across the interface

of the droplet: pd − p = γκ, where pd is the pressure in the drop, p is the pressure in the

surrounding fluid at the interface (Figure 2.2a), γ is the interfacial tension, and κ is the local

mean curvature of the interface. When the droplet passes through a T-junction whose outlet

channels have smaller dimension than the inlet channel (wo < wi ), the curvature at the front

of the droplet κo increases compared to the curvature at the rear κi , thereby creating a pressure

gradient along the droplet interface. We assume that the dominant pressure variations occur

in the gutters present in the corners of the cross-section, and consider that the pressure in

the droplet pd can be roughly considered as constant in space and time [77, 78]. It implies

that in the fluid surrounding the droplet, the pressure gradually decreases from the rear cap

in the inlet channel (pi = pd −γκi ) to the front cap in the outlet channels (po = pd −γκo), by

continuity. This pressure gradient is accompanied by an adaptation of the radius of the gutter

Rg , such that p = pd −γ/Rg . Along the droplet, Rg thus varies from 1/κi in the rear of the

droplet to 1/κo in the front. In the quasi-static condition, the value of κi and κo is constant

and only dependent on the channel geometry[79]:

κi ,o =
1+ wi ,o

h +
√[

(1− wi ,o

h )2 +πwi ,o

h

]
wi ,o

. (2.1)

where i and o respectively account for the inlet and outlet. However, due to the confinement

and the non-wetting condition Rg cannot exceed a threshold value given by half of the smallest

dimension of the cross-section [72]. In our case wo < h which gives a critical value R∗
g in the

outlet channel as R∗
g = wo/2. Consequently, if the relatively large pressure imposed in the
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gutter by the proximity of the rear cap imposes a radius of curvature Rg larger than R∗
g in the

outlet channels, an instability is triggered (Figure 2.2b). To fulfill the continuity of pressure

along the channel, the interface has to curve concavely in the y direction, which marks the

initiation of a necking process. A “pocket” thus gradually inflates at the upper and bottom part

of the channel between the droplet and the (x,y)-walls, where the continuous phase accu-

mulates. The droplet thereby thins down (necking process) until reaching a quasi-cylindrical

shape, when surface tension induces a final and sudden breakup. Such a necking process

is off-plane until the last moment of rupture, which is in consistence with the experimental

observation. The lateral breakup most often occurs simultaneously in both outlet channels.

Figure 2.2 – Capillary instability responsible for lateral breakup (a)Presentation of key droplet
parameters with a top view of a T-junction through which a droplet splits. (b) Cross sectional
view in the outlet channel (indicated by black arrowheads in (a)) showing three different
gutter radius. These three conditions can hold for the same droplet passing the junction
at different times. When Rg > R∗

g , the necking starts. (c) Colormap representing β in a
diagram representing the aspect ratio h/wo as a function of the width ratio wi /wo . Blue
region corresponds to β< 1, i.e. geometries that does not allow the occurrence of lateral break-
up; Green regions correspond to β> 1, i.e. geometries prone to exhibit lateral breakup. Each
marker corresponds to one of the geometries experimentally tested (see Table.2.1). A black
symbol corresponds to an absence of lateral breakup observed, and a red marker corresponds
to a presence of a lateral breakup.

In order to make a passing droplet meet the necking condition of Rg > R∗
g , the geometric crite-

rion for the T-junction can be expressed as 1/κi > R∗
g . Defining the confinement parameter β

as β= 2/(κi wo), the lateral breakup will thus be prone to happen when β> 1, i.e. when:

β= 2
wi /wo

1+ wi
h +

√[
(1− wi

h )2 +πwi
h

] > 1. (2.2)
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This is an analytical design rule for designing a T junction geometry that allows the lateral

breakup to happen, according to our hypothesis. To test this criterion, we selected eight

T-junction geometries with different combinations of h/wo and wi /wo on which droplet

breakup experiments are conducted with varying C a (Table.2.1). The outcomes of those

experiments are represented in Figure 2.2c). No lateral breakup was observed for the two

geometries with β< 1, while geometries that have β> 1 always showed lateral breakup for a

given range of C a and L. In addition, with extremeβ values the lateral breakup phenomenon is

significantly enhanced Both observations confirm β as a good proxy to evaluate the likelihood

of a lateral breakup to happen. We rearrange equation (2.2) and map in fig.2.2c.(ii) the β value

of a geometry as a function of its width ratio wi /wo and aspect ratio h/wo , where the green to

yellow region represents the geometrical conditions of β> 1, which should allow the lateral

breakup to occur. Note that a higher β value is always associated with a larger aspect ratio

and/or a larger width ratio, shown in the contour map as markers that are further away from

the diagonal. It suggests that the capillary instability responsible for the lateral breakup is

driven by both of the two ratios. Indeed, the high aspect ratio (h > wo ,h > wi ) ensures that

the confinement level on a droplet is dictated by the channel width (the smaller dimension).

On top of it, the large width ratio (wi > wo) then imposes the difference of confinement on the

same droplet crossing the junction. Both conditions together create the necessary capillary

pressure imbalance that eventually drives the lateral breakup.

Table 2.1 – Tested geometries and the corresponding breakup outcome.

Geometry wi [µm] wo [µm] h [µm] h/wo wi /wo ki β Ca range Lateral breakup

A 30 14 62 4.2 2.1 0.09 1.5 0.005-0.30 Yes
B 30 14 37 2.6 2.1 0.11 1.2 0.006-0.077 Yes
C 30 14 5 0.4 2.1 0.45 0.3 0.006-0.107 No
D 60 14 37 2.6 4.3 0.08 1.7 0.004-0.183 Yes
E 45 14 37 2.6 3.2 0.09 1.5 0.014-0.138 Yes
F 30 30 80 2.8 1 0.09 0.8 0.006-0.160 No
G 100 12 37 3.1 8.3 0.07 2.4 0.035-0.73 Yes
H 30 12 85 7.1 2.5 0.09 1.9 0.02-0.04 Yes

2.2.3 Modeling of the dynamics of the lateral breakup for lower Ca

In this section, we illustrate the derivation of a theoretical model with the help of collaborators

from the Laboratory of Fluid Mechanics and Instabilities (LFMI), EPFL. This numerical model

describes the dynamics of the lateral breakup, occurring in two steps: 1. The droplet progresses

through the channel until the necking criterion is met- this is the onset of the necking; and

2. The necking-induced pocket of the continuous phase, fed via the gutters, inflates and

thins down the droplet until the final pinch-off. The first step is to find the condition where a

minimal value of 1/R∗
g = 2/wo is met within the outlet channel. At an initial configuration, a

droplet of speed Ca and an initial length L(0) (not shown) passes the junction, creating gutters

of length Li and Lo in the inlet and outlet channel. We assume a homogeneous pressure pd
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inside the droplet and obtain a hydraulic resistance per unit length:

rh(s, t ) = Cµ

(1−π/4)Rg (s, t )4 , (2.3)

where µ is the viscosity of the fluid, C is a geometric constant with C = 93.93 [80], and Rg (s, t )

is the radius of the gutter along the droplet internal coordinate s. Note that s is oriented along

x in the inlet channel and along y in the right outlet channel. At the rear and front caps we

have Rg (0, t ) = Fi and Rg (L(t ), t ) = Fo , where Fi ,o = κ−1
i ,o is the inverse of the total curvatures of

the caps defined in eq. (2.1). The difference between the two induces a flow rate q(t) of the

continuous phase, allocated in 4 gutters in the inlet channel and in 2×2 gutters in the outlet

channels. Experimentally, we observed a reduction of droplet rear cap speed after the front

cap enters the outlet channel (Figure 2.3b), which confirms the presence of this total bypass

flux q(t). Combining the Young-Laplace equation for the pressure balance at the interface

p(s, t) = pd −γ/Rg (s, t) and the Poiseuille equation expressing the pressure gradient within

the continuous phase ∂p/∂s =−rh q/4, one obtains an equation controlling the shape of the

gutters:
∂Rg

∂s
(s, t ) =−q(t )

4γ

Cµ

(1−π/4)

1

Rg (s, t )2 , (2.4)

with a continuous change of gutter radius Rg (s, t ) along the droplet from Fi to Fo . The quantity

L(t) = Li (t)+Lo(t) designates the total length of the droplet (excluding caps) along s the

internal abscissa, and is determined by volume conservation from known initial droplet length

L(0) and Li (t ) (see Appendix). Solving equation (2.4) provides both q(t ) -constant in space due

to flow rate conservation- and the gutter radius Rg (s, t ) at any location (s) along the droplet:

q(t ) =
(
F 3

i −F 3
o

)
AL(t )

, and (2.5)

R3
g (s, t ) = F 3

i −q(t )As for 0 ≤ s ≤ L(t ), (2.6)

where A = 3Cµ/(4γ(1−π/4)). By progressively decreasing Li from L(0) (the droplet turns the

junction at t=0), we find the critical Li c such that Rg = R∗
g = wo/2. Further advancing the

droplet, Rg > wo/2 cannot be met, and the necking has to start. The corresponding critical

time tc can be obtained from Li c = L(0)−C a tc . Figure 2.3c plots R3
g , changing linearly from

F 3
i to F 3

o along the droplet, for three time-stamps and corresponding droplet locations during

the advancing of the droplet. It illustrates the following scenario for the onset of the necking:

with the droplet advancing in the channel, the rear cap approaches the junction and increases

more and more the gutter radius in the outlet channel, which eventually goes beyond the

maximum possible value fixed by the outlet channel geometry, thus falling out of balance.

Such a process is strongly influenced by the flow rate and droplet size, which change the slope

and length of the R3
g curve. As the maximum gutter radius along the outlet channel is always

attained at the junction location (s J ), it is always at the junction that the necking requirement
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Figure 2.3 – (a) Modeling of the pocket development for one arm of the T junction, with the eye
showing the observation perspective during the experiment. During the inflation of the lateral
pocket, the droplet can be divided into three regions with a length of Li (t ),Lp (t ) and Lo(t ). The
coordinate η starts from the junction and is parallel to the outlet channel. In the parts of length
Li (t) and Lo(t), gutters are maintained, and the gutter flows are represented by grey arrows.
(b) Relative rear cap velocity v

′
r /vr (see definition in the inset) once the droplet has entered

the junction versus the droplet capillary number C a before having penetrated the junction.
Inset shows the kymograph from which droplet cap trajectory is measured (yellow line), whose
slope before and after the vertical dotted line gives vr and v

′
r respectively. (c) Result of step 1:

schematic plot of equation (2.6) using junction coordinate S. Each blue curve represents the
cubic power of the gutter radius along the droplet, from Fi at the rear interface in the inlet to Fo

at the front interface in the outlet. Three such gutter radius profiles are shown corresponding
to three-time points, i.e., three droplet locations, as the droplet is advancing inside the channel.
At t1: the droplet is about to enter the junction; t2: part of the droplet passes the junction,
but the gutter radius inside the outlet channel is below R∗

g = wo/2; t3: the droplet further
advances and Rg = R∗

g is met at the red square; from this stage on, further advancing will cause
Rg > R∗

g inside the outlet channel, the onset of necking, a pocket forms and inflates.(d) Result
of step 2: temporal evolution of the pocket predicted by the model (for geometry wo/h = 14/62,
wi /h = 30/62, with initial droplet length of L/wo = 8 and capillary number of C a = 0.005). The
vertical axis corresponds to the η coordinate (non-dimensionalized with wi ), and the length
of Lp (t ) and Lo(t ) are drawn in color and grey respectively as a function of non-dimensional
time (horizontal axis); The colormap represents the normalized local pocket depth z(s, t )/h
with the simulation stopped when z(s, t )/h goes below (wo/h)/2 ≈ 0.11.
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Chapter 2. Mechanism of a new droplet breakup regime in T-junctions

is first met. Thus, the pocket of the continuous phase is expected to start forming from the

junction, confirmed by the experiment (shown below).

Now, the droplet enters a second phase consisting of the development of the pocket. To model

the evolution of such process, we divide the droplet into three consecutive parts (Figure 2.3a):

the part in the inlet channel of length Li (t) with gutters; The part on the spatial interval of

0 ≤ η ≤ Lp , where Lp (t) is the length of the pocket, from the junction (η = 0) to where the

droplet curvature in the direction of the flow vanishes (η= Lp (t )). The third part corresponds

to the remaining part of the droplet in the outlet channels where the gutter is resumed, of

length Lo(t ). In the pocket region, we parametrize the droplet surface by its curvature in the

flow direction (i.e, the curvature in the y − z plane in Figure 2.3a), defined as

k(η, t ) =− ∂

∂η

 ∂z(η, t )/∂η√
1+ (

∂z(η, t )/∂η
)2

 . (2.7)

Where z ∈ [wo/2;h/2] designates the interfacial position: z equals h/2 when no pocket is

formed and gutters are maintained, and z = wo/2 corresponds to a cylindrical droplet cross-

section that represents the endpoint of the pocket development. The curvature in the direction

perpendicular to the flow, i.e, the curvature in the x − z plane in Figure 2.3a, is assumed

constant and equals to 2/wo , such that the total curvature of the droplet in the pocket region

writes k(η, t)+2/wo . We then define the continuity equation for the continuous phase as

∂S/∂t = (∂q/∂x)/2, where S[z(η, t )] = (π−4)w2
o/4+2z(η, t )wo is the cross-sectional area of the

discrete phase in one outlet channel, which is fed by two quarter-sections at the top wall with

a flow rate of q(η, t )/4 in each. We apply the derivative to the equation of the pressure balance

at the interface to obtain the flow rate

q(η, t ) = γ

rh,S[z(η, t )]

∂k(η, t )

∂η
, (2.8)

where rh,S [z(η, t )] designates the hydrodynamic resistance per unit length of a quarter-section,

which reduces to equation (2.3) for z = h/2. Injecting both the expression for S[z(η, t)] and

equation (2.8) in the continuity equation leads to

∂z(η, t )

∂t
= 4γ

wo

∂

∂η

(
1

rh,S[z(η, t )]

∂k(η, t )

∂η

)
, (2.9)

such that equation (2.7) and equation (2.9) constitute a system of two coupled equations

for the two unknowns z(η, t) and k(η, t). It is subject to two boundary conditions for z:

z(0, t) = z(Lp (t), t) = h/2, as well as two for k : k(0, t) = κJ −2/wo , and k(Lp (t), t) = 0, where

κJ is the curvature of the inlet gutter at the junction, found by matching with the inlet gutter

regime (see Appendix). As mentioned, the necking condition has already been met, thus

k(0, t ) ≤ 0, resulting in the opening of the pocket; however, k(η, t ) must increase with η until

recovering k(Lp (t), t) = 0, as the hydrodynamic resistance induces a pressure drop of the

continuous phase (see equation (2.8)). We used a finite element method to calculate the
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dynamics of the necking process numerically , i.e. z(η, t ) and k(η, t ). The boundary conditions,

numerical discretization, and nondimensionalization used for this purpose are detailed in

the appendixA.1 and numerical methods section. The result of the simulation resolves the

pocket evolution process, which can be represented by the change of pocket length Lp (t)

and depth z(η, t) (Figure 2.3d). These two quantities increase over time, with a monotonic

downstream extension of the pocket boundary. As z(η, t) = wo/2, a locally cylindrical cross-

section is reached during the pocket evolution, which triggers a fast breakup controlled by

surface tension.

This model is restricted to low C a for two main reasons. First, large values of C a may lead to

a cross-section occupancy of both liquids, which is not accounted for in our gutter model,

as evidenced by Lozar et al. [81]. Second, the internal viscous dissipation has an increasing

contribution at higher C a, and was not included in the model. Experimentally, we observed

the evolution of lateral breakup behavior from low to high C a condition. For lower C a, a

pocket-forming process starts and stops before the rear interface reaches the junction. The

corresponding breakup distance from the junction decreases with increasing C a (Figure 2.4).

For higher C a, the breakup location is stabilized, and an decreasing rear cap curvature is

observed as C a increases (Figure 2.4). We next discuss the latter case concerning higher C a.

Figure 2.4 – Breakup moment of six breakup events with increasing C a. The C a value from
top to bottom is 0.016, 0.025, 0.056, 0.088, 0.129 and 0.177. The breakup location in the right
outlet channel is shown with black arrowheads. The scale bar represents 30 µm.

2.2.4 A central breakup recovered at higher Ca

At higher C a, when a critical C a∗ is exceeded, the conventional central breakup regime can

be recovered, even for geometries enabling lateral breakup. Figure 2.5a shows three breakup

events with the same droplet size. Central breakup is observed at higher values of C a, while

lateral and central breakups can occur simultaneously near the critical value C a∗. In Figure

2.5b we show light intensity kymographs of two breakup events with the same droplet size but

different breakup regimes. The existence of the lateral pocket cannot be imaged directly, but it

can be detected by a faint intensity change, caused by the light scattering at the openings. First,
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Chapter 2. Mechanism of a new droplet breakup regime in T-junctions

it confirms that the necking starts from the junction as predicted by our model (Appendix

2.2.3). Second, it is remarkable to discover that pocket formation occurs regardless of the

final breakup outcome. This observation, together with the coexistence of lateral and central

breakups near the critical C a∗ indicates that the two processes are simultaneous. It hints at

the breakup transition mechanism, attributed to the faster completion of central breakup that

aborts the lateral breakup process with the interfacial rearrangement.

We obtained the regime map near the transition zone for C ao versus L̄o in Figure 2.5c. Here,

C ao =C a(wi /wo)/2 is the outlet channel capillary number, and L̄o = L(0)(wi /wo)/wo/2 is the

initial droplet length translated into outlet channel (divided by 2 for only one branch) normal-

ized by the outlet width. We compare the characteristic breakup time for both regimes, defined

as the duration from the rear cap reaching the corner until the breakup and represented in

Figure 2.5c) as the surface area of the round markers. Interestingly, the characteristic time

decreases approximately with increasing C a for both regimes. But at each transition point,

the central breakup always has a shorter characteristic time than the adjacent lateral breakup.

From the regime map, a longer droplet needs a lower critical C a∗
o to transition to central

breakup. We found that the relation between L̄o and its transition C a∗
o can be well described

by the scaling law C a∗
o ∼ bL̄−1

o . The latter is also found to describe the non-breakup/central

breakup transition on conventional T-junctions for long droplets [77]. This indicates that

the lateral/central breakup transition is probably dictated by enabling the central breakup,

which is the faster process. This leads to a critical constant (C ao L̄o)∗ that solely governs the

lateral/central breakup transition. In the inset of Figure 2.5c, the separation of the two regimes

by (C aoLo)∗ ≈ 1.9 is shown.

However, this experimentally determined prefactor is much higher than the theoretical value

obtained for the same geometry (A) but assuming no lateral breakup following the scaling

analysis of Haringa et al. [77](see Appendix). We note the difference in enabling central

breakup on these new T-junctions. The continuous flow arriving at the junction can: (a)

bypass the entire droplet through gutters, (b) flows into the lateral pocket and increase its

volume, or (c) push the rear cap and contribute to central breakup. In conventional T-junctions,

there is no pathway (b), and (a) is negligible at higher C a[77]. In the lateral breakup-enabled

T-junctions, the pathway (a) may be enhanced by an enlarged “gutter” area of the continuous

phase when C a is high (prominent for high aspect ratio channel [81]). Together with the

uniquely presented pathway (b), it indicates that the lateral breakup-enabled T-junction uses a

smaller portion of the incoming flow for central breakup than a conventional T-junction. This

means for the same droplet length L̄o , a higher C a∗
o is required to enable the central breakup

and the transition, reflected by the increased constant (C ao L̄o)∗. In Figure 2.5c we map the

breakup regimes near the transition zone for four geometries with the same outlet widths in a

logarithmic scale (From geometries A, B, D and E described in the Table). The decay rate of

C a∗
o with L̄o is similar for all the tested geometries as a power law with an exponent close to -1,

similar to the above observation. The intersect of these -1 laws, proportional to the constant

(C aoLo)∗, varies among the geometries. Geometries with a more prominent lateral breakup

(higher value of β) require a higher C a∗
o to recover central breakup.
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Figure 2.5 – (a) Time sequences of example breakup events for the same droplet length under
three flow conditions. The breakup regime shifts from lateral to central breakup from low to
high C a. The scale bar represents 30 µm. (b) Kymograph of light intensity along the central
part of the outlet channel (white dashed line), for two droplets of the same size but with
different regimes; The grey value is turned into colors in the colormap. At time zero, both
droplets enter the junction, and the trajectory of the front interface forms a straight line.
After the rear interface arrives at the junction (inset), the intensity change due to the light
scattering from the pocket interface is captured (white arrowheads), which always starts from
the junction as predicted. At the end of each process, a new interface(s) is formed at the
locations indicated by the black arrows. (c) The breakup transition regime map of C ao versus
L̄o for geometry A (Figure 2.2c), where C ao =C a(wi /wo)/2 and L̄o = L(0)(wi /wo)/wo/2. Blue
and red circles represent lateral and central breakups, respectively. The area of each circle is
proportional to the characteristic breakup time, defined from when the droplet rear interface
reaches the junction to the final breakup moment. The black curve represents the function
C ao = bL̄−1

o , where b = 1.9 in this case (geometry A). Inset: dp , the pinch-off lateral distance
from the junction center (in um) versus the product of C ao L̄o . (d) Logarithmic representation
of the breakup transition regime map for C ao vs. L̄o for four geometries (A, B, D, E) with
different β values, represented by four colors. The filled and hollow markers represent lateral
(LB) and central breakups (CB). Dashed lines of slope −1 are represented to guide the eyes.

We also mention that the geometry may alter the relative time scale of the two processes.
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Chapter 2. Mechanism of a new droplet breakup regime in T-junctions

For example, on geometries that favor less the lateral breakup (e.g. geometry B), there is no

lateral/central simultaneous breakup near the transition region as shown in Figure 2.5a for

geometry A, indicating a much slower lateral breakup at this moment than the central breakup.

We thus warn that it is not impossible to have a lateral breakup process terminating before the

central breakup process (of droplet flattening, concaving, and finally pinching off), provided

that the geometry promotes lateral breakup to have its process finished earlier. In a nutshell,

the droplet breakup fate in these novel T-junctions should be determined by the temporal

dynamics of both breakup processes and is dominated by the faster one. This means the two

most common droplet formation mechanisms in microfluidics- driven by a hydrodynamic

force and driven by surface tension, simultaneously compete in the same geometry. By merely

shifting flow condition, the droplet size and/or composition can be changed at real-time

(Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 – Different daughter droplet composition from each droplet breakup event, with
geometry B. From top to bottom: increasing the number of daughter droplets (by decreasing
the capillary number C a). From left to right: increasing the daughter droplet size and/or size
ratio (by increasing the droplet length Lo). The scale bar represents 100 µm.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Device fabrication

A silicon mold fabricated by Dry Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) was used to create the microchan-

nels. First, a 1.5 µm photoresist layer was spin-coated on a double-side polished silicon wafer

and was patterned with standard photolithography, including steps of exposure and devel-

opment to obtain the 2D channel shape. The exposed wafer area was then etched using the

Bosch process (DRIE, Alcatel AMS 200). The channel depth is proportional to the etching

duration, and the value is measured with a surface profilometer (Tencor Alpha-Step 500).

After the Si mold was silanized within a trichlor-(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoroctyl) (PFOTs)-filled

desiccator for five hours, we poured PDMS pre-polymer (1:10 ratio mixture) onto the Si mold
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and cure in 80°oven for three hours. We peel the PDMS replicas from the mold and, after

punching inlet and outlet holes, seal the channels by bonding to a PDMS-coated glass slide

(oxygen plasma bonding, 500 mTorr, 45 sec, 29 W). Coating of the glass slide (standard 25mm *

75mm * 1mm) is done by spin coating a thin layer of PDMS pre-polymer at 1700 rpm for 35s,

then curing in the oven (as above). The hydrophobicity of the surfaces was naturally regained

by placing PDMS in the oven for 3 days.

2.3.2 Experiments

The experiments were performed under an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE 300) and

imaged with a high-speed camera (Phantom Miro M310). A syringe pump (CETONI Nemesys)

with gastight glass syringes (Hamilton) controls the flow rates injected into the system. De-

pending on the flow rates, frame rates up to 50,000 frames per second were used to record the

droplet breakup process. A customized ImageJ script is used to recognize the droplets and

obtain the intensity profile automatically. A MATLAB (Mathworks) script calculates the droplet

speed and length. The results were confronted with the observations to ensure accuracy.

To conduct the experiments, constant flow rates were fed to the system using CETONI Nemesys

syringe pumps (Low-pressure module, Cetoni GmbH, Germany), 100 µl gastight glass syringes

(Hamilton 1700 Series), and Tygon tubings (Masterflex). To avoid possible fluctuations in

the system, we used the actual droplet speed determined from the video to determine the

capillary number. QX 200T M Droplet Generation Oil from Bio-Rad (containing surfactant) was

used for the continuous phase to avoid droplet coalescence. Deionized water was used for the

dispersed phase. The viscosity of the droplet generation oil was measured using a rheometer

(DHR-3 TA): µ= 2.3 mPa.s. The interfacial tension between the two phases was measured with

the pendant drop method (Kruss Advance 1.6.2.0): γ= 1.6 mN/m.

Table 2.1 lists the full C a range we have tested for each geometry. For geometries A,B,D,E

(positive geometries with normal aspect- and width- ratio), we conducted systematic exper-

iments, and the results involving the LB/CB transition at the higher C a range is shown in

Fig.2.5 (please note the different definition of C a and C ao for Table 1 and Fig.2.5). Geometries

G and H (with high aspect- or width- ratio) are less characterized. After observing the LB

phenomenon, we labeled them as positive geometries and reported the C a range we have

tested. Particularly, for geometry G (high width ratio), we observed for the whole C a range

only LB (no CB even at high C a); for geometry H (large aspect ratio), we observed multiple

LB (instead of 1 LB) for each droplet, with the last breakup for the last part of the droplet can

be LB (lower C a) or CB (higher C a). As we didn’t have systematic characterization for these

two geometries, these “enhanced” LB phenomenon is not explicitly described in the main

text. For geometry C and F (negative geometries), after we observed CB, we lowered the Ca

until seeing droplet non-breakup (droplet escaping, for geometry F), or until seeing it is still

CB, but we reached the system limit (our high precision syringe pump cannot provide lower

than 0.006 uL/mi nflow rate; for geometry C). We labeled these two geometries as negative
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Chapter 2. Mechanism of a new droplet breakup regime in T-junctions

geometries and reported the corresponding C a range.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Limitations of the current numerical model

In this chapter, we presented the study of a novel droplet breakup at a microfluidic T -junction.

To shed light on the underlying dynamics leading to the new lateral breakup mechanism, we

developed a model predicting the formation and growth of a pocket of the continuous phase

in the low C a regime. Such a numerical description of the breakup dynamics is meaningful

as the dynamics couldn’t be described from experimental data alone since it occurs in the

unobserved plane. The model established the following scenario for the progressive inflation

of a lateral pocket in the outlet channel: with the droplet advancing in the channel, the

rear cap approaches the junction and decreases more and more the gutter curvature at this

location, which eventually drops below the minimum possible value fixed by the outlet channel

geometry. Exceeding this limit must lead to an increasingly negative curvature in the direction

orthogonal to the flow, which leads to the inflation of the continuous phase pocket. Our

modeling framework could also be applied to other surface-tension-driven breakup problems.

However, it is important to point out that this model is currently restricted to low C a for several

reasons: 1) as previously evidenced for bubbles [81], large values of C a may lead to a flow

configuration where the oil occupies more the cross-section and the gutter representation used

in our model is no longer valid. 2) Both the internal dissipation and elongational resistance

of the droplet, increasingly important with higher C a, have not been included in our model.

3) Eventually, when the rear cap of the droplet arrives at the junction, a high C a number

would lead to an abrupt increase of flow rate entering the pocket, which may lead to a three-

dimensional geometrical rearrangement of the droplet that we have no evidence for.

Moreover, there is currently a lack of comparison between the experimental results and the

simulation model. During our experiments, we observed that the droplet breakup dynamics

are not systematic at a lower C a range (i.e., C a < 0.05). Indeed, the droplet positions at the

junction while waiting for the lateral breakup to happen are not fixed well, with back-and-forth

oscillations of the droplet front interfaces. This raises the difficulty of robust measurement. At

higher C a (C a > 0.1), the droplet breakup dynamics become robust and systematic, but the

simulation is unsuitable for higher C a conditions. Therefore, we did not obtain a meaningful

comparison between the simulation and the experiment. This could be left for future studies

after optimizing the experimental design and conditions.

2.4.2 Deep channel effect

Previously in the field, almost all droplet breakup studies were conducted in shallow channels

with a height-to-width ratio smaller than 1, whereas in our work, we have worked on a deep
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channel with this ratio larger than 1. This explains why such a droplet breakup phenomenon is

not discovered so far. In fact, from the derivation of the analytical design rule, we can see that

the necking criterion for the capillary instability to occur (i.e., Rg > R∗
g = wo/2) is analogous to

the one ruling step emulsification [69] or snap-off [80] processes.

In the previous studies, step emulsification can only be induced by a “step” geometry where the

channel height and width are both drastically increased, requiring non-standard fabrication

procedures. Our finding points out that this is not necessary. For a rectangular channel, by

setting up h À w , the droplet confinement level is dictated by the smaller dimension (w).

Thus, a single height and solely variations in the x-y plane generate the necessary change of

confinement for inducing the capillary instability. In our case, although we have wi > wo ,

the width change is not drastic. It induces the capillary instability, but the actual breakup

location varies with flow condition (Fig.2.4). If the width contrast is larger with a significant

step, the lateral breakup location will be confined at (around) the step location. This is like

step emulsification, only that it is achieved on a single-height device. We used this effect in

Chapter 3 for single-cell encapsulation purposes.

2.4.3 The real cause for the transition

Experimentally, we have shown that the transition from LB to CB happens systematically at

the higher C a and larger L condition. For LB, the increase in droplet speed (C a) decreases the

residence time of a droplet in the junction and so thus the time for the instability to develop,

weakening the lateral breakup. For CB, the increase in droplet speed and length are both the

causes of an enhanced pinching flow at the back of the droplet rear interface, which help

overcome the Laplace pressure and drilling of the interface for the central breakup (CB). That

is to say, when C a and L are both larger, by default LB is weaker, and CB is stronger. An

interesting question, therefore, is whether the transition from LB to CB at higher C a and L is

caused by the disappearance of LB, the appearance of CB, or both.

In T junction with deep channels (i.e., in our case), we have non breakup -> LB -> CB from

vanishing C a to higher C a. For the LB -> CB transition, we systematically observed a -1 power

law describing the dependency of the critical C a∗ on the droplet length L on different tested

geometries. This drew our attention, as such a dependency is also observed in T-junctions

with shallow channels (i.e, in the conventional studies), where it describes the transition of

non-breakup -> CB (LB is forbidden). It indicates that a -1 power law is associated with the

enabling of CB (for an elongated droplet as in our case). It is therefore tempting to consider

that the transition of LB -> CB in deep channel T-junction, governed by a -1 power law, is also

due to the enabling of CB, which ceases the LB process with droplet interface re-arranging.

Out of curiosity, we later conducted a new study on geometry without a T junction but the

deep channel and width ratio conditions are still fulfilled; thus, LB can still happen but not

CB (Fig.2.7a (L)). We first verified if the same design rule still applies on this straight channel

geometry ((Fig.2.7b). We flow droplets under different conditions in geometries with different
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parameters, and we clearly see that the same design rule predicts the presence of the LB in

the (green) geometries very well. In one of the LB-positive geometries we characterized the

breakup phenomena with respect to the droplet speed (y-axis) and droplet length (x-axis),

shown in Fig.2.7c. Roughly speaking, from low to high C a, the droplets experience from LB

(green to yellow points) to non-breakup (blue points). Again, when LB happens, the breakup

happens within the narrow section. The breakup location defined as the distance from the step

to the breakup point inside the narrow section is shown with the color code. A lower droplet

speed leads to a longer breakup location, while at a higher speed this distance is shorter and

starts to get stabilized at around 40−50µm. This trend is similar to what we have observed in

Fig. 2.4 with a T junction configuration. It shows that the straight channel configuration has

captured well the lateral breakup features we observed in the previous studies.

In this case, let’s look at the LB -> non-breakup transition, which describes the "disappearance

of LB". It confirms that when droplet speed and length are larger, LB is indeed weaker and will

eventually stop (i.e., nonbreakup). However, the transition rule here is not characterized by a “-

1” power law but more like a “-0.5” power law (insert). It indicates that the influence of droplet

length is weaker compared to CB. More importantly, it confirms that the transition of LB -> CB

as we discussed above in a T junction geometry is not characterized by the disappearance of

the LB, which would have been a ”-0.5” power law. Instead, this transition is indeed dictated

by the appearance of CB, which is a -1 law.
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Design rule 
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Figure 2.7 – . a)Schematics and parameters used for the straight channel geometry; (L) is for
geometry law verification experiments, (C) is for the cell experiments, which we will present in
Chapter 3; b)Result of whether the droplet breakup can be observed in each (L) type geometry.
Red points represent that in this geometry no droplet breakup inside the narrow section can
be observed at all flow conditions. Green points mean that droplet breakup can happen, and
the transparent points represent the geometries that are not tested in the end. The design
rule is plotted as the blue curve, below which the geometries fulfill the capillary instability
requirement presented in Chapter 2; c) The breakup location (in color) at different droplet
lengths (x-axis) and speeds (y-axis). The breakup location is defined as the distance from the
start of the narrow section (the step in the geometry) to the breakup point inside the narrow
section, where 0 (blue) means no breakup happens. The non-blue points show the change of
breakup location with flow conditions.
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2.5 Conclusion and outlook

In summary, we reported on a novel lateral droplet breakup occurring in microfluidic T-

junctions which leads to the formation of three daughter droplets. We experimentally evi-

denced that this new regime arises from an unbalanced capillary pressure at the drop interface

induced by the strong gradient of confinement across the junction (provided that h > wi > wo).

A geometrical design rule was proposed accordingly to enable the lateral breakup regime.

We also developed a model depicting the development of the lateral pockets responsible for

the ultimate lateral breakup, for low capillary number C a. Furthermore, we showed that a

unique central breakup is recovered at higher C a, a regime also observed in conventional

T-junction. We showed that the critical capillary number C a∗ marking the transition from

lateral to central breakup is compatible with an inverse dependency on the droplet length.

This means the two main breakup mechanisms in microfluidics- hydrodynamic force-driven

and surface tension-driven, simultaneously compete in the same geometry. This allows new

microfluidics functionalities. On one hand, active control over the flow condition can change

droplet composition and sizes without changing geometries; On the other hand, without

active control, the change of the content or property of the droplet could possibly alter the

temporal competition of the two breakup regimes thus shifting the breakup results. In the

next Chapter, we will explore the possibility of passive control.
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3 Deterministic single cell encapsula-
tion based on Cell Triggered Splitting
(CTS)
In the previous chapter, we thoroughly studied a novel droplet breakup phenomenon on a

special type of T junction. In this chapter, we applied this understanding and developed a

simple passive strategy for the deterministic encapsulation of single cells into droplets. Two

geometries with different working principles derived from the same physical phenomenon

(chapter2) are presented. This chapter is based on two paper manuscripts.

3.1 Introduction

As stated in the introduction chapter, the Poisson limit hinders single-cell study and needs

to be tackled. The current approaches, passive or active, are not adequate for this purpose.

From chapter 2, we have understood that in microfluidics T junctions that have both deep

channels and a channel width change, a surface tension-driven droplet breakup regime is

possible. At the same time, a droplet can also be split into two equal parts at the center of the T

junction with a hydrodynamic force-driven mechanism. Both mechanisms compete in such a

T junction, thus the droplets may experience different breakup outcomes- break into two with

the hydrodynamic force-driven regime, or break into three with the surface tension-driven

regime. While we have presented how an active switching of the flow condition can alter the

competition outcome, in this chapter, we will present that a similar effect can be induced

by a passive change of the droplet content. We use this effect to design our first single-cell

encapsulation strategy, “Cell triggered splitting” (CTS).

3.2 The general strategy

As discussed in Chapter 2, the degree of confinement change is proportional to the degree of

width change in deep channel geometry. While a small width contrast is not strong enough to

restrict the breakup location, causing floating breakup sites in the narrow section (Fig.2.4),

a drastic width contrast will confine the breakup location at the step between the narrower

section and the wider section, inducing a breakup phenomenon similar to the known “Step
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emulsification”- except that the “step” is created in the 2D channels (with the same height).

Our two flow configurations for CTS (CTS-1 & CTS-2) have used small-width contrast and

large-width contrast breakup phenomenon, respectively.

The general idea of CTS is shown in Fig. 3.1. At the first step of droplet generation (a), a

random cell encapsulation is performed with low cell density (λ = 0.1 to 0.2), producing

mother droplets that are mostly empty or containing a single cell[82]. In the second step of

droplet splitting (b), the mother droplets flow through the novel T junction, where empty

droplets break into two parts, and the cell-loaded droplets break into three parts due to

the perturbation from the cell to the system (CTS). In the following sections, we will show

two ways of achieving such switching of droplet breakup regimes. One aspect in common,

however, is the fact that the cell-triggered droplet splitting creates an additional daughter

droplet containing that cell, which has a different size compared to the rest of the empty

daughter droplets. As a result, the previously-random cell occupancy in equally sized mother

droplets is transformed such that the new droplet sizes are correlated with their cell occupancy.

All cell-containing droplets will have a distinct size. In the last step of droplet sorting (c), these

cell-containing droplets can be collected automatically via any droplet size-based sorting

method. All three steps are performed in one chip in a passive manner.

Random cell encapsulation CtDS Droplet sortinga) Droplet generation b) Droplet splitting c) Droplet sorting

Figure 3.1 – Overview of the CTS single cell encapsulation strategy: a) Random cell encap-
sulation generating mother droplets of different content; b) CTS junction where empty and
cell-loaded mother droplets are split differently, creating different droplet sizes that are linked
to their the cell occupancy; c)The smaller droplets which always contain the cells are sorted
passively based on size, here demonstrated with Pinched Flow Fractionation (PFF)[83].

In this chapter, we will demonstrate two CTS geometries that have been studied. In both cases,

we used three inlets for operation- two inlets introducing water and oil are for the droplet

generation; one additional oil flowrate is added downstream of the droplet generation unit

before the droplet splitting geometry, for droplet spacing and droplet speed regulation.
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Chip fabrication

For both CTS-1 and CTS-2, we produce Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) replicas from silicon

molds, then seal them with glass slides to produce the chips. For the silicon mold fabrication,

AZ ECI 3007 photoresist (1.5 µm) is used during standard photolithography. Then, the wafer

with a patterned photoresist is etched with Dry Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) using the Bosch

process (Alcatel AMS 200). The etching time determines the height of the channels, the latter

is measured with a surface profilometer (Tencor Alpha-Step 500). The obtained Si mold was

silanized with trichlor -(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoroctyl) silane in a desiccator for five hours, which

makes it ready for PDMS molding (using a 1: 10 mixing ratio). After the molding, we bond the

PDMS replica to a glass slide with oxygen plasma (1 min, 29 W). The hydrophobicity of the

channels was obtained by placing the freshly bonded device (with the activated surface) in the

above-mentioned PFOTS-filled desiccator for five hours.

3.3.2 Chip design and scaling (CTS-1)

For the deformable object of different sizes to be encapsulated, we give the following rules

to scale the CTS-1 chip: First, wo is chosen to be slightly smaller than the target object size.

For relatively more rigid objects, the dimension difference between the object size and the

wo can be smaller. Then, the width ratio ( wi
wo

) and aspect ratio ( wi
h ) can be chosen according

to Eq.2.2 and according to the throughput requirement. A rare cell sample normally has a

small sample volume and might require a lower flow rate, while a large sample might prefer

a higher throughput. For a given geometry, the throughput can be adjusted by changing

the operational flow condition along the (fixed) transition flow conditions (see below). In

addition, the transition boundary itself can be significantly altered by the geometry as shown

in Chapter2, mainly with the change of the aspect and width ratio (h/w0 and wi /wo) of

the T junction. This determines the bounded effective throughput range within which the

flow condition can make an adjustment. A general rule is that increasing one or both of

the ratio(s) would push the transition to happen at higher flow rates, thus operating with

higher throughput. This is an important factor when considering the design of the geometry

for different applications. Note that, we found that the transition boundary is only slightly

influenced by the expansion angle A (for A = 8,14 and 20 degree that we have tested) and

constriction channel length N (for N = 25,50,100µm that we tested). The following results

for encapsulation of HT-29 cells that are around 13−14µm in diameter are obtained on a

T junction with A = 4◦, N = 50µm, wi = 30µm, wo = 11µm and h = 52µm. In addition, we

used a T junction with A = 4◦, N = 250µm, wi = 120µm, wo = 55µm and h = 180µm for

encapsulation of 10x genomics bead that are around 70µm in diameter.
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3.3.3 Single cell encapsulation

The observation of CTS is conducted under an inverted Nikon microscope (Eclipse TE 300)

mounted with a high-speed camera (Phantom Miro M310). Longer encapsulation experiments

are recorded under a Nikon microscope (Eclipse Ts2R) mounted with a uEye (IDS) camera.

The single-cell suspension (in PBS) and fluorinated oil (QX200 DG Oil for Evagreen) are loaded

in gastight glass syringes (Hamilton, 500µL) and injected into the microfluidics channels

through a syringe pump (CETONI Nemesys), at a predefined flow combination until the end of

the experiment. The applied aqueous flow rates range from 0.5 to 8 µL/mi n, and the droplet

generation oil flow rates from 3 to 50 µL/mi n for the single cell experiments for CTS-1. For

CTS-2, the shown experiment is conducted with Qw ater , QOi l 1 and QOi l 2 being 1, 4, and 7

uL/mi n The droplet size and cell size analysis are performed on the recorded videos using

homemade ImageJ and Matlab scripts. The counting of the cell-loaded droplets is done

manually.

3.3.4 Single bead encapsulation

Next GEM Single Cell 5’ Gel Beads from 10X genomics were diluted 20 times in DI water, then

used as the aqueous phase with the above method.

3.3.5 Cell viability test

After preparation of a single cell suspension, half of the suspension is kept at room temperature

(Control group), and the rest is processed in the microfluidics chip at a throughput of 241Hz

(for droplet generation) for 20 mins. At the end of the operation, the droplets floating on top of

the oil in the collection Eppendorf were recovered and poured onto a super-hydrophobic film

(Millipore Membrane filter, 1µm pore size), which absorbs the surfactant and the excessive

oil for breaking the droplets. After 1 min, the aqueous phase was collected with a pipette

(Experiment group). The cells from both the experiment and control groups were stained with

Propidium Iodide (PI) and observed under a microscope to evaluate the membrane integrity.

The HT-29 cells were modified to express the Green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene, thus

showing green fluorescence. Cells expressing “only red” or “red plus green” fluorescence are

considered with compromised membranes.

3.4 Lateral breakup/Central breakup competition

The first CTS method “CTS-1” utilizes the competition between the lateral and central breakup

as explained in chapter 2.
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3.4.1 Design and working principle

The geometry for “CTS-1” is almost the same as used in chapter 2. We only reduced the

length of the outlet channel that has a width of wo (smaller than a cell’s dimension) to avoid

unnecessary cell squeezing damage (Fig.3.2)a. To enable the lateral breakup (LB), the same

geometrical design rule of eq.2.2 needs to be fulfilled, which has a constraint on the aspect

and width ratio (h/w0 and wi /wo) of the T junction. More specifically, LB is enabled by setting

a wide inlet channel that narrows into a smaller-width outlet channel, all having an aspect

ratio greater than one.

Fig.3.2b shows the regime map on this modified geometry CTS-1. Similarly, LB that breaks

the droplet inside the two arms of the outlet channel happens at a lower flow rate with a

smaller mother droplet size (red dots), whereas the ‘Central Breakup” regime (CB) that pinches

the droplet from the middle occurs at a higher flow rate with longer droplets (blue dots). As

explained in chapter2, at CB flow conditions, the capillary instability responsible for LB cannot

develop till the LB breakup happens. The instability is suppressed by the enhanced pressure

drop along the droplet and the fact that the droplets do not stay in the lateral channel long

enough until shortcutted by CB. However, when the system is operated at a CB-close-to-LB

regime (e.g., highlighted in Fig.3.2b), the LB breakup is close to breakup in time (Fig.2.5),

and the system is very sensitive to any hydrodynamic perturbation. If a droplet that passes

contains a cell whose diameter is slightly larger than the width of the narrow section (wo), the

squeezing of the cell in that section enhances the lateral breakup instabilities. The presence of

the cell retards the happening of the CB (Fig.3.2b). These effects cause the lateral breakup to

re-occur automatically. An additional satellite droplet containing the cell is formed, together

with two empty large droplets (Fig.3.2b). As the lateral droplet splitting is only triggered by

the presence of a deformable particle such as a cell, all and only satellite droplets will contain

single cells. Consequently, satellite droplets are a pure population of cell-loaded droplets.

This is achieved automatically and passively by just flowing the mother droplets through the

special T junction at a constant flow condition.

3.4.2 Results

CTS with high efficacy and specificity

In this study, we use an outlet channel width (wo) of 11 µm, and HT-29 cells (average diameter

of 13.7 µm) to demonstrate the cell-triggered splitting. As all CB regimes that are close to the

transition boundary are suitable for operation, there exist many working flow combinations

with different throughputs on the same geometry. We first experimented with a mother droplet

sorting rate of 47Hz (Qw ater = 0.5µL/mi n). The single-cell triggering efficiency is defined as

the success rate of satellite droplet generation upon the presence of a single cell in the mother

droplet. For a total of 473 single cells, we obtained an overall triggering efficiency of 91.3%.

The detailed analysis for different cell size categories shows that cells larger than wo have

achieved triggering efficiencies close to 100% (Fig.3.3a). This high triggering efficiency for
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Figure 3.2 – Design and working principle of the CTS-1. a) The design parameters of CTS-1;
b) Droplet breakup regime map for the lateral breakup (LB, red) and central breakup (CB,
blue) on the CTS-1 geometry. Such a map can be established for each junction geometry for
which lateral breakup can occur. The x-axis is the water/oil ratio in the droplet generator,
mostly defining the mother droplet length; The y axis is the total oil flowrate (in µL/mi n),
including the droplet generation oil and a droplet spacing oil introduced into the system
downstream to the droplet generator and upstream to the T junction. The insert shows at a
CB-close-to-LB regime the splitting process of an empty droplet and a cell-loaded droplet,
taken with a high-speed camera at a rate of 3000 FPS. Set time zero as the moment when the
droplet rear interface fully entered the outlet channel, at T = 20ms, an empty droplet finishes
breaking centrally (left); for a cell-loaded droplet, however, no sign of central breakup occurs
at T = 20ms, due to the retardation of the cell at the junction; until T = 27ms the lateral breakup
has happened, with a droplet interface splitting in one arm of the T junction, generating the
satellite droplet around the junction area, encapsulating the cell automatically (right)
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Figure 3.3 – Single cell triggering efficiency at different cell size categories The cell size range
for each category is shown on the x-axis; the cell triggering efficiency for each category is
shown on the y-axis. The total efficiency is obtained by dividing the total number of triggering
cells by the total cell number. a) @ 47 Hz: single cell triggering efficiency for different droplet
size categories is shown with blue triangles; ‘27/54’ means 54 cells are in this size category,
out of which 27 have successfully triggered the satellite formation. The total number of cells
characterized is 473; b) @ 241 Hz: single cell triggering efficiency for different droplet size
categories is shown with orange squares; The total number of cells characterized is 808.

large cells remains true when a different flow combination with higher throughput- i.e., at a

mother droplet sorting rate of 241 Hz (Qw ater = 2µL/mi n) is performed and was observed for

a total of 808 cells (Fig.3.3b). While the triggering efficiency for cells smaller than or similar

to the outlet channel width wo (wo = 11µm) is not as sufficient as @ 47 Hz, the triggering

efficiency for cells that are equal to or larger than 12 µm remains > 95%. This indicates a

highly selective triggering with a cutoff triggering (threshold) at around 12 µm, i.e., at a cell size

slightly larger than wo . Such knowledge can be used to design a chip for either full population

encapsulation, i.e., redesigning of a wo that is smaller than the full-size spectrum of the cell

population, or a size-selective encapsulation, i.e., redesigning of a wo that is only smaller than

the size of target cells but similar to or larger than the rest of the cell population. At both

throughput conditions, the obtained droplet size difference associated with cell occupancy is

significant- over 12 times the difference in droplet volume between small satellite droplets

and large empty droplets is observed. The satellite droplets have a good monodispersity, and

their diameter is 23±1.5 µm @ 47 Hz and 22±1 µm @ 241 Hz (Fig.3.4a).

The specificity of the method, defined as the number of single-cell loaded satellites among the

total population of satellite droplets, has been compared to the Poisson distribution under the

same cell concentration (λ= 0.12) in Fig.3.4b. The percentage of empty droplets is reduced

from 89% to around 1%, while the percentage of droplets containing single cells rises from

11% to 94%. Empty satellite droplets rarely exist -satellites loaded with cells consist of > 98%

of the population. For a mother droplet containing two (doublet) or more cells (multiplet),

and if the single cells are not adherent to each other, there is a high chance that only one cell is

partitioned into one satellite (Fig.3.5). This self-correction function further reduces the ratio

of doublets and multiplets in the satellite population compared to the initial mother droplet
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Figure 3.4 – a)The droplet size distribution @ 241Hz and @ 47Hz. The min and max values
are shown as the whiskers, the 1st and 3rd quartiles are shown in the box, and the median is
shown as the darker line inside the box. b) The observed ratio of droplets loaded with different
numbers of cells is shown in bars (red and blue); the Poisson probability of a droplet to contain
a certain number of cell numbers under the same cell density of λ= 0.12 is shown with dots
(green). Insert: bright field image obtained after the CTS before the sorting, scale bar = 50 µm,
satellite droplets are highlighted
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Figure 3.5 – The time sequence of droplet splitting when containing two cells

population. In our case, some doublets and multiplets result from adherent cells obtained

during the cell preparation. These cells are partitioned into one satellite droplet as a single

(large) particle. Note that for a given T junction geometry, as long as the fluid properties do not

change, the working regimes (i.e., the operational flow conditions) are fixed and reproducible.

Therefore, real-time flow tuning is avoided, which allows the system to start operating from

the first cell entering the system until the whole sample is processed.

Remarkably, being a passive method without any detection/actuation limit, our method

has shown efficient cell-triggered splitting at a mother droplet sorting rate up to 3100Hz

(Qw ater = 8µL/mi n), giving 22.3 k cell loaded-droplets per minute (with λ = 0.12 cells/-

droplet). An overall single-cell triggering efficiency of over 70% is demonstrated (including

cell size population smaller than wo). Due to the low exposure time in the high-speed (11,000

FPS) video, we have difficulties in assessing the cell size (limited by the image quality), the

triggering efficiency at different cell size ranges cannot be obtained. However, the 70 % overall

triggering efficiency is close to the one we obtained for at 241 Hz (Fig.3.3b). We thus infer that

a similar triggering threshold is playing a role. Such throughput has not been demonstrated

by any other passive or active method so far.
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Passive sorting of small cell-loaded droplets

After the T junction splitting, the cell occupancy of the droplets is no more random but linked

to the droplet size. The next step is to collect the smaller satellite droplets which contain the

cells. Given the significant size difference, many existing sized-based sorting methods can

be used. Here we use PFF (Pinch Flow Fractionation), where an oil flow pushes all droplets

against a channel wall such that the smaller satellites align with the streamlines closer to the

wall, whereas the larger droplets align with streamlines that are further away from the channel

wall. A subsequent expansion geometry separates the two populations. The small ones flow

into the bottom channel for collection, and the larger ones towards the middle channels for

waste. In our demonstration, 89% of the satellites generated upstream went into the collection

channel. The rest are misplaced into the waste channels due to occasional droplet traffic jams.

We expect this to be avoided/improved with better geometry design. Remarkably, during

20 mins of operation at 241 Hz, over 5×105 large droplets are generated, but there is not a

single one misplaced into the collection channel, preserving a 100% purity of satellite droplets

population for the final collection. Therefore, after the sorting step, we preserved a droplet

population with over 98% cell loading efficiency, among which 92-94% contain single cells.

To confirm that the confinement of a cell in a channel slightly smaller than its dimension

does not adversely affect the cell’s viability, we conducted a cell membrane integrity test after

operation at the throughput of 241 Hz. Cells are recollected from the created droplets from the

outlet after going through the splitting and sorting geometries and are stained with Propidium

Iodide (PI). The cell damage rate is only 3% higher than the one of the control experiment.

Note that the preservation of the plasma membrane after microfluidics squeezing was also

confirmed in other studies where cells were pushed through a constriction of half size at

double the cell speed as compared to the present study [84, 85]. The collected satellite droplets

are stable for transfer and storage. We observe no satellite droplet merging in the droplet

collection reservoir during the 5 hours following their production.

Single bead encapsulation

To demonstrate that this method applies to any deformable particle, we applied it to de-

terministically encapsulate deformable gel beads from 10X Genomics, which are currently

widely used for single-cell RNA sequencing. Based on the simple working principle and design

rule of the device presented in this study (SI section 1), we easily scaled up the geometry to

accommodate gel beads with an average diameter of 70 µm. The corresponding cell triggered

splitting is shown in Fig.3.7 with a device with a lateral channel width wo = 55µm. Thanks to

the monodisperse size distribution and homogeneous viscoelastic properties of beads, we

reached 100 % triggering efficacy, with nearly 100% single bead droplet specificity (beads do

not stick to each other). The created satellite droplets have a diameter of around 90 µm, with

a volume of Vdr opl et = 0.8nL.
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Figure 3.6 – Passive size sorting using PFF. a) Bright-field image at the sorting junction show-
ing the different directions of the two types of droplets. The large empty droplets are dis-
tributed in the three central waste outlets. Cell-loaded small satellite droplets are directed
towards the bottom collection channel; the Scale bar is 75 µm b) Bright-field image at the
entrance of an observation chamber downstream to the collection channel showing the cell-
loaded small satellite droplets. Scale bar is 75 µm.
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Figure 3.7 – Lateral splitting induced by the presence of a hydrogel bead in the mother
droplet The easy scale-up and applicability to other deformable particles is demonstrated
here using Next GEM Single Cell 5’ Gel Beads from 10X Genomics, with a bead diameter
Db = 70µm, lateral channel width wo = 55um, at mother droplet sorting rate of 50 Hz. The
resulting satellite diameter is Ds = 90µm.
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3.4.3 Discussion

In this section, we have shown the first cell-triggered splitting (CTS-1) method for deterministic

single-cell encapsulation, based on the competition between the central breakup (CB) and

the lateral breakup (LB) regimes discussed in Chapter2. We demonstrated that the same

principle works for both single cells and deformable particles and particles with different sizes,

governed by the scaling law from Chapter 2. We found that nearly 100% of the cells larger

than the lateral channel restriction (D > 12µm) trigger the formation of the third smaller-

sized droplets, among which more than 98% contain at least one cell, demonstrating the

remarkable CTS sensitivity and selectivity. Because of the cell-triggering droplet formation

mechanism, the cell occupancy of the smaller-sized droplets is always guaranteed –this is

the intrinsic high specificity of this method. The CTS-1 method results in an object-loaded

droplet of a not-so-large diameter compared to the encapsulated object. Although a smaller

volume means a higher signal intensity and less dilusive destruction in the case of droplet

merging, it also prevents single-cell incubation and/or longer time monitoring. CTS-1 is,

therefore, more suited for instant screening and microfluidics manipulation of single cells

(e.g., transport, merging, pairing, sorting, etc.). The remarkably-wide range of throughput

possibilities is a great advantage for these applications. We demonstrated throughput from

47Hz to 3100 Hz, but we believe this is not yet the lower or higher limit of this method. Note

that the ultra-high throughput for label-free droplet sorting (i.e., at a rate of 3100 Hz) is not

yet demonstrated elsewhere, which is attributed to the extreme simplicity and sensitivity of

the working principle. What’s more, without the synchronization effect, CTS-1 can operate

robustly for a long duration.

3.5 Step breakup/Central breakup competition

In this section, we will report the second CTS method “CTS-2”. We have shown that the CTS-1

method results in single cell-loaded droplets with a similar size to the cell itself (1.6 times

in diameter). While it is particularly suited to construct biological assays that are adversely

affected by dilution, there is also a need to generate large-size single-cell-containing droplets

to enable, for example, single-cell incubation or single-cell experiments requiring long-term

monitoring. Hence, we seek to develop a new geometry for CTS, which is the CTS-2.

3.5.1 Design and working principle

For CTS-2, we also used the competition between the central breakup and a surface tension-

driven breakup. However, here the surface tension-driven breakup is in the format of “Step

breakup”(SB): the droplet interface breaking always happens at a geometrical step where the

narrow lateral section is expanded into a reservoir. In CTS-1 geometry, near the transition

boundary the droplet breakup location is often very close to the junction, leading to small

single-cell droplets. With CTS-2, we aimed to dictate where the droplet breakup could happen,

by introducing a drastic change of channel dimension, i.e, the step. Fig.3.8a shows the CTS-2
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geometry. It starts with a T junction described before, which implements the central breakup

regime (CB). Both narrow sections are connected to a large chamber, which implements SB.

Here, the LB we introduced in CTS-1 is much less important than SB and can be neglected.

To design the CTS working principle, it is necessary to understand the process of SB: When

a droplet is passing the junction, the fronts of the droplet that start entering the reservoirs

would form growing bulbs with decreasing mean curvatures. Once the bulbs are large enough,

the necking of the droplet interface happens which forms a thread at the steps. This process

is similar to traditional step emulsification [69]. Around the threads, the pressure of the

continuous phase is smaller than that in the reservoir (Pth < PR ), creating a backflow into the

thread that drives its thinning until the breakup of the interface happens. Normally, the SB is

followed by a CB once the droplet rear interface reaches the junction and is subjected to the

pinching from the continuous phase (Fig.3.8b).

In such microfluidic junctions, cells can be used to trigger the droplet-splitting phenomenon,

but this requires adjusting the relative strengths of CB and SB by controlling the flow conditions.

When a droplet has fully entered the junction but the bulb still has not grown enough to start

the necking process, only CB happens (Fig.3.8c); this could occur with a relatively short droplet

and at higher droplet speed. There are flow conditions where CB occurs, and the necking for

SB has also started but does not have time to develop fully; thus, there is still only CB that

occurs, but SB is already not far. In this case, the presence of a cell inside the droplet can

be used to perturb the splitting condition. If a cell is squeezed in one of the outlet channels,

the incoming flow is reduced due to the increased resistance, Pth drops and accelerates the

thinning of the thread in this outlet. In the other branch, the flow is increased due to flow

conservation (Pth high); the thinning is therefore avoided. Eventually, SB is induced at the

step of the fluidic branch in which the cell is present, and CB will happen as usual that is not

influenced by the cell. The co-occurrence of both SB and CB leads to the creation of a third

droplet containing the cell (Fig.3.8d). This droplet is significantly smaller than the two (empty)

droplets generated at the same time, which are mainly constituted by the volume of the bulbs.
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Figure 3.8 – Working principle of the new CTS geometry. a) Schematic and parameters of
the CTS junction; b)-d) Schematics of different breakup regimes on the CTS junction; red
arrows indicate the final droplet breakup locations; Pth and PR represent the pressure of
the continuous phase around the thread region and in the reservoir, respectively; the light
and dark blue colors indicate the relative strength of the two parameters, with the light blue
indicating a lower value than the dark blue. b) Step breakup (SB) and central breakup (CB) of
a droplet in the CTS junction; brown arrows show the backflow of the continuous phase; c)
CB-only breakup of a droplet in the CTS junction. The double grey arrows within the lateral
outlet channels indicate a strong flow compensating Pth , eliminating the effect of “necking” at
the step. d) Cell-triggered breakup of a droplet in the CTS junction. The green circle presents
the cell; one and three grey arrows show the decreased and increased flow within the two
outlet channels.

3.5.2 Results

Working regimes in different geometries

As the control of the relative strength of CB and SB is the key to the successful CTS operation of

this type of fluidic junction, in this section, we characterized the different regimes with respect

to various flow conditions for geometries with diverse parameters. Water-in-oil droplets of

different lengths were obtained by varying the water/oil ratio at a microfluidic “flow focusing”

junction while the speed of the obtained droplets was adjusted by injecting oil from another

inlet at chosen flow rates.

During experiments, 4 droplet breakup regimes were observed:

• Step emulsification: Each mother droplet entering the junction results in multiple

(more than one in each arm) breakups at the steps with the SB mechanism. Finally, the
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last part of the mother droplet is divided in two by the CB mechanism. This condition is

shown in Fig.3.9a) i. and is represented by squares in Fig.3.9b)-e).

• Step and central breakup: Each mother droplet entering the junction results in just 4

droplets, two generated at each step of the outlet branch with the SB mechanism and

two generated with the CB mechanism. The SB and the CB breakup happen (almost) at

the same time. This condition is shown in Fig.3.9a) ii. and is represented by circles in

Fig.3.9b)-e). Occasionally, due to flow perturbation, only one SB but not two happens

with the CB, creating 3 droplets; we categorized it into the same regime here.

• Cell-triggered breakup: Without a cell, each empty mother droplet is divided into

2 droplets by the CB mechanism. The SB mechanism (i.e., necking) starts but does

not have time to fully develop, and breakup never occurs for empty mother droplets

unless a cell is present in the mother droplet. This is the condition required for the CTS

mechanism to occur, and when a cell is present in the mother droplet, a small droplet

containing the cell is generated in addition to 2 large empty droplets. This condition is

shown in Fig.3.9a) iii. and is represented by blue diamonds in Fig.3.9b)-e).

• Central breakup only: Each mother droplet is divided into 2 droplets by the CB mech-

anism. SB never occurs, even with the presence of a cell. This condition is shown in

Fig.3.9a) iv. and is represented by crosses in Fig.3.9b)-e).

In Fig.3.9b-e, we mapped the different regimes versus the varying droplet generation water-to-

oil flow rates ratios (y-axis) and the total flow rates (x-axis); each figure represents one geometry

where its outlet length N (in µm )and the angle at the output of the outlet channel A (in degree)

(see Fig.3.8a) is shown as the title, and other geometrical parameters are constant. It is shown

that in all studied geometries, the breakup regimes transition from “Step emulsification” to

“Step and central breakup” and to “Central breakup only” with increasing total flow rates

for any chosen value of the flow rate ratio for droplet creation. The former (total flow rates)

is proportional to the droplet speed and the latter (water-to-oil ratio) roughly dictates the

droplet size, with a higher ratio indicating a larger droplet. The working regime “Cell-triggered

breakup” occurs only for mother droplets created with a water-to-oil ratio lower or equal to 1,

and for a small range of droplet speeds. Moreover, some microfluidic junction geometries do

not allow this regime to occur (i.e. N75A90 in Fig.3.9c).

The length N of the outlet channel potentially dictates the size of the cell-loaded droplets. It is

therefore interesting to understand if we can choose the N arbitrarily or if there is a constraint.

Fig.3.9b and 3.9c show the effect of increasing N from 50 to 75µm: without changing other

geometrical parameters, this eradicates the “cell-triggered breakup” regime. The reason is that

for a given mother droplet size an increased N reduces the droplet bulb sizes in the reservoirs

preventing the necking condition and thus weakening SB. Interestingly, for N = 75µm, if we

increase the angle A from 90 to 105 degrees (Figure 3.9d) (Figure 3.9e), the “cell-triggered

breakup” regime is re-established, signifying that a larger angle compensates for an increased

outlet length. We understood this by realizing that as a droplet progresses in the junction, a
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larger A will result in the bulb curvature decreasing faster for the same bulb volume in the

reservoir; thus SB is strengthened again. This gives us a tool to regulate the outlet length N and

thereof the droplet size we can obtain from this technique. What’s more, by increasing further

the A from 105 degrees to 120 degrees, the “cell-triggered breakup” regime even becomes more

abundant. This is beneficial and should be considered during chip design.
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Figure 3.9 – Different regimes on four geometries. a) Bright field images showing the different
splitting regimes summarized in the regime maps of b-e). Red arrows indicate the final droplet
breakup locations; faint red arrows indicate the locations of the (halfway) “necking” of the
droplet interface which eventually does not turn into a “breakup” of the interface. The images
are taken on geometry N75A120. The working regime is the “cell-triggered breakup” regime
represented by a blue solid diamond. b-d) Regime maps for geometry N50A90, N75A90,
N75A105, and N75A120, with respect to different QW ater /QOi l 1 ratios (y-axis) and different
total flow rates with a unit of µL/mi n (x-axis). All these geometries have channel height
H = 75µm and outlet width wo = 11µm. The working regimes are highlighted in blue color
while the other regimes are in grey.

CTS-2 performance

Being an asynchronous method, the working condition of CTS-2 corresponding to the Cell-

triggered breakup regime can be empirically decided beforehand using the maps presented in

Fig.3.9. Once set, the cell-triggered splitting mechanism (CTS) will work automatically. Fig.3.10

a-c) and d-f) show the breakup of an empty and a cell-containing mother droplet, where the

difference of the droplet interface at the neck is highlighted by the red arrows. The presence of

a cell induces a new droplet formation containing that cell as expected. In geometry N50A90,

the cell-loaded droplet has a diameter of 28 µm. This value is increased to 40 µm in geometry

H75A120 (droplet “1”), corresponding to a volume 30 times larger than the one of the cell. The
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size of both empty droplets, i.e., droplets “2” and “3” in Fig.3.10 f and c are 59 and 64 µm in

diameter respectively, which is significantly larger than the one of droplet “1”. This is critical

for passive size sorting downstream. In this example, the splitting of mother droplets at the

junction is performed at a rate of 250 Hz.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

without  cell with cell

1

2
3

Time Time

Figure 3.10 – Proof of concept of CTS on geometry N75A120. a-f). Bright-field image showing
the time course of two droplet splitting events (a-c and d-f) for the same flow condition on the
same geometry. The faint and solid red arrows highlight the “necking” and the “breaking” of
the droplet interface respectively.

Fig. 3.11a characterizes the single-cell triggering efficiency on geometry N75A120. For a total

of 269 single cells, 80% have induced CTS (pink bars), and 12% did not induce any breakup,

which was observed more often for smaller cells (purple bars). When the cell is too big, it

induces an early breakup not at the step but inside the lateral outlet channel at a distance

close to the cell, creating a satellite droplet of a similar size to the cell itself (grey bars). This

phenomenon is like the LB in CTS-1; it occurs for 8% of the cell population, correlated to the

natural occurrence of overly large cells within a cell population. When cells are large enough

to trigger a new droplet generation, the generated cell-containing droplets, which sum up to

88% of the total droplets, are always smaller than the empty droplets and can be efficiently

sorted out downstream. Fig. 3.11b compares the satellite droplet population obtained in

this experiment with a population obtained from random encapsulation under the same

cell concentration of λ = 0.2 cell/droplet. As only the presence of a cell would induce the

creation of a satellite droplet, the obtained cell loading efficiency is intrinsically high: 96%.

With this method, the overly large cells sometimes induce empty droplets of a size similar to

the cell-loaded droplets during the early breakups. Nonetheless, the empty satellites represent

approximately 4% of the total satellite population, which is significantly lower compared to
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the percentage of empty droplets resulting from the Poisson distribution. In terms of droplets

containing two or more cells (multiplets), their ratio can be further reduced by decreasing the

initial cell concentration.
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Figure 3.11 – Performance of CTS on geometry N75A120. a)Frequency distribution of three
types of droplet splitting outcome- No breakup (purple), CTS-2 breakup (pink), and early
breakup (grey)- with respect to different cell size categories (represented with cell diameter in
µm). The insert bright-field images explain the three splitting outcomes; The value of each
bar represents the event count for each type of outcome (distinguished by colors) within
each cell diameter category (bin width = 2µm). The black curves indicate the fitted Gaussian
distribution for each splitting outcome, whose center of distribution is shifted from small to
large cell size for No breakup, CTS-2 breakup, and early breakup. b) The probability of having
x cells in one droplet within the CTS-generated satellite droplet population (“CTS”, purple
bar) and within a random encapsulation-generated droplet population (“Poisson”, blue dots).
For CTS population, the value of the probability (in ratio) is indicated on top of each bar. c) A
bright field image showing the sorting of the droplets, including cell-loaded satellite droplets
and large droplets

We used Pinched Flow Fractionation (PFF) to demonstrate the sorting of cell-loaded satellite

droplets (Fig.3.11c). In fact, while cells usually randomly pick up either side of the T-junction,

the sorting works best when the triggered droplets always leave the T-junction from one side

which is the lower branch that guides the droplet to arrive at the opposite wall of the pinching

flow (see the position of the triggered droplets in Fig.3.1c). Therefore, we made the lower

T-junction branch 2 µm shorter than the upper one to create a preferential flow. We indeed
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observed most of the cells left from the lower branch and so thus their triggered droplets.

With that, we observed very efficient sorting. Almost no triggered cell-containing droplets are

misplaced in the waste outlets; no large (empty) droplets end up in the collection channel.

The selectivity of the droplets gained in the cell-triggered splitting step is preserved, i.e., we

obtain 96% of cell-loaded droplets in the collection outlet.

3.5.3 Discussion

In this section we have shown a different microfluidics geometry for CTS with a different

triggering mechanism, resulting in larger cell-loaded droplets consisting of 30 times the

volume of the cell. The high triggering efficiency is preserved, but the generated cell-loaded

droplets have a less good size monodispersity due to the presence of early breakup. The high

single-cell specificity is slightly worsened also due to the early breakup potential.

Like the CTS-1 geometry, we expect the CTS-2 geometry to be also applicable to other de-

formable particles, for example, functionalized beads. A major difference, however, is that

with the new geometry and the new working regime, the CTS operation is limited to a specific

range in the regime map and does not allow for the use of a wide range of flow combinations,

leading to limited options of throughput (250Hz in the example presented in this section).

However, there is flexibility in controlling the size of the single-cell loaded droplet. As the

parameters of the outlet channel geometry including N , wo , and H dictate the final size of

the cell-loaded droplets, the droplet size could be modulated by varying these parameters

to adapt to different applications. Of course, new experiments are required to empirically

determine the working regimes each time the geometry is changed, and it is not guaranteed

that all geometry will have the working regimes (e.g., N75A90 is a negative example). In this

work, we demonstrate the influence of N and A on the occurrence of the CTS-2 working regime

and on the resultant size of cell-loaded droplets. It would be of great interest to develop a

geometric design rule to achieve control of the cell-loaded droplet size via geometry change

without performing new experiments.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we proposed the CTS strategy for performing deterministic single-cell en-

capsulation into droplets. It consists of two steps: the first step (critical) is the cell-triggered

droplet splitting, which transforms the droplets generated by random encapsulation into large

empty droplets and small cell-loaded droplets. The second step (less critical) is then to apply

a size-based sorting for collecting the cell-loaded droplets. This CTS strategy relies on the

performance of the cell-triggered splitting.
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3.6.1 Other object-triggered effect

Historically there is another mechanism to realize object-triggered droplet generation, which

uses a jetting mode for which the liquid thread ruptures into dispersed droplets upon pertur-

bation from an object that has a larger radius than the radius of the cylindric jet[86, 87, 88, 89].

As the larger object blocks the inflow of the jetting phase downstream to the object, a neck is

formed and the interface is broken. However, the resultant droplets are small, with a thin film

of the jetting phase around the objects. This method has been demonstrated with spherical

particles, droplets, or bubbles (to trigger the generation of a droplet) but not with cells. If we

want to use this mechanism for cells, maintaining the jet stability and keeping its radius below

that of a cell is the major challenge. In our case, the liquid thread is maintained by the channel

geometry, and only the width dimension is smaller than the cells (1D instead of 3D constraint)

for the triggering effect. Cell-triggered splitting happens due to a capillary instability we set

through special types of geometries and is enabled by priming the system with a favorable

(i.e., close-to-transition) flow condition. In this condition, a cell enhances the instability and

leads to the breaking of the interface. Notably, the working condition required in this method

is easy to achieve and maintain which is essential for the method’s robustness.

3.6.2 Cell triggered splitting without T junction

While a T junction is used in both CTS-1 and CTS-2, which enables the competition between a

central breakup and a particular type of surface tension-driven breakup (i.e., LB for CTS-1,

and SB for CTS-2), the necessity of the T junction becomes the next question. That is to say,

would the straight channel geometry possessing a transition from LB to non-breakup without

CB (Chapter 2) be enough for the CTS effect? We tested it on the straight channel geometry

shown in Fig.2.7a (C). Compared to (L), we reduce the length of the narrow section to 100µm to

decrease the resistance and ease the potential clogging and harm to the cell. Fig.3.12 shows the

non-breakup and breakup phenomena on this geometry. The switching can be mediated by

switching the flow condition actively (a) or by staying at the same flow condition but passively

changing the droplet content (b). In (b) the delayed effect caused by the cell can be seen,

which indicates that the triggering mechanism might be the cell retardation effect that allows

a longer developmental time of the capillary instability. This investigation shows that the

presence of the T junction and the central breakup is not necessary for the occurrence of cell-

triggered splitting. A CTS can be as well achieved via the competition between non-breakup

and (lateral) breakup. However, we do notice that on the T junction very high throughput can

be achieved (3100 Hz), whereas on the straight channel the triggering by the cell seems to be

already less efficient at a throughput of around 3 Hz. The different transition laws (shown in

Chapter 2) and the stagnation zone at the bifurcate junction of the T-junction might explain

the difference.
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a) b)
BreakupNon-Breakup

Change of flow condition

BreakupNon-Breakup

Change of droplet content

Figure 3.12 – Droplet breakup results on straight channel geometry. This geometry named “
30-12-37-C” has a wider and narrower width as 30 µm and 12 µm, and has a height of 37 µm.
Frame-by-frame bright field images taken at 600 FPS. a) Droplet breakup and non-breakup by
changing the flow condition; in the breakup case the droplet has a slightly shorter length and
a slower speed; b) Droplet breakup and non-breakup by changing the droplet content, i.e.,
with or without a cell. The flow condition for both cases is the same.

3.6.3 CTS as a real solution to Poisson Limit

The Poisson limit has been a long-standing issue in the field of droplet microfluidics. Cur-

rently, to bypass this limit people use active sorting to pick cell-loaded droplets from the

empty droplets. The extra expenses and hardware/software complexity coming from the

detection, decision-making, synchronization, and actuation indicate that this is rather a

forced workaround resort than a real solution to this issue. Currently, there are different

passive strategies to overcome Poisson distribution during single-cell encapsulation. The

most studied strategy is to use cell ordering to match the droplet generation frequency. Here,

with the operation limited to very specific cell concentrations (high) and flow rates (high),

the synchronization is critical and demanding. Even when the cell ordering and the synchro-

nization works well (which is usually not the case as compared to particles), the outcome is

an increased ratio of cell-loaded droplets and not a deterministic result. Another strategy is

to play with the droplet size and then apply size-based sorting. One method is to perform

cascade splitting of droplets into smaller volumes until one size is more likely to have a cell[49];

Another method is to operate droplet generation in specific regimes such that the inclusion of

a cell decrease or increase the droplet size compared to the empty ones[90]. Here, the first

method is not deterministic, and the second one creates a size contrast rather small that is

almost impossible to function properly in real applications. Due to these reasons, the above

solutions also cannot be considered a real solution to the Poisson limit. In our case, we belong

to the category of playing with the droplet size. However, due to the cell-triggering droplet

formation mechanism, the cell occupancy of the smaller-sized droplets is always guaranteed –

making it a deterministic solution. Also, the resultant droplet size contrast is significant and

guaranteed, making it easy for downstream sorting. Compared to the first category of cell

ordering, which requires synchronous operation and impairs the robustness and easiness to
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use, the CTS method is completely asynchronous. This means without real-time tuning of

the flow rates, one just drives the fluids through the chip with a “plug-and-play” operation,

and a wide range of throughput can be freely adopted and maintained for any duration of the

operation. In this regard, the CTS as a passive, deterministic, and asynchronous method could

be a versatile and practical solution to the difficult problem of the Poisson limit.

3.7 Conclusion and outlook

In this study, we introduced a cell-triggered splitting method (CTS) as a solution to the Poisson

limit during single-cell encapsulation in droplets. The physical basics of this method are

from chapter 2. We introduced and characterized two variations of the CTS method. While

both methods are deterministic, passive, and asynchronous (as the common properties of

CTS), CTS-1 has a board throughput range, high droplet size monodispersity, and a smaller

size for the cell-loaded droplets; CTS-2 has a limited working range (around 200 Hz), but the

droplet size is tunable and is, in general, more than 25 times the volume of the encapsulated

cell volume, allowing for applications requiring cell incubation. The high purity of single-cell

droplets created by CTS enables the deterministic construction of multi-cellular/ multi-cell-

bead droplets, a need that is currently of growing interest but is still unmet.
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4 Single cell encapsulation based on
Single Cell Differentiated Trajectory
(SCDT)
While single-cell droplets can be generated efficiently with CTS methods, there are limitations

that we want to improve. First, the two-step approach undermines the overall efficiency as

the two steps, i.e., the creation of size difference and the passive sorting based on the size

difference, each has a certain success rate, and both need to be high to have a robust overall

performance; In addition, the separation of two-cell or multiple-cell-containing droplets from

single-cell-containing droplets is not possible with the CTS methods. In this chapter, we

present a new concept, “Single Cell-Differentiated Trajectory” (SCDT) for the generation of

single-cell loaded droplets based on the trajectory difference among empty mother droplets,

single-cell loaded droplets, and multiple-cell loaded droplets.

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will introduce a single-cell droplet acquisition method with direct droplet

sorting. While passive sorting of droplets has been widely studied and has been demonstrated

with droplet properties that include droplet size (the most studied), droplet viscosity/rigidity,

droplet density, droplet surface tension, etc., to date, using droplet content for passive sorting

is rare. In some studies, droplets with different cell densities varying from low, medium, to

high can be separated from each other using external forces like acoustic force, magnetic

forces, etc. [34, 91]. However, even the “low density” means more than 20 cells in each droplet.

A droplet sorting based on the single cell content, i.e., the ability to distinguish among one cell,

two cells, or more cell content, has not been reported so far. In the following, we will present a

simple hydrodynamic mechanism where the presence of a single cell can make a difference

in droplet trajectories; thus, droplet content-based sorting at the single-cell resolution can

be achieved automatically in a passive manner. This principle is first realized on the CTS-2

geometry (chapter3) and is later extended to a generalized condition/geometry.
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4.2 Working Principle

In their study, Haner et al. [52] flow capsules of different viscosity through a junction that

is connected to a large reservoir. At the junction, the incoming flow deforms the capsules

(Fig. 4.1a, blue dotted arrows), where a stiffer capsule is deformed less and could travel in its

original trajectory (green line) a bit longer before relaxing into the reservoir. Finally, in the

reservoir, it ends up at a distance further away from the central line (red) compared to its softer

counterpart (L2 > L1). This study hints that the deformation and relaxation processes can

be effectively used to create different trajectories of deformable objects (capsules, particles,

droplets, etc.).

We first discovered in the CTS-2 geometry that the presence of a single cell could influence

enough the deformation and relaxation status of the carrying droplets for their sorting. As

shown in Fig.4.1b, the CTS-2 geometry is used in the flow regime where step and central

breakup always happen, which generate three droplets including a small one from the volume

of one branch (see “Step and central breakup” regime in Fig.3.9). As cells in the mother droplets

will always be captured within the small droplets, our target droplets would be these droplets

that inherited the cell occupancy of their mother droplets that might be empty or have one

cell or multiple cells. When each of these target droplets comes free of the confinement of the

outlet channel, its rear cap is deformed by the axial force from the narrow section. If a cell is

present in the droplet, it occupies the droplet’s rear cap thus helping it resist this deformation

(Fig.4.1b). Like in the above example, the less deformed cell-loaded droplet travels a longer

distance along the axial direction compared to a more deformed empty droplet, resulting in

trajectory separation in the large reservoir (L2 > L1, Fig.4.1b). In CTS-2 geometry, all droplets

are carried to a straight gathering channel connected to a large chamber where the divergent

flow profile further amplifies the initial trajectory difference leading to final droplet separation

(See Fig.4.4a). In a simplified geometry which we will present later, to use this initial trajectory

difference, we simply put a channel wall structure in between the two trajectories to guide the

two types of droplets into different channels for separation.
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Figure 4.1 – Working principle of Single Cell Differentiated trajectory (SCDT). (A) Trajectory
difference between a soft capsule and a rigid capsule due to different degrees of deformation.
The blue dotted arrows show the direction of the extensional deformation, and the black solid
arrows show the flow direction, and both are the same in the two cases. The soft capsule
(left) is less polymerized than its rigid counterpart (right), shown with the transparent color.
The red line indicates the center of the reservoir, the green line indicates the center of the
inlet channel. Adapted from [52]); b.Trajectory difference between an empty droplet and a
cell loaded droplet at different time points under the same flow condition. The black arrows
indicate the flow directions. At each panel, the two droplets have the same relative time
stamps. The “deformation” panel illustrates the immediate droplet shapes right after the
droplets are released from the lateral channel; The “relaxation” panel shows the moment when
the droplet with the cell is completely detached from the walls, at which the empty droplet is
still attaching the walls. The total “detaching” time is 0.4ms and 0.7ms respectively. The video
is taken at 10,000 FPS. Here, the CTS-2 geometry is slightly modified to have different lengths
over the two lateral channels (2 µm difference), such that in the “Step and central breakup”
flow regime (Fig.3.9) only one target droplet is generated due to the preferential flow into the
side that is with lower resistance. It generates the target droplets (one per droplet breakup
event) that are empty when the mother droplets are empty or contain the single cell(s) if the
mother droplets have cells. The large empty droplets will always be directed towards the waste
outlets and thus can be ignored here.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Distinguishing singlets, doublets, and multiplets

We discovered that the travel trajectory of the target droplets within the reservoir could deviate

more or less dependent on the number of cells inside the droplet. If we compare target

droplets containing zero, single, two, or three cells, their distance-to-wall (D) in the straight

gathering channel (green arrows in Fig.4.2) is systematically decreased with an increasing
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number of cells they contain (Fig.4.2). Each time by increasing one cell number, the target

droplet deviates around 10µm away from the junction (i.e., increased D), quantified in Fig.4.2b

as the column values. If we characterize only the droplets containing one cell, we notice that

the cell size also influences the trajectory (Fig.4.2c). Roughly speaking, a larger cell size leads

to a more prominent trajectory deviation for obvious reasons. As the trend is not strictly linear,

it is possible that other properties of a cell, for example, rigidity, also influence the final droplet

trajectory. Note that such sensitivity at the single-cell level indicates that potentially not only

can cell-containing droplets be distinguished from the empty droplets- as currently achieved

with active sorting or passive sorting (CTS, for example)- the single-cell droplet can also be

separated from the doublets and multiplets, solving a currently non-addressed but commonly

encountered issue in the field of single cell analysis.
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Figure 4.2 – Influence of the cell number on the trajectory. a) Upper panel: bright field
images of the target droplets containing 0, 1, 2, and 3 cells (red arrows); note the relative
distance between the target droplet and the empty large droplet whose trajectory keeps the
same; scale bar = 40 µm. Lower panel: computed trajectories for each target droplet (pointed
by red arrows) after being released from the lateral channel (each trajectory is from a single
event); computed from the standard deviation of the grey value in the captured video; the
green arrow indicates the distance from a target droplet center to the center of the straight
gathering channel (i.e., the distance-to-wall, D in µm). b) The distance-to-wall for each type
of target droplet. The data points, mean value, and standard deviation are shown with the
point values, the single column value, and the error bars. c) The distance-to-wall for droplets
containing exactly one cell for each corresponding cell size (µm in diameter).

4.3.2 Influence of droplet size

We also investigate the effect of droplet size on the trajectory difference. With the CTS-2

geometry, we adjusted the flow condition within the “Step and central breakup” flow regime

to obtain different sizes of target droplets with a diameter from 30 to 40 µm. We also move the

condition slightly further to the "Central breakup" flow regime where one mother droplet is

broken into two large droplets with a diameter of 60 µm; these droplets are studied together
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with the above target droplets as the deformation-relaxation process should also influence

them. All these flow conditions are very close; here, we assume that the droplet size is the

only parameter that varies. In this study, we only focus on the single-cell droplets and not the

multiplets/doublets. The distance-to-wall difference between an empty droplet and a single-

cell-containing droplet (∆D, i.e., the trajectory difference) is quantified. As the efficiency

of separation also depends on the droplet size itself, we define a parameter ∆D/Dd that

normalizes the trajectory difference with the droplet diameter. It represents how many times

the trajectory difference is compared to the droplet size itself. Note, as D is measured in the

straight gathering channel that is narrower than the reservoir, the D obtained is a value scaled

down by a ratio between the gathering channel width and the reservoir width.

Fig.4.3a shows that the normalized trajectory difference decreases rapidly with the increase of

the droplet size. This is not surprising as for a larger droplet, a cell will occupy a relatively small

region and thus has a minor influence. For the use of HEK cell, which is approximately 13 to

14 µm as the averaged diameter, when the droplet has Dd = 41µm, the trajectory difference

induced by a single cell measured in the straight gathering channel is already less than 10%

of the droplet size. At Dd = 60µm, there is almost no trajectory difference. We dissect the

droplet-releasing process frame by frame for the case of Dd = 60µm and notice that in this

case, the cell’s effect is so small that the deformation-relaxation process of an empty droplet

and a single-cell containing droplet become non-distinguishable (Fig.4.3b). When Dd = 30µm,

the trajectory difference is slightly smaller than the one with Dd = 34µm. The reason is at

this droplet volume, the inclusion of a single cell has created a significant change to the

droplet size itself (from 30 µm to 32.2 µm), which has an opposite effect on the trajectory, thus

compensating the final trajectory difference. In general, it is true that the smaller the droplet

containing a cell, the further away it will be propelled from the center. As proof, in the rare

cases where the overly large cell has triggered the early breakup of a small satellite droplet

(Fig.3), this satellite droplet is propelled very far away from the junction, almost touching the

opposite wall.
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Figure 4.3 – Influence of the droplet size on the trajectory difference. a). The normalized
trajectory difference (∆D/Dd ) versus the corresponding droplet diameter (Dd ). Each ∆D
data point is computed from a target droplet containing a single cell and its adjacent empty
(target) droplet (one event before or after) in their difference in distance-to-wall (D, definition
see Fig.4.2a); A minimum of 10 events are used to compute for each droplet size. b). The
deformation-relaxation process of the large droplet (D = 60 µm)

4.3.3 Proof of concept

With CTS-2 geometry, the objective of separating different target droplets is achieved with a

five-outlet structure with a divergent flow profile connected to the gathering straight channel.

The initial trajectory difference among the droplets is maintained (proportionally) with the

laminar flow; after entering the expansionary region with five outlets, they are diverted into

their final collection channels. In this case, as the target droplets appear closer to the upper

wall of the gathering channel (than the large ones), they are separated by the upper first sepa-

ration wall (see Fig.4.4a). Fig.4.4b shows the sorting performance with a droplet size of 34µm.

For all target droplets that contain single cells (i.e., the two columns with a plaid pattern),

there are 348 out of 365 of them went correctly into the sample channels, corresponding to

an efficiency of 95.3%. For all target droplets that went into the collection channel (i.e., the

two columns with Green color), there are 348 out of 363 droplets containing single cells, corre-

sponding to a selectivity of 95.9%. At this stage, we only demonstrated the separation between

the empty and the cell-containing droplets without separating the single-cell droplets from the

doublets. In fact, within the cell containing droplets that are in the collection channel, 12.3%

of them are doublets. We did observe these doublets follow a different trajectory than the

singlets in the same channel. Furthermore, only singlets are occasionally dispensed wrongly

into the waste channel but never the doublets, showing that the latter are further away from

the center outlets. In the future, one can create a secondary separation channel within the

current single collection channel to obtain a pure population of singlets.
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Figure 4.4 – Sorting result of SCDT on the CTS-2 geometry). a. (left) trajectories of the cell-
loaded droplets and empty droplets in the gathering channel (right) bright field image of the
sorting phenomenon. b. Statistics of the sorting performance. The color represents whether
the counted target droplets appear in the collection (Green) or waste (Red) channels; The
pattern represents whether the counted target droplets contain single cells (plaid) or are empty
(plain)

4.3.4 A generalized geometry

While the large droplets are ignored deliberately for demonstration purposes (large droplets

are not counted in the above analysis), they did introduce unnecessary complications. For

example, in the above experiments there are 25 cells partitioned into large droplets and

thus ended up in the waste channel, i.e., the cells can be wasted due to the presence of the

large droplets. 14 large droplets flew into the collection channel by mistake (mostly due

to the droplet interaction at the separation corner), reducing the overall sorting efficiency.

Furthermore, the alignment of the trajectories over the channels is more complicated if taking

into account the fact that the trajectories of the empty large droplets need to be properly

allocated as well (which is usually good by default but not always). Given these reasons, we

seek a simplified geometry to use the same working principle we have shown above.

Fig.4.5a shows the geometry we designed specifically for SCDT. In the SCDT geometry, the

bifurcate lateral narrow channel (i.e., the T junction) from the CTS-2 geometry is replaced

with a one-way straight lateral channel, with width w = 12µm and different lengths of L =
5,150, and 250µm. Without the T junction, the target droplets are directly from the initial

droplet generator and no secondary splitting will occur in the lateral channel, avoiding the

unnecessary empty large droplets for any potential intervention. After this narrow lateral

section, the channel expands into an asymmetrical reservoir with a θ = 120°inclination angle

for the lower wall. The lateral section and the chamber are responsible for creating the droplet

trajectory difference. Downstream, we also removed the “gathering-expansion” structure and

replaced it with three symmetric outlets following the natural expansion of the functional
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chamber. Two of them are used for collecting the two types of droplets, while the last one is

connected to the flow control unit to enable the laminar shifting of the trajectories as a whole.

The goal of the latter is to match the separation of the trajectories with the corner separating

the two outlet channels (highlighted with the transparent black box). We expect the single

cell containing droplets to be accommodated by the leftmost outlet as they experience larger

lateral migration than the empty ones according to the above principle.

Fig.4.5b shows the experimental sorting result with the overlapping droplet trajectories over

different events. We demonstrated successful droplet sorting with a droplet diameter of

40.5µm. In this chip, to create droplets with a small volume (e.g., diameter 30 to 45 µm),

without the secondary droplet breakup (“step and central breakup”) as in the CTS-2 chip, the

incoming aqueous flow rate has to be set very low thus we have much fewer cells arriving

for sorting (due to cell sedimentation, to be improved). Consequently, we observed only

6 droplets with single cells out of thousands of empty droplet events. Among them, 5 are

correctly sorted into the leftmost outlet. We are amazed by the robustness of the empty droplet

trajectories, which are all the same over thousands of events as shown in Fig.4.5b. This creates

the basics for efficient droplet sorting, i.e., any trajectory disturbance from the single cells

will guide the droplets into a different channel. Indeed, from Fig.4.3a, D = 41.5µm is already

considered a relatively big droplet size which creates less distinctive trajectory difference

compared to their smaller counterparts; and we still observed efficient sorting. Note that the

∆D in Fig.4.3a is measured in the 200µm wide gathering channel, and here at the separation

point (red) the channel width is around 700µm, thus we gained 3.5 times amplification of the

net difference, which explains the efficient separation here. We also anticipate a much more

significant separation if we bring the droplet size down (Fig.4.3a).

The above experiment confirms that, first of all, the on-site generation of the target droplets

and the interaction with the large empty droplets, as appear in the case of CTS-2 geometry, is

not necessary for creating the trajectory difference. Second, it shows that the key elements

leading to the trajectory difference have all been captured by the SCDT geometry, which is the

lateral narrow section and the downstream asymmetric and expansionary chamber.
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Figure 4.5 – The SCDT geometry and proof of concept. a). Schematic of the SCDT geometry
and the parameters. The solid arrows show the flow directions. Blue and yellow circles indicate
the droplets and the cells, respectively. The droplets are generated upstream and directly
arrive at the inlet of the lateral channel shown by the rightmost arrow. No droplet splitting
occurs prior to droplet sorting. b). The overlapping droplet trajectories from a video with
28 sorting events correspond to the highlighted region in a. Red point shows the separation
point. The lateral channel length in this case is L = 250µm. The empty droplet, singlets, and
multiplets are indicated. The brightness of each trajectory is proportional to the frequency of
occurrence of that type of event.

We further conducted some experiments to understand the influence of the droplet speed

and the length of the lateral channel on the sorting performance. Fig. 4.6 shows that with

a similar droplet diameter at around D = 31.5µm, the trajectory difference between empty

and cell-loaded droplets does not occur anymore when the droplet speed is too high. This

result however needs to be further verified due to the lack of repetitions in the data sets. Two

reasons might explain this phenomenon. First of all, with a too-high speed, the deformational

force on the droplet might be too strong that exceed the cell’s viscoelastic limit; thus the

deformation-relaxation process becomes similar with or without the cell. Second, the time

scale for axial migration for each droplet is set by the flow speed, which is largely reduced

with the increase of the speed; thus the difference in axial migration might not be noticed

anymore. These hypotheses can be verified in the future under a high-speed camera revealing

the detailed process of droplets released at high speed. We also observed that with a lateral

channel length of 5µm, there is no droplet trajectory difference at all reasonable droplet sizes

and droplet speeds we have tested. At L = 150µm and 250µm under the same flow condition,

the trajectory difference is re-established. It clearly shows the necessity of a long enough

confinement prior to the droplet release.
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Figure 4.6 – Influence of the flow rate. a). Speed markers and measuring line for obtaining
the droplet speed and trajectory difference in b. ∆D ′ is defined as the distance between a
cell-loaded droplet and its adjacent empty droplet measured at the level indicated by the
dashed line. Note the difference between ∆D and ∆D ′: ∆D is measured in the 200µm wide
gathering channel, whereas for ∆D ′ the channel width is 450µm at the measuring line. ∆D ′

is equivalent to 2.25 times ∆D . b)Normalized trajectory difference versus droplet speed. For
each experiment (data point) only one event is obtained due to the cell sedimentation problem.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 The narrow section and the single cell sorting resolution

In the above sections, we hypothesized that the reason for the droplet trajectory difference

is due to the difference in the droplet deformation-relaxation process. In this hypothesis,

the deformation degree of the droplet right after they are released from the lateral narrow

section plays an important role, which is dependent on the levels of deformational force

exerted on them. Haner et al. [52] have shown that if the flow configuration/mechanism

fails to provide enough deformational force on the capsules, the same contrast in capsule’s

viscosity/rigidity will lead to less/no significant changes in capsule trajectories and thus poor

sorting performance. Compared to changing the property of an entire droplet to realize the

sorting, we now can distinguish the droplets’ trajectories based on a very local change of

the droplet property, as small as a single cell. Clearly, we have a strong mechanism that is

sufficient to achieve this single-cell sorting sensitivity. We like to point out that this is likely

due to the narrow section for two reasons. First, the focused flow stream that exits from the

narrow section enables a localized and thus strong deformation of the droplets. This is the

prerequisite for good sorting behavior. Second, the location of the cell is accurately placed

at the most deformed part of the droplet, i.e., close to the rear interface, due to the narrow

section. Experimentally we observed that when L = 5µm the cells exit early rather than at

the last moment with the droplet, thus they do not occupy the rear deformed region as it is

in the case for L = 150µm and 250µm. It shows that a function of a (long) narrow section is

to help displace the cell to the rear part of the droplet during release. Considering that no

trajectory difference can be created in any condition in the case of L = 5µm (see above), it

shows that the positioning of the cell at the right location is probably a key aspect. Indeed,

when a cell occupies exactly the region where the largest deformation could happen, it could
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make a significant contrast between an empty droplet and a droplet with a cell.

If we summarize, the localized deformation of the droplet plus an accurate positioning of the

cell at the most deformed region, all caused by a narrow section that is slightly thinner than the

cell, might explain the remarkable sensitivity at the single-cell level. At least, experimentally we

have observed the necessity of the narrow section for distinguishable sorting at the single-cell

resolution.

4.4.2 Other potential mechanisms

In addition to the above mechanism attributed to the deformation-relaxation process dif-

ference of the droplets, there might be other mechanisms that could explain the droplet

trajectory differences. First, the squeezing of the droplet and the cell in the narrow lateral

channel likely influences the internal fluid structure of the droplets and may contribute to

the different propagation trajectories after the release. This mechanism can be confirmed

with Particle image velocimetry (PIV). Another mechanism could be that the squeezing of the

cell in the lateral channel increases the resistance and builds up the pressure in the channel,

which when released, could cause a higher lateral speed of the droplet with the cells, resulting

in a larger lateral migration. To test both hypothesises, one can build a long enough narrow

section that is still thin but not thinner than a cell to see if the droplet trajectory difference

can still be created. The result of this experiment will also have an important implication on

whether this technique can be applied to a rigid object.

4.4.3 A versatile droplet/particle sorter based on the asymmetric wall effect

Similar to CTS, we expect that the SCDT mechanism will also work for sorting the droplets

containing single deformable particles, as the latter would create the same effect on the

droplets as the single cells according to the working principle. The scaling rule will be a narrow

section that confines the particle and an expanded reservoir that connects to it. Above, we

explained the function of the narrow section in achieving the single cell sorting resolution

and the function of an expanded chamber (with a divergent flow profile) in realizing the final

sorting. Next, we will discuss the aspect of the “asymmetric wall effect”. Altogether, it will

justify the design rule of “narrow section + asymmetrical reservoir” as the key for sorting, and

we propose that our geometry works as a general droplet sorter that not only sorts droplets

based on the content but also on other properties like droplet size, speed, and viscosity, etc.

The asymmetrical flow profile of the SCDT device is shown in Fig. 4.7a. Let’s start with the

Pinch Flow Fractionation (PFF) to discuss the sorting principles. In PFF, a pinching flow (arrow)

is applied to push every particle/droplet against the lower channel wall such that the bigger

objects are centered at the higher streamlines and the smaller ones are at the lower streamlines.

With the streamlines becoming divergent in the reservoir, the objects are also separated Fig.

4.7b. Now we replace the wide pinching section with a narrow section that will always confine
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the objects as if the objects are pinched all the time. In this case, the objects are naturally well

aligned to the same level regardless of their different properties. If with a symmetric expansion

chamber (Fig. 4.7c), all objects will follow the center streamlines and no separation can be

achieved. However, if we introduce a wall in the middle of this expansion chamber, we now

have half of the stream profiles and more importantly, the effects due to the presence of the

wall (Fig. 4.7d). When droplets have different sizes, the larger ones naturally occupy the lower

streamlines due to the geometrical constraint from the wall. Moreover, the symmetric wake

around the droplets is broken due to the wall, which creates a “wall induced lift force” that is

especially prominent when droplets are close to the wall[92], which is the case when they are

just released from the narrow section. This force is proportional to F ∝ ρU 2a6/H 4, where ρ,U

are the density and velocity of the fluid, H is the hydraulic diameter, and a is the diameter of

the particle/droplet[92]. A larger droplet experiences a much higher lift force than the smaller

one which could propel it further away from the wall. Both effects combine to lead to that the

larger droplets being dispensed to the lower outlets and are separated from the smaller ones.

We have observed ( unintentionally) during the experiments that smaller droplets take a path

further away from the exit of the narrow section.

In the case of droplets with different speeds, contents, or rigidity, the lateral migration of

the droplets when exiting the narrow section is differed by the different properties. The

asymmetric flow profile translates the different lateral migrations into the occupation of

different sections of streamlines, thus enabling sorting. This is not possible with a symmetric

flow profile. Overall, we like to point out that our special geometry design might be used as

a versatile sorting tool for many sorting scenarios in microfluidics. The sensitivity for each

mode of application however needs to be determined.
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Figure 4.7 – Illustration of the asymmetric wall effect (AWE) Streamline profiles for all ge-
ometries. The flow direction is from the right to the left (black arrows). In each geometry, the
streamlines corresponding to different outlets are partitioned into different colors accordingly.
All streamlines point to their own outlets as shown in a (black arrows), same as for the others.
Circles with different colors represents the droplets of different types.

4.5 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, we introduced a novel Single Cell Differentiated Trajectory (SCDT) mechanism

for passive droplet sorting based on its single cell(s) content, which modifies the droplet

deformation-relaxation process and influenced its trajectory in the downstream expansion

chamber. The SCDT mechanism can be used as a powerful tool for label-free and deterministic

single-cell encapsulation into droplets. We demonstrated this mechanism first with the CTS-2

geometry from the previous chapter, then on a simplified geometry specially designed for

SCDT. The successful redesign strengthens our mechanical understanding of the design rule

and the working principle. In both cases, we demonstrated the efficient sorting of the cell

containing droplets from the empty droplets. While we show that the trajectory difference

between an empty droplet and a singlet, and between a singlet and a doublet or multiples, are

equally significant, we didn’t demonstrate the separation of singlets from doublets or multiples

yet. This can be implemented by using a cascade bifurcate collection design. Compared to the

CTS method, SCDT preserves the benefits of being passive and asynchronous. In addition, it

is a single-step sorting method with great simplicity and flexibility in tuning the droplet sizes,

with the potential to further distinguish the singlets from the multiplets.
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5 Single object encapsulation based on
passive blocking

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we presented two passive and deterministic approaches for single-

cell encapsulation- Cell triggered splitting (CTS) and Single-cell differentiated trajectory

(SCDT). While these approaches work well with single cells and other deformable particles,

there are two main aspects we want to improve further in this chapter. First, both approaches

rely on sorting after random encapsulation, which raises the need to statistically limit the

number of multiplets using a high degree of dilution for particle/ cell samples. It causes a

waste of reagent and operation time and still suffers from the waste of the cells via multiplets;

Second, neither approach can be applied to rigid particles (e.g., with magnet), which have

broad biological applications but would result in clogging in those devices. An ultimate (and

elegant) solution would be to generate a droplet only when a cell or a particle has arrived.

Indeed, while the previous chapters have been dedicated to single-cell droplet “(post) sorting”

for deterministic collection of single-cell droplets, this chapter will focus on single-cell droplet

“(selective) generation” to prevent the Poisson limit from the start. This approach uses a

passive blocking principle on a “K-shape” device, and we named it "K Blocking".

5.2 Working Principle

The working principle of the K Blocking approach is shown in Fig.5.1. Oil flows through the

main channel while water joins it from a vertical inlet. A suction channel with a reduced gate is

placed 25 µm downstream of the inlet junction, which, with adequate negative pressure, acts

as an evacuation bypass for the incoming water phase. As a result, the oil and the water are in

contact through a stable laminar interface, preventing droplet generation in the main channel

(“water-all-in" condition). When a particle arrives with the water phase, it is carried toward

the suction channel and blocks it. As the water stream can no longer flow into the suction

channel, it is forced to penetrate the main channel. At this moment, the junction acts like a

traditional T-junction for droplet generation, forming a droplet encapsulating the trapped
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particle (“Blocking" condition). When the droplet continues to flow downstream, it also brings

the particle away from the blocking location via surface tension. The suction channel is open

again, which allows the system to resume the water-all-in condition for encapsulating the

next particle. This mechanism allows an auto-running particle encapsulation process that is

completely deterministic.

Figure 5.1 – Working principle of the K Blocking approach. The yellow, blue, and green colors
present the oil, water, and cell phases. Arrows present the flow directions. (A): “Water-all-in"
condition: incoming water stream is all directed into the suction channel, preventing droplet
generation in the main (collection) channel. (B): “Blocking" condition: A particle arriving
will block the suction channel, causing the aqueous phase to flow into the main channel to
form a droplet. The droplet takes the particle via surface tension. The system resumes the
“water-all-in” condition after releasing the droplet and the particle.

5.3 Fabrication development

For the above mechanism to work, it is highly critical to forming a good sealing of the evacua-

tion channel via blocking. This poses specific requirements for the size, location, and shape

of the gate of the evacuation channel, which could be challenging in terms of fabrication. In

this thesis, we tested several fabrication strategies. Here we give a summary of the different

strategies we used. Fig.5.2 shows the cross-sectional profile of the device obtained from each

fabrication strategy. The red arrows point to the critical gate (of the evacuation channel).
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Figure 5.2 – Devices from different fabrication strategies. a) On the inverted working prin-
ciple schematic, the dashed red line and the eye symbol indicate where the device profiles
presented in b,c, and e have been taken; b) The 2D device made from one single-height PDMS
and glass; c) The 2.5D device made from a double-heights PDMS and a single-height PDMS;
d) The 3D (sandwiched) device where the top and the bottom layer are a single-height PDMS
layer and are designed with the main + water inlet channels, and the lateral evacuation chan-
nel, respectively. The interlayer is aligned with the top and the bottom layer with a vertical
evacuation channel drilled with a laser. Again, the cross-sectional profile is shown where
the evacuation channel gate is off-plane. The top view of the latter is indicated by the black
dashed lines; e) The Nanoscribe 2.5D device; it is similar to the 2D device, but the critical gate
is fabricated with the customized Nanoscribe 3D printing.

2D device

In the first iteration (Fig.5.2b, 2D device), a single-height PDMS device is created from a silicon

mold using photolithography. The evacuation channel is designed with a smaller gate from

a 2D design. Experiments show that this configuration does stop the particle at the gate

because of the smaller width dimension, but the water phase continues to be directed into

the evacuation channel from the top and bottom of the channel, thus no droplet is formed as

expected. A bad gate shape causes the failure that the particle can not well block.

2.5D device

In the second iteration (Fig.5.2c, 2.5 D device), a two-height PDMS (PDMS1) and a single-

height PDMS (PDMS2) are separately fabricated and aligned together to form a large inlet

channel and an evacuation channel of a square cross-section gate, located in the middle height

of the channel. This configuration allows a smaller gate to be covered by the particle. With the

2.5D device, we started to see droplet generation upon particle arrival and blocking. However,

we also observed that an unpredictable and non-negligible portion of the aqueous phase flow

still penetrates the evacuation channel, leading to unrobust droplet generation. We attribute
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this difficulty to the fact that the channel gate is square and not round; Also, the particle might

not align well with the gate as it might stay at a different z location than the middle height

location due to its higher density compared to water.

3D device

With this knowledge, we seek to build a 3D structure where the gate for blocking is moved from

the side to the bottom of the channel (Fig.5.2d, 3D device). It is made of three sandwiched

layers where the critical gate is located in the interlayer created via vertical drilling of a

circular channel by laser machining. The main channel and the water inlet are defined in

the top PDMS layer; The continuation of the vertical evacuation channel until reaching an

outlet port for pressure control is defined in the bottom PDMS layer. Indeed, with traditional

photolithography, the circular gate at the sides of the channels is not possible; In addition, the

particles will sit on the bottom gate by default, avoiding ambiguous blocking alignment caused

by the side-blocking strategy. We have tried different interlayer materials, including float glass

(soda-lime glass), borosilicate glass, Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and Polyethylene

terephthalate (PET), to create the vertical evacuation channel from laser machining. We have

also tried different laser machines, including an excimer laser and Femtosecond laser. We

observed that for all combinations of materials and lasering methods, to achieve the cell scale

blocking and encapsulation, the critical gate dimension required (2 to 8 µm in diameter) is at

the limit of the laser resolutions. This means poor reproducibility of the size and shape of the

gate even under the same fabrication parameters; The roundness is poor (deformed into an

ellipse shape), and there is material re-deposition around the gate, causing severe roughness

for cells/particles to be released when needed. At the larger scale (above 20µm in diameter),

the reproducibility of the gate shape is significantly improved. The gate is however still not

round with more material deposition.

Nanoscribe 2.5D device Ultimately, we developed a novel fabrication strategy combining 3D

direct laser writing and conventional PDMS lithography. All the channels are defined in a

single-height PDMS layer, where the evacuation channel is as wide as the water inlet. We then

used the two-photon stereolithography printer (Nanoscribe GmbH, Stutensee, Germany) to

print in situ a 3D block at the beginning of the evacuation channel, which defines the critical

gate. With the Nanoscribe technique, the infrared laser is focused on the UV-sensitive resist

whose intensity at the focal point passes the two-photon absorption threshold, initiating

energy transition and hence a polymerization reaction. The photoresist is first scanned in

the bottom x-y plane, then in the next x-y plane with a different z location (and so on and

so forth), with a resolution smaller than 700 nm in the z dimension and 200 nm in the x-y

dimension. This allows superior precision for the micro gate we want to build. At first, we

printed the 3D block on a flat substrate and then transferred it to the target location. Problems

like PDMS shrinkage, difficult alignment, and sophisticated transfer have caused poor fitting of

the block, resulting in severe leakage (Fig.5.3 left). We later discovered that the 3D Nanoscribe

block could be printed in situ on the open PDMS surface despite the channel topography. A

seamless fitting of the block into the channel is realized by starting laser writing into one side

of the PDMS channel (which causes no consequence) until reaching the opposite side of the
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PDMS channel. The space in between is all polymerized into the 3D block, which ensures

no leakage (Fig.5.3 right). Other technical developments include: 1. finding the right surface

treatment to enhance resin -PDMS adherence; 2. the development of a manual focusing

protocol; and 3. the efficient loading of resin overcoming the capillary effect at the corners

of the channel topography. Ultimately, our protocol allows the fabrication of a leak-free and

precise 3D microfluidics device. Because of the high resolution of the Nanoscribe printer, we

obtained a good quality circular channel of 2µm in diameter (Fig.5.3 right). Note that while in

our case the geometry is a simple circular channel of a diameter of 2 to 7 µm, the 3D flexibility

and precision brought by the two-photon lithography also allow the fabrication of any other

shapes or sizes of the geometries. We name this method “Nanoscribe 2.5D”.

PDMS

Nanoscribe
3D block

50 μm

Nanoscribe
3D block

PDMS

PDMS

Figure 5.3 – Different fabrication results of the Nanoscribe 2.5D devices. (Left): we printed a
larger-scale 3D block (block width = 50µm) and successfully transferred it to the desired loca-
tion. The fitting between the block and the channel is however not good; (Right): Nanoscribe
in situ printing with a suction channel gate of merely 2µm in diameter that is well defined.

5.4 Result

5.4.1 Unsuccessful events with 2D and 2.5D devices

Fig.5.4 show some results obtained with the 2D and 2.5D device. While 2D device has com-

pletely failed in droplet formation, 2.5D device is able to generate droplets. Due to leakage,

however, the droplet generation behavior is not robust (does not function as a normal T-

junction). Sometimes, there is a depletion of the water bridge during droplet generation,

excluding that particle from the formed droplet (Fig.5.4b); Sometimes, after droplet genera-

tion the whole droplet volume is depleted again, leaving only the particle at the gate (Fig.5.4c);

Most of the time, the droplet generation duration varies significantly from one event to another,

resulting in a large variation in droplet sizes (Fig.5.4d).
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Figure 5.4 – Unsuccessful results using 2D and 2.5D devices. Note, in b) the red arrow indi-
cates the actual pinch-off location; the black arrow indicates the expected/ideal pinch-off
location; Leaking from the evacuation channel causes the unwanted pinch off. In d) the
droplet containing two beads is a result of the droplet fusion of two initially very small droplets.

5.4.2 Proof of concept with “full-blocking” mode

With the fabrication technique of Nanoscribe 2.5D, we created a perfect circular gate of a

diameter of 7 µm for encapsulating beads with a diameter of 15 µm. With this device we

observed, for the first time, the phenomenon corresponding to the working principle, as a

convincing proof of concept for the mechanism (Fig.5.5). We observed that the bead blocks

the evacuation gate perfectly, which induces the generation of a droplet that later carries the

bead away. After Fig.5.5d when the tip of the aqueous phase arrives at the suction gate, the

“water-all-in” condition is immediately resumed. The flow rate we applied here is 0.16 µL/mi n

and 0.08 µL/mi n respectively for the oil and water, in a 20µm-wide-and-deep chamber. The

throughput is dependent on the bead density in the solution as well as the droplet formation

duration. In this experimental condition, it took 60 ms from the onset of the blocking until the

successful droplet release, which limits the throughput to below 17Hz.

However, the problem we observed from the 2.5D device (square gate) is not completely

eliminated here with the Nanoscribe-2.5 D device (round gate). Only 2 out of 5 beads displayed
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the perfect gate-blocking condition. In other cases, water leaks from the evacuation channel,

hence a jetting condition is formed and a droplet is generated downstream to the bead instead

of including it (see Fig.5.4b). Due to the un-robustness, we didn’t continue to explore more

flow conditions. Again, the problem might come from the side-blocking configuration. The

sucking force is applied laterally from the gate to keep the bead suspended in the middle of the

channel where the gate is located. In the meantime, the bead tends to sediment when it has

no speed. Two effects are in competition, which might be the reason for the unrobust blocking.

Instead of locating the suction gate in the middle of the cross-section (as it is currently), it

might be beneficial to locate it lower in the suction channel. In addition, the 3D configuration

(with a vertical suction channel) which is meant to solve this issue, can now be redesigned

with the Nanoscribe + PDMS fabrication technique. An example is shown in Fig.5.6), where

the critical geometries including the vertical suction channel and part of the buried lateral

suction channel can be defined in a Nanoscribe block, which is built in a PDMS channel

that connects to the pressure source. The proof of concept experiment has shown that the

K-blocking mechanism is feasible if under a full blocking condition. We believe that a precise

vertical suction gate can ultimately lead to perfect blocking.

a) b) c) d)

Blocking Blocking

Main
channel

Feeding
channel

Suction 
channel

Figure 5.5 – Proof of concept demonstrated with Nanoscribe 2.5D device. Bright-field im-
ages of the automatic encapsulation process. a) “water-all-in” condition before the bead’s
arrival. All water and some oil flow into the suction channel, forming droplets inside there;
b)the bead arrives and blocks the suction channel, with no droplet formation in the suction
channel from this moment, suggesting a perfect blocking; the water thread starts to grow
into the main channel; c. a droplet is finally created by the pinch force of the oil; the little
movement of the droplet train inside the suction channel compared to that in b suggests
that no water and probably only a little amount of oil enters the suction channel during this
droplet formation process; d)the droplet takes the bead away from the suction area and both
of them move downstream; due to the re-opening of the suction gate, the oil comes in and
immediately floods out the droplet train previously in the suction channel, the system is back
to “Water-all-in” condition.

5.4.3 An interesting working condition with “partial-blocking” mode

While the working principle we described so far will not work under poor blocking condi-

tion, we discovered a new and efficient working principle that works regardless of the bad
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Nanoscribe 3D

PDMS 1

PDMS 2
8 um

20 um

PDMS

Nanoscribe polymer 
Channels
Paricle to encapsulate

Figure 5.6 – The hybrid 3D device made of Nanoscribe block and PDMS channels

sealing (i.e., “partial blocking”). This experiment is conducted with Q1 = 0.1µL/mi n and

Q2 = 5µL/mi n in a 3D device . Under this large oil-to-water flow rate ratio, droplets are

generated immediately after the disperse phase penetrates into the main channel before the

tip has reached the suction channel gate. However, these droplets are directed into the suction

channel and are not collected in the main channel. Thus, it is also a water-all-in condition

only without a static bridge of the disperse phase around the junction (“droplet-all-in”). When

a droplet contains a bead, the bead prevents the droplet from entering the suction channel

due to the size constriction. Although some disperse phase is depleted by the gate when the

droplet passes over, a decent amount of droplet volume is still kept. Theoretically, the relative

location of the bead inside the droplet would result in different degrees of depletion of the

droplets, thus harming the monodispersity of the final droplet size. Interestingly, this is not

observed. For the five bead-encapsulation events we observed, the encapsulation success rate

is 100%, and the droplet diameter is 70±2.3µm with less than five percent variation. We think

this is due to two reasons: 1. the initial droplet size is not big in this droplet generation regime,

thus there is not much variation in the relative location; 2. due to the high oil flowrate, the

time that the droplet (and the bead) pass over the suction area is very short, thus the depletion

is not significant.

Although in this experiment the constant droplet generation frequency is at 10 Hz, this working

principle has a great potential for high throughput. First, it intrinsically requires large oil

flowrate for the instant droplet generation at the T-junction, easier to obtain high throughput;

Second, passing over the gate does not has any time limit, and in fact the faster the better

(i.e., better monodispersity); Third, not only T-junction but also other droplet generation

geometries like flow-focusing can be used for this working principle, which could achieve ultra-

fast droplet generation. We consider this new working principle an an important alternative

for the K-blocking concept. Especially, it bypasses the need to have perfect blocking and it

allows droplet generation at a higher throughput.
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100 um100 um

a) b)

Figure 5.7 – K blocking principle under “partial-blocking” condition. This experiment was
conducted in an old 3D device with an ellipse gate that is 18µm wide, for the encapsulation of
a bead around 45µm in diameter. a) Process of empty droplet generation and the immediate
evacuation; b) Process of bead-loaded droplet generation and the escaping towards down-
stream collection. Here, the camera focused on the main and water inlet channels (top layer);
the vertical evacuation channel can only be identified as a hole in the interlayer; the bottom
layer with the remaining part of the evacuation channel is out of focus. Red arrows point to
the droplets.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Design rule for the full-blocking mode

If we summarize the processes of a droplet generation event under the full-blocking mode to

succeed, we can identify three steps (or criteria) to fulfill:

1. Complete blocking of the evacuation channel by the particle;

2. Droplet generation under “dripping” or “squeezing” regimes;

3. The bead is released from the blocking location within the droplet.

First, when the system achieves complete blocking without any leakage, this device is turned

into a normal “T-Junction” where the generation of a droplet is systematic. On a usual T-

junction, there are different droplet generation regimes, dependent on the relative strength

between the viscous force and the surface tension force, captured by the capillary number C a

(Chapter 2). At a low capillary number (C a ¿ 0.01), the water tip has the time to occupy the

width of the main channel entirely; thus, the breakup is dominated by the drop of pressure

across the water tip in the main channel, the regime is called “squeezing”; At larger C a, a par-

tial filling of the main channel by the discontinuous phase starts to happen, where the viscous

force becomes dominant for the breakup, leading to the “dripping” regime; Further increasing

C a leads to “jetting” regime, where the droplet generation location shifts downstream [93].

These regimes are shown in Fig.5.8a. If the droplet generation regime is “dripping” or “squeez-

ing”, it is certain that the droplet will include the bead when it is generated. The happening of

jetting mode can be due to a leakage from the evacuation channel which depletes the water

bridge and creates a tunnel for the oil to pass. This will not happen if the first criterion of

complete blocking has been achieved. The jetting can also happen due to inappropriate flow
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Figure 5.8 – a. Different droplet generation regimes in T junction; b. The different forces
exerted on the particle that is above the evacuation gate. The channel wall is shown with black
lines, blue line indicates the droplet interface, a red arrow for the pressing force, and green
arrows for the pushing forces.

conditions. Fu. et. al.[94] show that jetting is more likely to happen with a higher water-to-oil

flow rate ratio and a higher water-to-oil viscosity ratio under a larger capillary number defined

with the continuous phase. This knowledge should help us better choose flow conditions to

avoid the jetting mode.

If the first two criteria are fulfilled, we are sure that a particle will trigger the generation of a

droplet containing that particle. With the droplet moving downstream in the main channel, its

rear interface will eventually touch the immobilized particle. At this moment, two scenarios

can happen:

a.The drag force exerted on the particle through the droplet rear interface is strong enough to

overcome the pinning force exerted on the particle. In this case, the droplet and the particle

will together be released from the junction, and the K-blocking mechanism can function

automatically as expected.

b.The drag force cannot overcome the pinning force of the particle. In this case, if the oil flow

in the main channel pushes the droplet beyond its deformation limit, the droplet will detach

from the particle and moves downstream without the particle (Fig.A.3); if for the droplet,

the drag force is balanced with the surface tension that prevents the further deformation of

the droplet, the droplet will be pinned by the particle at the junction. In both cases, the K-

blocking mechanism cannot work. Therefore, it is necessary to understand in what condition

a particle can be released with the droplet. We will briefly discuss a scaling law for predicting

the particle-releasing problem for a given flow condition and a given geometry.

A simple Torque balance

We show the competing forces on a particle blocking the gate in Fig. 5.8b. The pressing force

is shown in red. Assuming P3 is imposed, when the (full) blocking happens, there is no flow
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and thus no pressure drop within the suction channel thus, the pressure below the particle is

immediate P3. The pressure difference across the particle (∆P1 = P1 −P3) exerts a pressing

force ∆P1S
′

that stabilizes the particle during the droplet formation process, where P1 is the

pressure above the particle and S
′ =π( l

2 )2 is the gate area of the suction channel (l is the gate

diameter).

The pushing forces are shown in green. Before the droplet touches the particle, itself is a

free-moving object experiencing a drag force that is well depicted in the literature. This drag

force is relatively small. Once it is “pinned” by the fixed particle, it starts to feel an enhanced

“drag force” due to the resistance to flow of the continuous phase ([95]). This resistance to

flow exerts a pressure drop across the droplet (∆P2), which is exerted on the particle through

their joint interface. Take the cross-section of the main channel as A, the projection of the

particle’s cross session in the main channel as S, a force of magnitude ∆P2S is pushing directly

(an enhanced drag force) on the particle through the joint interface (for simplicity, here we use

S as an approximation for the projection of the joint interface), and ∆P2 (A−S) is responsible

for the droplet deformation. Due to the droplet deformation that is caused by the force of

∆P2 (A−S), surface tension also acts on the particle through the contact area, scaled as γL,

where L is the circumference of the joint interface, γ is the surface tension coefficient. In total,

it is ∆P2S +γL that gives the particle an enhanced pushing force which might help it escape

from the trapping zone. All the rest of the pushing force is responsible for the continuous

deformation of the droplet.

As part of the particle is inside the suction channel, we assume the release of it into the main

channel is through rotation around the right corner of the channel (assume non-slipping

condition). The enhanced drag forces and the pressing force create torques of different

directions: the former help the particle rotate into the main channel (T2); the latter pulls the

particle back to the trapping area (T1).

Set the particle radii as r , we have:

T1 =∆P1S
′
r sinθ (5.1)

T2 =∆P2S(r cosθ)+γLr (5.2)

If T2 > T1, the particle can be removed from the trap. The derivation of ∆P1 and ∆P2 is

presented in AppendixA.3.

We verified this model with the full-blocking experiment. We obtain T1 = 1µN ·µm, and

T2 = 9.9µN ·µm. It shows that the torque to rotate the particle from its location is almost 10

times larger than the torque to trap it. It predicts the release of the particle as also observed in

the experiment.

The model shows several interesting results. First, by comparing the magnitude of the different

forces we obtain the pressing force as ∆P1S
′ = 0.30µN and the pushing forces which include
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∆P2S = 1.41µN and γL = 0.08µN . We can see that the surface tension is more than one

order of magnitude smaller than the enhanced drag force, signifying that the main reason for

removing the particle from the suction area is through the pushing from the oil. Second, to

ensure particle releasing, T2
T1

> 1 is required. Ignoring the surface tension term, we obtain an

expression:

T2

T1
=

aLD · ( b
h )4 · ( r

l )3 ·
√

1− l
2r · (Q1

Q2
)

(1+ c)(Rout +Rs)
(5.3)

where a = 64πµ
(4−π)2 is a constant, b = 1+ h

w +
√[

(1− h
w )2 +π h

w

]
is a correction factor for the aspect

ratio of the rectangular channel where maximal value can be obtained at aspect ratio equal

to one (i.e., a square shape cross section), c is the ratio between oil and water flowrate that

is being evacuated in the suction channel, l and r represents the diameter of the gate and

the radii of the particle, Q1 and Q2 is the injected oil and water flow rate from the inlets, and

Rout and RS is the channel resistance of the (main) outlet channel and the suction channel. If

we take into account the influence of h on Rout and RS assuming a single height device with

rectangular channels, we obtain :

T2

T1
∝

LD ( b4

h ) · ( r
l )3 ·

√
1− l

2r · (Q1
Q2

)

(1+ c)( Lout
wout

+ LS
wS

)
(5.4)

where Lout , LSand wout and wS are the length and width of the outlet main channel and the

suction channel respectively. In terms of the design rule, it shows that the probability of a

particle being released is dramatically increased if the particle-to-gate size ratio (r /l ) is large.

In general, it is better to have a smaller dimension channel with square shape cross section. In

such a case, a smaller gutter radius will be created to form a large pushing force for a given

flow rate of the oil. It is also recommended to minimize the L
w ratio for both the outlet and the

suction channel to minimize their resistance. During the operation, a large Q1
Q2

ratio is favored.

It is also beneficial to lower the c through wetting property control and by avoiding excessive

suction pressure.

5.5.2 Potentially more suited for rigid bead encapsulation

In microfluidics, it is common to use trapping operations to realize different functions for

the cells. For example, Duchamp et. al. [96] used a trapping geometry to immobilize one

type of cells and allow another type of cells to each continuously “roll over” the first type of

cells. Samlali et. al.[59] use trapping geometry and sequential operations of two-phase flows

to trap and then encapsulate single cells. Clipp et. al. [97] used a hydrodynamic trapping

array to immobilize one type of cells, which are approached by the second type of cells under

the control of the Dielectrophoresis (DEP) forces. In these approaches, single-cell trapping

is demonstrated either passively (only via fluidic design without external control) or actively

(with external control). In all cases, only a portion of the incoming flow is carefully directed

into the trapping region for trapping the single cells without rupturing them or making them
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extrude. Indeed, a balance needs to reach between (low) trapping efficiency and (significant)

cell harm/loss. In our case, the working principle requires that all water phase is directed into

the evacuation channel. Here, no risk is present that a cell will not arrive at the trapping zone,

and the deformable objects have more chance to provide a perfect sealing of the suction gate

even if the shape of the latter is not perfect; on the other hand, it also means that a cell or a

deformable particle can be easily compromised under such a strong force; in addition, the

more it is inside the evacuation channel, the harder it is to be released from the channel and

therefore lost in the channel(eq.5.3). Whether or not this mechanism will force a pressure that

will extrude a soft object blocking the channel gate affects the range of applications for this

mechanism.

Here we want to discuss one event which we observed when we were still using the 3D

fabrication approach and we created an ellipse shape channel gate of a diameter of around

8−9µm. We obtained the “water-all-in” condition with Q1 = 1.2µL/mi n, Q2 = 0.2µL/mi n,

and P3 =−110mbar . Given the relatively large gate size (we cannot go further down with the

3D approach as explained above), we report only a case with an ultra-large cell that has around

19µm in diameter. After it arrived, it indeed blocked the gate and induced the generation of

a new droplet. But itself was lost in the evacuation channel. This shows that a soft material

might not stand this mechanism.

cell
cell

cell

droplet

Figure 5.9 – One event with cell on the 3D device For this event, the camera focused on the
main and water inlet channels (top layer).

5.6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, we introduced another approach for the deterministic encapsulation of single

particles into droplets. The working principle uses the passive blocking effect to achieve that a

droplet will only be generated or collected when it is loaded with a particle. We introduced

two working modes- the original mode is where aqueous phase is directed into an evacuation

channel as a continuous phase bridging the water inlet and the evacuation gate- particle

triggers droplet generation (“water-all-in” mode); the new mode is where aqueous phase tip

will always be broken into one droplet, which is then directed into the evacuation channel (if
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empty) or to the main collection channel (if has a particle)- particle triggers droplet collection

(“droplet-all-in”) mode. The former requires a “full blocking” for droplet generation, the latter

only requires “partial blocking” as droplets have always been generated. In order to realize the

first mode, we developed different fabrication strategies and found that the combination of

2-photon 3D writing (for the critical parts) and PDMS fabrication (for the non-critical parts)

give a great compromise between precision and cost. Indeed, when it comes to having a

perfect blocking, it poses critical requirements for the gate geometry (i.e., fabrication) as

well as the flow condition; due to the relatively small oil flowrate, there is also the need to

consider whether the particles can be taken by the droplets, whereas this is not a concern in

the second mode with a strong oil flow rate. For this concern, anyway, we have developed an

analytical model for predicting the particle releasing behavior. This model is only verified by

one experiment (that has the perfect blocking) so far. Both modes ensure that this approach

for deterministic single particle encapsulation is completely passive and deterministic. Unlike

the sorting-based methods we introduced in chapter 3 & 4 which use the cells’ deformation

property, this approach (with both modes) might be more suited for rigid particles (that

cannot extrude into the evacuation channel), thus forming a good complement to the above

methods. Until now, for rigid particles, only inertial ordering can be applied (i.e., cannot be

densely packed) to enhance its particle loading efficiency. Our approach might be the first

deterministic, passive and asynchronous method that could apply to the rigid particles.

In the future, one can improve on the geometry of the evacuation gate and to realize an

automatic “full blocking” for the first mode. This mode might create a better control on

droplet size but with a lower throughput compared to the second mode with “partial blocking”.

It is thus also very interesting to study the second mode and to find out the working efficiency,

the throughput limit, the collected droplet size limit, and the particle density limit.
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6 Deterministic droplet pairing and
merging

So far, we have obtained a full toolset for deterministic single-object encapsulation, covering

deformable and rigid objects, for small or large objects, within small or large droplets, and

under different throughputs. These techniques cover almost all encapsulation scenarios for

the current applications of droplet-based microfluidics. They provide a pure population of

single object-loaded droplets. In this chapter, we will further develop a deterministic droplet

pairing and merging technique for using these pre-generated droplets. The goal is to accurately

merge different droplets containing distinct types of objects with a controlled merging ratio.

6.1 Introduction

Currently, single cells assays that require the pairing of one single cell with another one

or more cell/bead are highly sought. Examples include single-cell RNA sequencing (one

cell + one bead), single-cell antibody screening (one cell + one bead), single-cell targeted

genome analysis (one cell + one bead), cell-cell interaction screening (one cellA + one cellB),

cell-cell communication profiling (one cellA + one cellB + one bead), etc. Currently, the

most popular construction method for these droplet assays is co-flowing different object

suspensions through a droplet generation junction to co-encapsulate the different objects

randomly into each droplet. The object occupancy of the droplets thus follows dual Poisson

statistics featuring very low efficiency and severe cell loss. For example, even aided by the

super Poissonian distribution via packing of deformable beads, the current commercially

available single-cell RNA sequencing does not apply to rare cell samples and causes at least

half of the cells not to be analyzed[20]. In the case of pairing two distinct cell types which

are of great importance in immunology and cancer biology [98, 99, 100, 101], only random

co-encapsulation can be used, which creates most droplets with undesirable combinations

(between 86.5% to more than 99% of the total population), and only 1-13.5% of total cells are

eventually combined with one other cell. For three objects to be encapsulated, the situation is

significantly worsened. We propose that to overcome this limit, multi-object droplet assays

need to be constructed from pure single-cell/particle droplets and the precise pairing and

merging of these droplets with accurate compositions.
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In this chapter, we have developed a deterministic merging device with a principle called

“In-flow merging”. So far, we have realized the proof of concept with two types of droplets

that are generated on the same merging device. In the future, we would need to transfer this

knowledge to merge pre-generated droplets as intended.

6.2 Working principle

Fig.6.1a shows the working principle of the In-flow merging method. We designed a waiting

line structure to store droplet type A (called “droplet A” or “droplets A” in the following for

simplicity), and we flow droplet type B one by one into the main channel. The main channel

width is smaller than the droplet B diameter such that a confined droplet B when passing

the waiting queue of droplets A will be forced into contact with the forefront droplet A in the

queue. At the junction of the waiting line and the main channel, a localized AC electric field is

always applied and disturbing every droplet pair that passes by, causing electrocoalescence.

The two droplets thus merge and the part originally from droplet B will continue to be pushed

downstream, take the part from droplet A with it for collection. The empty spot created in

the waiting line will be filled up instantly by the second droplet A due to the small distance

and increased flow resulting from a decreased resistance, which prepares the next merging

event, and so on and so forth. The waiting line is pre-filled with droplet A during the operation;

thus droplet B can be injected at different frequencies (regular or irregular). This principle

eliminates the synchronization effort (i.e., real-time flow rate tuning) while still allowing

the system to run in the continuous flow condition. The “no pairing, no leaving” principle

also ensures that all droplet A will be paired by one and only one droplet B. Indeed, even if

electrocoalescence does not happen 100% each time a droplet B meets a droplet A, the missed

droplet A is not lost but can be paired and merged with the next droplet B, guaranteeing

the pairing accuracy for droplet A. The pairing efficiency of droplet B can also be improved

via recycling. As only two sizes of droplets- small size containing droplet B and large size

containing one A and one B- exist downstream, a simple size sorting will recover the unused

droplet B for reinjection to the system for the second round of pairing, limiting the waste.
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Figure 6.1 – Working principle of the In-flow merging approach. Blue arrows indicate the
flow direction, where the vertical channel is the main channel. The blue shaded areas illustrate
the localized electric field, and the distinct objects (with different sizes) within the droplets
are represented by different symbols (red circles, yellow stars, green circles, etc. a) Illustration
of merging two types of droplets. (B)Illustration of merging three types of droplets.

The same principle can be easily extended to achieve the deterministic merging of more than

two types of droplets. As shown in Fig.6.1b, a third droplet type can be stored in a second

waiting line. After two consecutive electrocoalescence, a droplet containing three distinct

objects can be created automatically in the collection outlet. For each new droplet type to

be added to the final combinatory droplet, one waiting line can be appended accordingly. In

the case of 100% electrocoalescence efficiency at each merging step, the number of waiting

lines does not have an influence on droplet assembling efficiency. In the case of not 100%

electrocoalescence efficiency, the error rate will increase with an increasing number of waiting

lines (i.e., droplet types). However, the desired combinatory droplet would always have a

unique and different size than the rest of the droplet types, which can be recovered by size

from downstream. In addition, the overall efficiency of obtaining desired combinatory droplet

is still significantly higher than the pure-Poisson statistics, as all droplets will at least have a

single B (i.e., the type introduced from the continuous flow).

6.3 Result and Discussion

For the above working principle to work successfully, a good combination of fluidic conditions

and electrocoalescence conditions is required. In this section, we will discuss separately the

optimization of the two parts. And finally, we will present the merging performance of the
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device up to today.

6.3.1 Fluid elements

In this method, a key aspect is to prepare the waiting condition of droplets A via fluid control.

Our fluidic elements are shown in (Fig.6.2a). At this stage droplets A and B are generated on

chip (empty) through a flow-focusing geometry (green circles) for proof of concept. After

the generation, droplets A flow through four fluidic structures (J, A, B, WL) before reaching

the merging point (red path). Droplet B will arrive at the merging point directly ( yellow

path). After the junction, both paths join into one main path for collection (brown path).

The condition of different fluidic elements (J,A,B,WL) during operation is further shown in

Fig.6.2b. The J element is a shortcut channel connected to the atmosphere to evacuate a

J (Junction of evacuation)
Atmosphere pressure 

Atmosphere 
pressure 

A (Arrays of evacuation)

Storage  
Chambre 

B (Bypass channel)

WL (Waiting line)

b)a)

J

A

WL
B

Figure 6.2 – The optimisation of the fluidic elements. a) Schematic overview of the chip
design. The blue color indicates the fluidic channels and the black color represents the
electrodes. The red path is for droplet A after it is generated; the yellow path is for droplet
B after its generation; the thick brown path is after merging the path for the new droplet.
b)Bright-field images taken during the experiments for the different individual fluid elements.

significant amount of incoming oil flow from the system. A square post stands in the junction

to prevent droplets from leaving. Downstream to the J element, the droplets flow into a

chamber where the excessive oil flow is further extracted through an array of small channels

that are also connected to the atmosphere (A element, design idea from [102]. After two

times of flow reduction, the droplets are loaded into the waiting line structure (WL), slowed

down by the pillar array ([103]), and stopped in front of a post at the end of the waiting line.

Excessive droplets will continue to accumulate in the storage chamber, which completes the

chip priming step. Afterwards, the droplet A injection can be stopped or resumed at any time.

A bypass structure (B) is designed at the chamber-to-WL transition area (narrowing neck) to

prevent pressure accumulation that might cause droplet merging.

Optimizing fluidic elements particularly concerns the modulation of the degree of passive oil
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extraction via the design of J & A elements. We used numerical simulation to aid the design

optimization. As a rule of thumb for design, we seek for a moderate and positive pressure

gradient in the WL for automatic droplet loading and refilling of the WL while keeping droplets

away from breaking. It is also essential to ensure the stopping of droplets A in the waiting line.

More details can be found in AppendixA.4.

6.3.2 The electrocoalescence theory

After achieving the waiting behavior of droplets A, the next goal is to improve the electrocoa-

lescence efficiency as well as selectivity, meaning that the first droplet A should be sensitively

merged with droplet B but it should not merge with the second droplet A.

Currently, it is commonly accepted that the processes of two droplet coalescenting in an

electric field include: droplets approaching each other, the film in between drains and thins,

and finally the film ruptures and merge [104]. There are three possible mechanisms to cause a

droplet pair in an electric field to approach each other:[105]: 1. electrophoresis (EP), where

droplets of opposite charges in an electric field are attracted to each other; 2. dielectrophore-

sis (DEP), in a gradient of the electric field a drift is created due to permittivity difference

between the droplet and the insulating oil; 3. dipoles interaction, the electric field polarizes

the uncharged droplet (as dipole) which experience mutual attraction. While both dipole

interaction and DEP utilize the difference of polarizability in droplets and the surrounding oil

media, the EP force relies on the net droplet charge. In our case, we have uncharged droplets

as the electrodes are not in direct contact with them. In addition, we apply AC electric field to

avoid potential electrochemical side effects affecting biological assays, which also undermine

the effect of EP. EP is thus ruled out in our case. Studies show that a nonuniform electric field

can enhance electrocoalescence of water-in-oil emulsions[106, 107]; also, it is not possible

to configure a uniform electric field in all three dimensions across the two droplet interfaces,

due to the channel constraint. In our study, a non-uniform AC electric field is applied. While

dipole interaction is considered the main mechanism for electrocoalescence in a uniform

field, in this case, both the dipole interaction and DEP play a role.

Luo et. al. pointed out that among the two contributions, it is the interaction of the dipole

that plays a dominant role when the two droplets are placed closely [107]. He derived the

inter-droplet attractive force due to dipole-dipole interaction of two (unbounded) droplets in

a nonuniform electric field as:

F12 =
−12πεmK 2

e |E1| |E2|R3
1R3

2∣∣d 4
∣∣ × f (6.1)

where εm is the dielectric constant of the medium (oil), Ke is the Clausius-Mossotti factor rep-

resenting the effective polarizability of the droplets (more see below). E1 and E2 is the electric

field at the location of each droplet. R1 and R2 are the corresponding radii of the droplet, and

d is the distance in between. f is a factor taking into account the angle between the induced
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polarization vector (E-field direction) and the vector that connects the two droplets’ center, i.e.,

the dipoles interaction force is influenced strongly by the orientation of the induced dipoles.

This force also decays rapidly with the droplet pair distance (∝ d−4).

In terms of DEP, the time-averaged DEP force acting on an unbounded droplet in a dielectric

media is given by[108]:

〈FDEP 〉 = 2πR3εmKe 5
∣∣∣−→E ∣∣∣2

(6.2)

Therefore, it is the gradient of the squared electric field instead of the magnitude of the field

itself that influences this part of the force exerted on the droplets. In our case, droplets have

both higher permittivity (around 40: 1) and conductivity than the oil, the resultant Ke is thus

always positive under low or high frequency. This means that the DEP force will always draw

the droplets towards the high field gradient, which is located between the two electrodes at

the right side of the merging point. Due to the channel confinement, droplet B cannot move

further toward the electrode, but droplet A will be drawn towards droplet B, helping to bring

both droplets closer and squeezing the oil film in between. From above, the two electric forces

are dependent on the polarization degree of the droplets and the oil medium, and so will the

electrocoalescence efficiency. Our electrode design and the optimization of the electrode

configuration via simulation to enhance the electrocoalescence selectivity, are presented in

Appendix A.4.

6.3.3 The merging performance

The process of merging With the optimized combination of fluid elements and electrode

configuration, we achieved the desired deterministic droplet pairing and merging behavior.

Specifically, when chip fabrication has no defect, we observed automatic and consistent

behaviors for droplet A during its filling and waiting processes. When droplets B pass by,

electrocoalescence starts to happen. Fig.6.3 shows a typical merging event, which includes:

the smooth loading of droplets A (green), droplets A stopping at the merging point, one droplet

B (blue) arriving and merging with the first droplet A, the new droplet (yellow) leaves, and

finally the droplet A queue is filled up for the next event. Typically, droplets A can stay in the

waiting line without leaving for at least five minutes. In practice, droplet B injection operation

is prepared in advance, which can be performed immediately after droplet A waiting line is

achieved; thus five minutes is more than enough. In some cases, electrocoalescence does

not happen very efficiently or selectively, meaning that some droplets B do not succeed in

taking droplet A, or droplet B takes two droplets A at a time via droplet A-A merging (i.e., A-A-B

merging). This is a matter of electrocoalescence sensitivity and selectivity, which is influenced

by several factors shown below.
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Waiting

Waiting Merging Releasing Refilling
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Figure 6.3 – Proof of concept of the in-flow merging a-d) Bright-field images of the time
points for when droplet A queue is waiting, droplet A-B merged, new droplet leaves the
merging point, and the rapid refilling of the empty spot by the second droplet A in the queue.
The green, blue and yellow droplets indicate the droplets A, droplet B, and the newly merged
droplet, respectively.

Influence of the electric parameters The influence of AC frequency is first investigated. Its

influence on droplet electrocoalescence in a nonuniform field is unclear. In a uniform AC

field, Teo et al. [109] pointed out that electrocoalescence efficiency only slightly increases

with increasing frequency. In contrast, Anand et al.[110] and Priest et al. [111] found that the

electrocoalescence efficiency is independent of the frequency or even the type of waveform

(DC or AC). For the nonuniform AC field, as we used here, the study on the frequency influence

on electrocoalescence is rarely found. We applied two frequencies- 100 Hz and 10,000 Hz-

with the same root mean square voltage (VRMS = 80V ) on the same chip. In a DI water-in-oil

system, at 100Hz the droplets almost do not merge, with time, the pressure builds up slowly

and more droplets tend to exit the WL. At 10, 000 Hz, the moment the signal is turned on,

the droplets A start to exit the WL as if they experience a strong pulling force. While exiting,

they also merge with other droplets A in the queue. In our case, increasing the frequency

significantly enhances the merging efficiency (and even too much).

This frequency dependency could be explained with the Clausius-Mossoti factor Ke , which

exists in both the dipoles interaction equation and the DEP equation (Eq.6.1, 6.2). We know

that at lower and higher frequency, the real part of Ke has Re(Ke (ω → 0)) = σ1−σ2
σ1+2σ2

and

Re(Ke (ω→ ∞)) = ε1−ε2
ε1+2ε2

, respectively. Here, σ1,2 and ε1,2 are the conductivity and permit-

tivity of the droplet and the oil medium, respectively. As the conductivity of DI water and

fluorinated oil is similar (5.5e−8 S/m vs. 4.5e−8 S/m) , Ke at lower frequency is close to zero

(Ke = 0.06). Both forces are therefore quite weak (still positive). In contrast, the permittivity

contrast of the two materials is significantly (80 vs. 5.8 ). At higher frequency (ω→∞ ) when

the permittivity difference is more important, Ke is increased (Ke = 0.81), the electrocoales-

cence effect from both mechanisms are prominent. For better controllability and to reduce the

power consumption, we decided to work under a frequency of 100 Hz from now on, and im-

prove the electrocoalescence efficiency and selectivity with other means. We have compared

the sine shape and square shape waveforms, which have no influence on the results.
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Influence from the other parameters is shown in Fig.6.4. For each droplet B that passes the

junction, we can obtain four possible results: the droplet B does not merge with droplet A (no

merging); one droplet A exit before the corresponding droplet B arrives (exit); the droplet B

merges with the first and the second droplet A in the queue (AAB merging), and finally the

ideal case where the droplet B merges with only the first droplet A (AB merging). Each column

sums up at 100%, representing all events of a passed droplet B. From a), at 100Hz we applied

five different VRMS on the electrodes for DI water droplets. With increasing VRMS , we observed

decreasing ratio of no merging events and enhancing AB merging. However, when VRMS is

too high, AAB merging is also enhanced, decreasing the selectivity. At 700V, the whole train

of droplets A in the waiting line is merged into a single phase and the device functions as a

pico-injection operation. This experiment shows that increasing the voltage will enhance the

merging behavior, but there is a limit constrained by the selectivity and the requirement to

preserve all droplets.

b) shows that when droplets B pass too fast, the AB merging probability is significantly reduced,

which unfortunately indicates an upper limit for the merging throughput for the current

device. This is probably due to not enough electrocoalescence efficiency which requires

certain droplet A-B contact time for electrocoalescence to happen.

c) is when we change the droplet medium from DI water to cell medium DMEM (Dulbecco’s

Modified Eagle Medium) that has higher conductivity (1.6S/m vs. 5.5e−8 S/m). We discovered

the following changes: 1. we start to see droplets merging in a “(droplet A) head-to- (droplet

B) head” manner, i.e., droplets start to merge from the moment when they just meet, instead

of merge in the last moment with ‘(droplet A) head-to- (droplet B) tail” as in the case of DI

water; 2. the electrocoalescence happens with a lower VRMS value, for example, 40 V at the

optimal condition compared to 177 V at the optimal condition for DI water ; 3. the selectivity

is significantly increased, with 88.2 % of AB merging and zero AAB merging event, for a total

of 166 droplet B that has passed the merging area. These changes show an improvement in

electrocoalescence efficiency with increased conductivity. This phenomenon can be explained

by the Clausius-Mossoti factor Ke . At a lower frequency, as we are using here, the conductivity

difference between the droplet and the oil medium has increased the value of Ke , and so the

effect of electrocoalescence. While the enhancement of electrocoalescence efficiency should

be true for all droplets A, the reduction of AAB merging frequency is surprising. It is as if the

first droplet A has “absorbed” the main effect, increasing the total selectivity.
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Figure 6.4 – Droplet merging performances under different electric parameters. The num-
ber of total events counted is equal to the number of droplet B that passed the junction. All
events sum up to 100%. The number of events per experiment varies from 20 to 290, with
most of the experiments having above 60 events. a) For DI droplets the electrocoalescence
performance under AC frequency of 100 Hz at different VRMS . b) For DI droplets the electroco-
alescence performance under AC frequency of 100 Hz at VRMS = 177V , under different flow
condition. The droplet B passing frequency is shown on the x-axis. c) The electrocoalescence
performance under an AC frequency of 100 Hz for DI as well as DMEM.

6.4 Fabrication and Experimental

6.4.1 PDMS chip fabrication

The device used in this study is made of PDMS. The design of the channel is conducted in

AutoCAD, where the 2D microfluidics channel shape for the fluidic elements, as well as the

electrode, is defined in a 2D design file. We made the PDMS mold out of a silicon wafer

patterned with photolithography using this 2D design file. The fabrication of the silicon mold

and PDMS replica is the same as in chapter 2.

6.4.2 Electrode fabrication

With the PDMS chip ready, the fabrication of the electrodes is the last step for chip fabrication.

It relies on using an alloy wire with a low melting temperature and a diameter fitting well

with the holes in the microfluidic chip punched accordingly. At the above-melting-point

temperature, the low melting point alloy is filled into PDMS channels under the capillary

effect. This fabrication technique eliminates the alignment effort compared to a planar

electrode patterned on a glass slide (which needs to be aligned and sealed with the PDMS),

and is thus time- and- cost-effective. The steps in making the electrodes for one chip are the

following:

1. Cut two 6 mm long pieces of soft tubing and insert a hollow metal stick in it. The rough

part of the metal stick should be kept in the open air while the smooth part should be

partly isolated by the soft tubing. This metal stick will later be connected to the melted
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electrode as a connection pin for operation.

2. Turn on the hot plate and wait until it reaches a stable temperature of 90°C.

3. Take a 2 mm piece of the metal wire and insert it into the hole of one electrode.

4. Place the chip on the hot plate for 30 seconds and start to push the melted metal wire

with the hollow metal stick previously prepared, and with the rough part of it. Push until

it reaches the end of the pinhole.

5. Inspect the continuity of the electrodes under the optical microscope and with a digital

multimeter checking the resistance

6.4.3 Experimental control

The flow rate is controlled via a pressure source and a pressure regulator. The AC electric

signal is generated with a function generator and is amplified by Kepco BOP-1000M with a

gain of 100 V/V. Before applying to the electrode, the VRMS value is obtained from a digital

multimeter.

6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 The optimal performance and current limitation

In summary, the optimal performance is shown in Fig..6.4c, achieved with DMEM as the

aqueous phase, the fluidic elements being “J + A (25) +B + WL”, the electrode configuration

shown in (Fig.A.5d) and with a 100 Hz AC frequency at VRMS = 40V , with a merging point

design of “P1” (see Appendix.A.4.2). For a total of 166 merging events, nearly 90% of the AB

merging is performed at the first time a droplet B has passed the junction. During the entire

process, no AAB merging nor droplet A existing events happened. This guarantees 100%

correct pairing for droplet A. The droplet merging ended when the preloaded droplets A in

the waiting line and in the storage chamber are finished (no new supply of droplet A in this

experiment). The droplet merging is performed at a frequency of 1.3 Hz.

There are certain limitations of the current device. First, there is an upper limit for the merging

throughput, as shown in (Fig.6.4b). It shows that under current electrocoalescence sensitivity

if droplet B flows too fast, droplet merging does not happen. While increasing voltage will

enhance the electrocoalescence efficiency, there is an upper limit above which the droplet A-A

merging would start to happen. Therefore, this issue fundamentally is a constraint from the

selectivity that would need to be improved. Strategies like fabricating planer electrode pair

underneath the droplet pair could be an option. We also observed the limit coming from the

speed of releasing droplet A into the main channel after the merging. Currently, the orthogonal

crossing design between the waiting line and the main channel requires droplet A to turn 90

degrees during release, which under high speed would cause a re-breakup at the corner. In
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addition, while the vacancy of the forefront droplet A can be automatically re-filled by the

next one in the queue, it requires some time to finish this process, which is non-negligible

compared to the time intervals between the arrivals of two droplet B if the interval is very short.

Therefore, we have limits from three aspects: the electrocoalescence selectivity, the droplet

A releasing easiness, and the droplet A refilling rate, which constraint the throughput of this

approach. By optimizing the electrocoalescence sensitivity and selectivity, flow condition, and

channel geometry, this limit might be eased but would require further development. Currently,

this approach is only suitable for lower throughput applications. The reproducibility of our

approach is also an issue. The efficiency of droplet AB merging is not only dependent on

the electric configuration but also on the fluid condition. We have observed that a higher

pressure drop in the waiting line helps the electrocoalescence as if the applied voltage has

been increased. In reality, the variation of pressure drop along the waiting line is common,

which leads to different electrocoalescence efficiencies under the same parameters. A main

source of variation is the geometry defects from the chip fabrication, especially when it comes

to the high aspect ratio pillar array along the waiting line. After improving our fabrication

method, we observed much less variation in the fluid and merging behavior of the droplets. It

shows that when the fluid preparation is a key to success in a passive method, such a method

is sensitive to the resistance changes and thus is vulnerable to geometrical variations. This

raises a higher requirement for fabrication quality.

6.5.2 Comparison with other merging techniques

There exist different droplet merging strategies. The ones that can be used for pre-generated

droplet merging for pairing different types of droplets are mainly two strategies. One strategy

uses different-sized wells to trap in the same place different types of droplets to form the

desired droplet pairs followed by the electrocoalescence [32, 96, 112]. This technique uses

sequential loading of droplets, whose throughput per batch is determined by the number

of wells on the device, which is usually at the scale of a few hundred. To ensure the pairing

efficiency, all wells need to be occupied which normally requires the loading of excessive

droplets, and the well dimensions are tailored to each size of the droplets, which needs to

be monodisperse. Compared to this method, our method operates in continuous flow thus

the throughput is proportional to the operation time. It does not require a specific range or

monodispersity of the droplet sizes. Another merging method is based on the continuous

and alternating re-injection of two sizes of droplets, each representing one distinct type.

When the smaller droplet (moving faster) catches with the larger droplet, electrocoalescence

happens during the passing of these droplet trains through the electric-field-ON channels

[113, 114, 115]. Here, the synchronization effort is required to make sure exactly one small

droplet is paired with exactly one large droplet during re-injection. The latter is usually

achieved with dense packing and a controlled release of the droplets, which requires flowrate

tuning and droplet size monodispersity. To reduce synchronization errors, the larger type of

droplet (e.g., containing barcode bead) can be injected with a higher frequency to reduce the

chance of two or more smaller types of droplets (e.g., containing single cells) getting merged
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with one big droplet. This approach might provide a higher throughput than our approach.

However, in the case of rare droplets, the time it is required for flow rate tuning might already

cause severe loss of the precious droplets samples.

As compared with the existing two methods, our method can ensure the merging efficiency

of one type of droplet with the “no pairing, no collection” strategy. All droplets A will be

merged with one and only one droplet B, this is extremely important when it comes to rare

sample analysis. For both of the previous approaches, specific droplet sizes are required, with

a narrow size distribution tolerated. This requirement is not relevant in our case- we just need

to make sure that droplets A and B can be confined by the waiting line channel and the main

channel, respectively. Size variation among the droplets is totally allowed, which could be

quite common in the case of pre-generated droplets. What’s more, the well-assisted and the

in-flow synchronization approaches are both designed for the pairing of two types of droplets.

Our approach can be easily extended to pairing and merging three or more distinct types of

droplets (by adding waiting lines). The operation time is the same as in the case of merging

two droplets. To give an example, with current throughput, to obtain 1000 double-merged or

multi-merged droplets always requires a bit more than 2 hours of operation.

6.6 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, we introduced a novel droplet pairing and merging approach. Due to the wait-

ing line concept, deterministic droplet pairing is realized in the continuous flow but without

real-time flow rate tuning and synchronization. The pairing efficiency for the droplet type in

the waiting line is guaranteed. Both fluid configuration and electrocoalescence configuration

are important for the success of this approach. The former prepares droplets in the waiting

condition, the latter ensures efficient and selective droplet merging. We have optimized both

parts and obtained a good merging performance using the optimized parameters. Currently,

this approach is limited to lower throughput and thus might be more suited for the pairing

and merging of precious droplet samples. For the moment, droplets generated in situ are used

for proof of concept. In the future, we expect to switch to those pre-generated droplets created

from the deterministic single-cell/particle generation methods introduced in the previous

chapters.
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7.1 Summary

7.1.1 Summary of results

In this thesis, we targeted a common and difficult issue of droplet microfluidics concerning

the random single-cell encapsulation, known as the Poisson limit. Specifically, we aimed to

provide new solutions for building multi-object single-cell assays that are of extreme interest

in clinical and research applications but are the worst-hit area by the Poisson limit. Towards

this end, the following achievements were obtained in this study:

1. We made a discovery of a new droplet breakup regime on a famous type of microfluidics

geometry: microfluidics T-junctions. This discovery enables our later technological

development.

2. We analytically, experimentally, and numerically resolved the new droplet breakup

mechanism, which included finding the origin of the droplet instability, developing

a geometrical rule for creating the instability with any T junction, and numerically

modeling the droplet breakup dynamics (at lower C a range).

3. After understanding the new regime, we further studied the competition between the

conventional and the new droplet breakup regimes in the same geometries and obtained

a mechanical understanding of the regime transition.

4. Based on points 1 to 3, we developed the first deterministic single-cell encapsulation

strategy overcoming the Poisson limit for a single object: Cell Triggered Splitting (CTS).

Utilizing the competition between breakup regimes, CTS automatically creates different

droplet sizes associated with cell occupancy, which enables the passive acquisition of

droplets containing single cells.

5. We realized two variations of CTS with different chip designs and working principles,

i.e., CTS-1 and CTS- 2. We characterized their different performances, which would suit
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different application scenarios.

6. We developed the second deterministic single-cell encapsulation strategy for overcom-

ing the Poisson limit: Single Cell Differentiated Trajectory (SCDT). We proposed a

simple mechanism to distinguish droplet trajectories based on their single-cell con-

tents. Influences of droplet size and speed on the performance are discussed. Such a

trajectory-differentiating mechanism can potentially be applied to droplet sorting based

on other properties.

7. We developed a new fabrication strategy that achieves precise and dimension-limited

3D geometry within PDMS chips.

8. Using point 7, we developed the third deterministic single object encapsulation strategy

using a passive blocking mechanism: K blocking. The Poisson limit is avoided from

the beginning using this method. The passive “rule-to-success” is discussed, and two

working modes are demonstrated.

9. Finally, towards building dual- or multiple- object single-cell assays from deterministi-

cally obtained single-object droplets, we developed an “In-flow” droplet merger with a

waiting line concept. Efficient one-to-one merging of two types of droplets is realized

after optimization. The waiting-line principle guarantees the correct pairing of the

waiting-type droplets, which is of particular interest for rare and valuable cell samples.

7.1.2 Deterministic single object encapsulation

This section is dedicated to the acquisition of single-object droplets, mentioned in the above

summary in points 4 to 8. It aims to summarise and compare the features of all deterministic

single-object encapsulation tools that have been developed in this thesis (i.e., from Chapters 2

to 5) to give implications for future applications.

• (CTS) It adopts a post-encapsulation secondary breakup-mediated droplet sorting

strategy, requiring three steps: random cell encapsulation, size difference creation,

and size-based sorting. The CTS method is a highly deterministic method due to the

“no cell, no splitting” principle and the significant droplet size difference leading to

efficient sorting (>98% cell loading rate in the smaller droplets + 100% small droplet

purity after sorting). Both CTS-1 and CTS-2 can provide label-free single cell sorting at a

throughput higher than the currently reported methods [116, 117, 118, 119, 120], with

CTS-1 reaching an ultra-high throughput of 3100 Hz.

• (SCDT) It adopts a post-encapsulation direct droplet sorting strategy, requiring two

steps: random cell encapsulation and direct sorting. SCDT method is the first content-

based droplet sorting method with single-cell resolution, with the potential to automati-

cally distinguish the singlets, doublets, and multiplets. It also provides easy scaling of

the product droplet size (i.e., scaling from the initial generation).
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• (K blocking) It adopts a passive droplet on-demand generation strategy, requiring single

step of particle-triggered droplet generation. More suited for rigid particles, K block-

ing is the first passive on-demand droplet generator (Fig.1.6), which avoids random

encapsulation completely.

Method CTS-1 CTS-2 SCDT K blocking

Apply to Cell : Yes Yes Yes Potentially No

Apply to Soft 
particles :

Yes Yes Yes Difficult

Apply to Rigid 
particles :

No No Potentially No Yes

Object size scalable Yes Yes Yes Yes

Droplet-to-object 
volume ratio 
(Vdrop/Vobject)

Small
(5)

Medium 
(15-30)

Medium 
(15-40)

Medium to Large

Throughput Low to Ultra-high
(47 Hz – 3100 Hz)

Medium
(250 Hz)

Low to Medium
(30 Hz)

Low (full blocking) to 
High (partial blocking)

Parallelization
capacity

High Medium High High (Partial blocking 
mode)

Passive, asynchronous, deterministic

Blocking

Collection Waste Regulator

L

θ w

1
2

3

No cell

With cell

No cell

With cell

Figure 7.1 – Comparison of different single-object (cell/particle) encapsulation techniques
developed in this work

More features of these techniques can be found in Fig.7.1. With that, we can now claim a

full set of single-particle encapsulation tools covering almost all single-object encapsulation

applications. This includes solutions for fragile cells, different-sized deformable particles

and rigid particles, and obtaining product droplets with varying absolute sizes and droplet-

to-object volume ratios. A wide range of sample volumes can be targeted with adjustable

throughput. The choice of technique can be made based on the application requirements.

All these technologies are deterministic, as the distinguishing actions (e.g., droplet splitting,

sorting, generation, etc.) are only “triggered” by the object itself. They are passive, indicating

a simple setup with no costly or complex (active) components. They are also asynchronous,

meaning flowrate tuning is avoided and the “plug and play” operation is enabled for robustness

and simplicity.
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7.2 Conclusion and Outlook

Today, single-cell study has great potential in a good variety of clinical and research applica-

tions. Droplet microfluidic providing well-defined micro-compartments with manipulation

flexibility, high throughput, relative simplicity, and low cost, excels from other single-cell

platforms like valves, microwells, and various types of traps. Over 20 years, while droplet mi-

crofluidics has rapidly developed, Poisson (random) cell encapsulations remain a fundamental

issue. It demands high dilutions of cells to limit the noise caused by the droplets containing

multiple cells. This severely affected the ever-growing multi-object single-cell assays requiring

distinct multiple objects in one droplet. For these assays, the necessity of diluting each object

leads to less than 1 % of the droplets having the correct combinations, causing acute cell loss,

biased or missed results, and the incapability for rare cell samples. To avoid this issue, the

existing techniques using simultaneous encapsulation of multiple objects are incompetent-

the passive methods require critical synchronization between the arrival of all objects and the

droplet generation frequency and are yet non-deterministic [121, 122]; The active methods

require sophisticate and expensive elements and thus are limited by cost, complexity, and

throughput[20]. We proposed that a perfect solution to the above issue would be a simple and

robust creation of droplets containing single objects, followed by deterministic merging of

these droplets with desired ratios. This strategy gives full flexibility and accuracy for the final

multi-object droplet assays. At the end of this thesis, we conclude that we have developed

enough tools to achieve the goal. These include a full set of deterministic single-object en-

capsulation tools for the first step and a deterministic droplet merger for the second step. At

this stage, both steps of microfluidics techniques are developed separately; combining the

two steps to building the final multi-object assays is of high interest and should be further

implemented. In addition, while all the introduced devices and fabrication methods are useful

techniques themselves, they require biological validation to prove their application relevance.

The future of single-cell screening/characterization involves ever-larger sample size, requiring

the development of high throughput methods. While our droplet merger is currently limited

by lower throughput, there is a known droplet merging approach that compensates for this

limit. This merging strategy is based on the alternating re-injection of two types of droplets

each having one distinct size. When the smaller droplet (moving faster) catches with the

larger droplet, a droplet pair is formed and electrocoalescence happens during the passing of

the droplet pairs through the electric-field-ON channels [113, 114, 115]. This method allows

high-throughput (500Hz[114]) droplet merging with sufficient one-to-one pairing accuracy.

With that, our various deterministic single-cell encapsulation tools capable of simple and high-

throughput acquisition of single-cell droplets can play a better role in multi-object droplet

assays. One example is to use CTS to produce a massive number of small droplets containing

cells and large droplets containing barcode beads, then perform the merging to achieve high-

accuracy and high-throughput ScRNA sequencing. Currently, according to 10X genomics

company, ScRNA sequencing is performed at a maximum rate of 60k cells per run with a

maximum of 30% of cells being captured. Following the above strategy, ScRNA sequencing
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can be performed at 1800k per hour with significantly improved cell capture efficiency thanks

to the exclusion of empty droplets. We would have an ever larger capacity to describe the

full picture of a complex cell system with minimal cell loss, a request to study developmental

biology (e.g., cell lineage), oncology, immunology, immuno-oncology, etc.

Another example is to use CTS to produce small and large droplets for two distinct types of

cells and merge them to perform label-free and high throughput cell-cell assays. Indeed, while

cell-cell interaction is essential to many physiological processes, studying cell-cell interac-

tion is historically relatively low throughput, relying on mechanoforce analysis, microscopy

imaging, etc. In comparison, droplet microfluidics with high throughput, well-defined cell

environments, and cell retrieval capacity, is a promising tool. However, acquiring two cells in

one droplet is rather difficult due to the Poisson limit. Our approach would significantly en-

hance the poor encapsulation performance of dual Poisson distribution. One application that

benefits from this is TCR-T cancer immunotherapy. Using the depicted cell-cell droplet assays,

the identification of rare potent T cells from massive patient-derived T cells can be performed

via high throughput screening of the T cell and (engineered) antigen-presenting cell (APC)

pair. The activation signal induced by specific cell-cell interaction indicates which T cell is of

interest that can be potentially retrieved for therapeutic development. This application could

only be enabled by efficient and high throughout cell-cell droplet assays described above.

Note that as the activation signal is already fluorescence-based (typical readouts for cell-cell

assays), our approach’s label-free feature (i.e., no artificial fluorescence staining) also plays

an essential role as compared to other high throughput but fluorescence-based single-cell

droplet acquisition methods.

For rare or low-input cell samples, the throughput is not a concern, but the accuracy is. The

combination of SCDT and “In-flow” offers maximum accuracy in this case. After realizing the

highly efficient cell-loaded droplet sorting with SCDT, we should further exploit its single-cell

resolution power, distinguishing single-cell droplets from dual-cell and multiple-cell droplets.

Currently, obtaining a population of droplets containing exactly one cell is a pain point in

droplet microfluidics. It is not easy whether in passive or active manners; however, it is critical

for assay accuracy. Another critical aspect concerns the precision of droplet pairing and

merging. Our “In-flow” method guarantees the perfect one-to-one pairing and merging for

the rare/precious type of droplets. One can imagine using SCDT to generate a pure droplet

population containing single rare cells and another population with single barcode beads,

which are then fed to the “In-flow” system for capturing each cell with a barcode bead for

RNA sequencing. Combining the two offers the superior capacity to analyze every rare cell.

Some relevant rare or low-input cell samples requiring transcriptome analysis include patient

tumor samples, embryonic stem cells (150 cells), circulating tumor cells, individual tissue

samples, etc. The next step would be to realize these biological applications. Improving the

current throughput (i.e., processing 1000 cells within 2 hours) is also interesting for future

work. Indeed, with a similar working principle as pico-injection, even if we can not reach the

same throughput as a few kHz due to the additional requirement of preserving the waiting-line

droplets, there is still a large space for improving from the current throughput of 2Hz. In
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addition, cell-cell interrogation has long been a critical appeal in biological studies but is

still dependent on fluorescence readout. By adding one more waiting line to the “In-flow”

system, one can easily construct “cell A - cell B - barcode bead” assays to extract and monitor

the transcription information during the cell-cell communication/interaction processes. We

believe that the high precision that can be achieved in any two-object (cell) droplet assays is a

particularly valuable feature in the era of single-cell study.

In addition to the technological development of droplet microfluidics to strengthen its role as

an efficient and versatile single-cell platform, we have also contributed to the fundamental

droplet study for the physics society. Over 20 years, T junctions have been known as one

of the most used droplet creation geometries, and the creation of droplets is only achieved

with hydrodynamic-forces-driven mechanisms. In this thesis, we demonstrated that the

surface-tension-driven mechanism is also possible with T-junctions. It leads to a completely

different “lateral breakup” phenomenon that can compete with the hydrodynamic-force-

driven mechanism- the first microfluidics geometry with both breakup mechanisms. A simple

analytical rule was proposed as a design principle for the followers, and we developed the first

numerical modeling framework suitable for the lateral breakup regime in T-junction. A new

transition is introduced for the community. Specifically, in a T-junction from vanishing C a

to higher C a, the breakup transition is no longer from non-breakup to central breakup but

is rendered from lateral breakup to central breakup. This changes the paradigm of droplet

modulation by introducing new functionalities, including real-time active control of different

droplet sizes and compositions and the passive object-triggered creation of new droplets.

We have shown that all these are enabled by shifting from a conventionally adopted shallow

channel geometry to a deep channel geometry. It is interesting to study more of this less-

explored domain in microfluidics. Indeed, one benefited example is step-emulsification,

which by adopting the deep channel geometry can now be performed in simpler geometries

with a single height. We expect more to be explored in the field of deep-channel microfluidics.

This thesis includes the theoretical and technological development of droplet-based microflu-

idics. We expect the obtained results to greatly contribute to this field’s advancement. More

biological validation is expected in future work.
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A Appendix

A.1 Mathematical modeling of the inflation of the lateral pockets at

low Ca

Hereafter, we fully characterize the inlet and outlet gutters regime of the droplet (shown

in Figure 2.3a), as they couple with equation (2.7) and (2.9) for the pocket dynamic trough

the boundary conditions and the conservation of the droplet volume. We then show that

they constitute all together a closed system that is made non-dimensional, and after some

mathematical rearrangements, can be directly integrated in time.

Let R(i )
g (s, t) designate the radius of the gutter in the inlet channel (see Figure 2.3a) whose

internal coordinate is s ∈ [0;Li (t)], purely along the x direction. Solving eq.(2.4) subject to

R(i )
g (0, t ) = Fi leads to

R(i )
g (s, t )3 = F 3

i −qi (t )As (A.1)

where qi (t ) is the inlet gutter flow rate. By continuity, we can express it in terms of k(η, t ) using

eq.(2.8) as

qi (t ) = 4γ

rh,S[z(0, t ) = h/2]

∂k(0, t )

∂η
, (A.2)

(we recall that η = 0 designates the opening of the pocket at the junction and η = Lp (t) its

closure (see Figure 2.3a ). The four boundary conditions for z(η, t ) and k(η, t ) write z(0, t ) =
z(Lp (t), t) = h/2, k(0, t) = 1/R(i )

g (Li (t), t)− 2/wo , and k(Lp (t), t) = 0. The outlet gutter, of

length Lo(t ) (see Figure 2.3a ), has a radius R(o)
g (α, t ) whose internal coordinate isα ∈ [0;Lo(t )],

purely along the y direction. The radius R(o)
g (α, t ) is characterized by solving eq.(2.4) subject
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to R(o)
g (0, t ) = wo/2 (since k(Lp (t ),0) = 0) :

R(o)
g (α, t )3 =

( wo

2

)3
−qo(t )Aα, where qo(t ) = 4γ

rh,S[z(Lp (t ), t ) = h/2]

∂k(Lp (t ), t )

∂η
(A.3)

Its length Lo(t ) is easily determined by imposing R(o)
g (Lo(t ), t ) = Fo . As will become clear in a

moment, the problem is closed by imposing of conservation of the total volume of the droplet.

From now on quantities are made non-dimensional, by h in space and µh/γ in time

h(s̃, η̃, α̃) = (s,η,α),
µh

γ
t̃ = t , h2S̃ = S,

h2γ

µ
q̃ = q,

1

h
k̃ = k, hz̃ = z,

µ

h4 r̃h,S = rh,S , and
γ

µ
C a =U .

Equations (2.7) and (2.9) thus non-dimensionalized, they are then put in the form of a classical

conservation law for z̃(η̃, t̃ ) and k̃(η̃, t̃ ):

[
1 0

0 0

]
∂

∂t

[
z

k

]
+ ∂

∂η

 −B 1
rh,S [z]

∂k
∂η

− ∂z
∂η

[
1+

(
∂z
∂η

)2
]−1/2

=
[

0

k

]
, for 0 ≤ η≤ Lp (t ) (A.4)

where all the tildes have been dropped and B = 1/wo is a constant (it is understood that

Lp and wo have been made non-dimensional by h, etc...). System (A.4) is re-written under

the change of variable ξ= η/Lp (t) in order to be solved over the time-independent domain

0 ≤ ξ≤ 1, which is significantly more convenient. The partial derivatives are transformed as

∂t → ∂t − (dt Lp )L−1
p ξ∂ξ and ∂η→ L−1

p ∂ξ:

[
1 0

0 0

]
∂

∂t

[
z̄

k̄

]
+ ∂

∂ξ

 −dLp

dt
1

Lp
ξz̄ − B

L2
p

1
rh,S [z̄]

∂k̄
∂ξ

− 1
L2

p

∂z̄
∂ξ

[
1+ 1

L2
p

(
∂z̄
∂ξ

)2
]−1/2

=
[
−dLp

dt
1

Lp
z̄

k̄

]
(A.5)

where z(η, t) = z̄(ξ, t), then k(η, t) = k̄(ξ, t). Under this change of variables the flow rate

q(η, t ) = q̄(ξ, t ) occurring inside the pocket, and the flow rates qi (t ) and qo(t ) occurring inside

the inlet and outlet gutters, respectively, express :

q̄(ξ, t ) = 4

rh,S[z̄(ξ, t )]Lp (t )

∂k̄

∂ξ
(ξ, t ), qi (t ) = q̄(0, t ) ,and qo(t ) = q̄(1, t ).

The boundary conditions of the system (A.5) are re-written :

z̄(0, t ) = 1/2, z̄(1, t ) = 1/2,

k̄(0, t ) =
[(

F 3
i −qi (t )ALi (t )

)−1/3 − 2

wo

]
, and k̄(1, t ) = 0.

(A.6)
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(with the non-dimensional A = 3C /(4−π)). A third equation is necessary for the third unknown

Lp (t ), and the problem is closed by imposing the volume conservation V (t ) =V (0). Let V (i )
g (t )

designate the volume of the part of the droplet contained in the inlet channel and where

a gutter is present (i.e. for 0 ≤ s ≤ Li (t)) ; the volume of the rear cap is in addition V (i )
cap (t).

Accordingly, let V (o)
g (t) be the volume of the part of the droplet contained in one of the two

outlet channels and where a gutter is present (i.e. for 0 ≤α≤ Lo(t )) ; the volume of one front

cap is in addition V (o)
cap . We recall that the expression for the cross sectional area of the discrete

phase in the pocket region is S[z(η, t )] = (π−4)w2
o/4+2wo z(η, t ), such that it is associated to a

volume contribution in a outlet channel of
∫ η=Lp (t )

0 S[z(η, t )]dη. Eventually :

V (t ) = 2V (o)
cap +V (i )

cap (t )+V (i )
g (t )+2V (o)

g (t )+2
∫ η=Lp (t )

0
S[z(η, t )]dη

= 2V (o)
cap +V (i )

cap (t )+V (i )
g (t )+2V (o)

g (t )+2Lp (t )

[
(π−4)w2

o

4
+2wo

∫ ξ=1

0
z̄(ξ, t )dξ

]
=V (0) (A.7)

In addition, the cross sectional area the drop in a region where a gutter (of radius Rg ) is present

is S(i ,o)
g = hwi ,o −

(
R(i ,o)

g

)2
(4−π), such that

V (o)
g (t ) =

∫ α=Lo (t )

α=0
S(o)

g (α, t )dα= 1

Aqo(t )

[
hwo

(( wo

2

)3
−F 3

o

)
− 3(4−π)

5

(( wo

2

)5
−F 5

o

)]
,

and we compute similarly :

V (i )
g (t ) = hwi Li (t )− 3(4−π)

5Aqi (t )

[
F 5

i − (F 3
i −Li (t )Aqi (t ))5/3]

In order to mimic a constant-velocity progression of the droplet in the inlet channel before

the rear droplet interface reaches the junction, as observed experimentally, the length Li (t ) is

chosen as a ramp in time

Li (t ) =
Li (0)−0.85 · t ·C a if 0 ≤ t ≤ t J

0 if t ≥ t J

(A.8)

which acts as a source of excitation for the system (A.5) trough the boundary condition for

k̄(0, t ) in (A.6). At the time t J = Li (0)/(0.85C a) the rear droplet interface reaches the junction,

and Li (0) is such that the necking condition as shown in Figure 2.3c is met. The coefficient

0.85 multiplying C a arises from the experimental data (shown in Figure 2.3b). The rear cap

volume and curvature need also to be treated differently depending on whether t is smaller or

larger than t J ; let Vcap [h, wi ] designate the equilibrium volume of the rear cap, whose value is
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taken from Musterd et al.[123] for H/W ≤ 1

Abd [H ,W ] = HW −4 ·F [W, H ]2(1−π/4) = HW +F [W, H ]2(π−4)

Lcap [H ,W ] = W

2

Vcap [H ,W ] =
∫ Lcap

0
Abd [H ,W ]

(
1− y2

Lcap [H ,W ]2

)
d y = 2

3
Lcap [H ,W ]Abd [H ,W ]

Thereby the rear cap volume V cap
i (t ) is implemented as

V cap
i (t ) =

Vcap [h, wi ] = cst if 0 ≤ t ≤ t J

Vcap [h, wi ] C i (t )
κi

if t ≥ t J

(A.9)

, where C i (t) is the rear cap curvature with C i (t ≤ t J ) = κi . Above t = t J , the rear droplet

interface must undergo the incoming flow rate hwi C a and the following equation for the cap

volume is activated
dV cap

i

dt
= qi (t )−C a hwi (A.10)

Injecting (A.9) in (A.10) leads to an evolution equation for Ci (t ) for t ≥ t J , and the boundary

condition for the curvature at the opening of the pocket is accordingly replaced by k(0, t) =
Ci (t )−2/wo for these times.

A.1.1 Numerical simulations

The numerical simulations are conducted by the collaborators from Laboratory of Fluid

Mechanics and Instabilities (LFMI) at EPFL. Here is some of the information given by the

collaborators: The closed system for the three unknowns z̄(η, t ), k̄(η, t ) and Lp (t ) from equa-

tions (A.5) and (A.7) was solved numerically using the COMSOL Multiphysics software, based

on the finite element method. More precisely, the system (A.5) is implemented directly in

the "General form PDE" component of the software, and it weak form has been spatially

discretized over the interval ξ ∈ [0,1] using first-order polynomials (corresponding to a linear

interpolation of the solution). The convergence of the numerical results with respect to the

spatial discretization has been verified. Equation (A.7), enforcing the volume conservation

thus depending only on time, is implemented in the "Global Equations" component. The

system is marched in time using the backward differentiation formula ("BDF"), and the results

are sought for 4000 discrete times uniformly distributed between 0 and 10/C a. A stopping

condition has been added, such that the simulation stops running if min(z̄) < 1/2. Concerning

the nonlinear, fully coupled solver, the default choices of COMSOL parameters have been

found sufficient for convergence, excepted the "Jacobian update" that is set to "updated on

every iteration" and the "Maximum number of itertions" that is set to 500.
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A.1.2 A scaling argument for onset of central breakup

In the spirit of reference[77], we try to obtain a scaling of the critical capillary number for

central breakup to happen. Neglecting the presence of a lateral inflating pocket, the inversely

proportional relationship between C∗
a and Lo/wo might be understood as follows: after the

body of the droplet has fully entered the outlet channels, we consider a threshold situation

where the rear cap is flat for the observer, such that the rear cap curvature is assumed 1/Fi =
2/h, although the precise value of the latter has little influence on the scaling law derived

hereafter. The threshold capillary number above which a central breakup (CB) is expected

is obtained by balancing the continuous flow rate arriving in the junction (Ca wi h), with the

capillary flow rate in the four gutters located in the outlet channel (4(1/Fo −2/h)/(roLo)), the

quantity ro being the hydraulic resistance per unit length of a gutter in the outlet channel.

This leads to :

wo

wi
C∗

a ∼ 4wo

w2
i hroLo

(
1

Fo
− 2

h

)
∝

(
Lo

wo

)−1

(A.11)

For, wo = 14/62, wi = 30/62, h = 1 and using eq.(2.1) for Fo and eq.(2.3) with Rg = wo/2

for ro , we obtain 4
(

1
Fo

− 2
h

)
/(w2

i hro) ≈ 5 · 10−5. However, this corresponds to a wo/wi C∗
a

approximately four orders of magnitude smaller than experimental values.
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A.2 Nanoscribe 2.5D device Process flow

1 Si mold  

 
2 PDMS dispensing   

 

 

3 - Peeling PDMS.  
- PDMS activation for resin 
adhesion 

 
 

 

4   IP-dip resin droplet deposition   

 

5 3D printing with oil immersion 
mode 

 

 

6 Development with PGMEA 
and IPA 

 

7 Bonding for channel sealing   

 

 

Figure A.1 – Process flow for Nanoscribe 2.5D fabrication

A.3 Theoretical development of the bead releasing condition

With the droplet moving downstream in the main channel, its rear interface will eventually

touch the immobilized particle (Fig.A.2a). At this moment, two scenarios can happen:

a.The drag force exerted on the particle through the droplet rear interface is strong enough to

overcome the pinning force exerted on the particle. In this case, the droplet and the particle

will together be released from the junction, and the K-blocking mechanism can function
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Q1 (oil)

Q2 (water)

Rin1 Rout

Rin2 RS

P3 (negative)
QS = Qoil + Qwater

P4 = 0 
P1

Qout = Q1 - Qoil (without particle)
Qout = Q1 + Q2 (with particle)

𝛾L
ΔP2S

ΔP1S

θ

a)

b)

c)
P1

Figure A.2 – Schematic for the design rule modeling. a. The cross-section schematic of a
free-moving droplet and droplet pinned by the trapped particle; b. The different forces exerted
on the particle that is above the evacuation gate. The channel wall is shown with black lines,
blue line indicates the droplet interface, a red arrow for the pressing force, and green arrows
for the pushing forces; c. Modeling of the fluid circuit and the parameters used.

automatically as expected.

b.The drag force cannot overcome the pinning force of the particle. In this case, if the oil

flow in the main channel pushes the droplet beyond its deformation limit, the droplet will

detach from the particle and moves downstream without the particle (Fig.A.3); Therefore, it is

necessary to understand in what condition a particle can be released with the droplet. In the

following, we aim to discuss a scaling law for predicting the particle-releasing problem for a

given flow condition and a given geometry.

The pressing force

Let’s first estimate how much negative pressure is required to achieve the “water-all-in” con-

dition. As shown in Fig.A.2b, we assume that the system is given a known oil flow rate (Q1)

and water sample flow rate (Q2) from two inlets. An “water-all-in” condition is achieved by

imposing a constant P3 (negative), which results in, at this stage, a total flow rate in the suction

channel (QS) that is consisted of some oil flow rate (Qoi l ) and some water flow rate repre-

senting all incoming water flow rate (Qw ater =Q2). The rest of the oil flow (Qout =Q1 −Qoi l )

leaves the system from the main channel outlet (P4 = 0). Defining a constant c for the ratio

of Qoi l and Qw ater inside the suction channel, we then obtain the following equations for a
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Figure A.3 – Motivation of the modeling of the particle releasing condition. Excessive suction
pressure (P3) is applied in this case to confine the particle.

“water-all-in” system before a particle arrives:

Qoi l

Qw ater
= c (A.12)

Qw ater =Q2 (A.13)

P1 −P3 = (P4 +RoutQout )−P3

= [Rout (Q1−Qoi l )]−P3
(A.14)

P1 −P3 =QSRS (A.15)

where P1 is the pressure in the main channel right above the junction. We obtain the mag-

nitude of the negative P3 as: −P3 = Q2 [cRout + (1+ c)RS]−Q1Rout . For a given system (i.e.,

Rout , RS is determined), if we know the minimally required value cmi n (for preparing a “water-

all-in” condition), which seems can be experimentally characterized (Appendix), we can

estimate the minimally required (−P3)mi n at different flow conditions. If more suction pres-

sure (> (−P3)mi n) is applied, it will only cause more oil to enter the suction channel thus an

increased c. We expect that cmi n is related to the wetting property and shape of the suction

channel. A more hydrophobic channel wall and a smaller gate would result in a larger cmi n .

Assuming now P3 is imposed, waiting for a particle to arrive and block the suction channel.

When this happens, due to the blocking there is no pressure drop within the suction channel

(QS = 0); thus the pressure below the particle is immediate P3. As now all Q1 and Q2will flow

through the main channel, the value of P1 changes to P
′
1 = (Q1 +Q2)Rout . Here we omitted

the influence of the particle size on P
′
1 for simplicity. The pressure difference across the
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particle (∆P1 = P
′
1 −P3) exerts a pressing force ∆P1S

′
that stabilizes the particle during the

droplet formation process, where S
′ = π( l

2 )2 is the gate area of the suction channel (l is the

gate diameter).
∆P1 = (Q1 +Q2)Rout −P3

= [(1+ c)(Rout +RS)]Q2
(A.16)

When P3 is determined experimentally, we use the upper expression to calculate ∆P1. The

lower expression, on the other hand, is used for design rule consideration when P3 needs to

be estimated (see below).

The pushing force

Before the droplet touches the particle, itself is a free-moving object experiencing a drag force

that is well depicted in the literature. This drag force is relatively small. Once it is “pinned”

by the fixed particle, it starts to feel an enhanced “drag force” due to the resistance to flow of

the continuous phase ([95]). This resistance to flow exerts a pressure drop across the droplet

(∆P2), which is exerted on the particle through their joint interface. Take the cross-section

of the main channel as A, the projection of the particle’s cross session in the main channel

as S, a force of magnitude ∆P2S is pushing directly (an enhanced drag force) on the particle

through the joint interface (for simplicity, here we use S as an approximation for the projection

of the joint interface), and ∆P2 (A−S) is responsible for the droplet deformation. Due to

the droplet deformation caused by the force of ∆P2 (A−S), surface tension also acts on the

particle through the contact area, scaled as γL, where L is the circumference of the joint

interface. In total, it is ∆P2S +γL that gives the particle an enhanced pushing force which

might help it escape from the trapping zone. All the rest of the pushing force is responsible for

the continuous deformation of the droplet.

Now, let’s estimate ∆P2 . In their pioneer work [95], Garstecki et al. used the Hagen–Poiseuille

equation to estimate the pressure drop over the tip of a forming droplet at the T junction,

assuming the resistance to pass of the continuous phase is a result of its need to pass through a

thin cube (gap) between the tip and the channel wall. In our case, the initial state is a droplet at

a quasi-static condition in the channel when it is flowing. The moment it is pinned, the gutter

areas become the only path for the continuous phase to pass, as the particle cross-section S

is close to the channel cross-section A, and as the deformation takes time. With more time,

the gutter area will increase with more droplet deformation, or even a tunnel will be opened,

decreasing the pushing force. Therefore, we consider comparing the maximum pushing

force, reached with a gutter area from the droplet quasi-static condition (time zero), with the

pressing force. If at this moment the balance can not be turned over, i.e., the releasing process

is not initiated, there will be no more chance afterward. This corresponds to the fact that we

never observed the particles being released after the droplet had observable deformation-

they are always released promptly from the start. From equation 2.1 we have the gutter radius
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of a droplet in the rectangular shape channel as [79]:

rg = h

1+ h
w +

√[
(1− h

w )2 +π h
w

] (A.17)

where h and w are the height and width of the main channel when h is smaller than w. The total

gutter area of the four gutters is thus (2rg )2 −πr 2
g . According to Hagen–Poiseuille equation,

∆P2 = 8πµLQ

A2 = 8πµQ1L

(4−π)2r 4
g

(A.18)

, where Q1is the oil flow rate injected from the inlet.

A simple Torque balance

The different forces acting on the particle are shown in Fig.A.2c. As part of the particle is inside

the suction channel, we assume the release of it into the main channel is through rotation

around the right corner of the channel (assume non-slipping condition). The enhanced drag

forces and the pressing force create torques of different directions: the former help the particle

rotate into the main channel (T2); the latter pulls the particle back to the trapping area (T1).

Set the particle radius as r , and we have:

T1 =∆P1S
′
r sinθ (A.19)

T2 =∆P2S(r cosθ)+γLr (A.20)

If T2 > T1, the particle can be removed from the trap.

The above model assumes a perfect blocking condition. Now we verify this model with the

only experiment that can achieve this condition so far (i.e., the proof-of-concept experiment).

We know the following parameters: Oil flow rate Q1 = 0.16µL/mi n, water flow rate Q2 =
0.08µL/mi n, the applied suction pressure P3 = −63mbar = −6300Pa. From the channel

dimensions and using the hydraulic resistance formula for rectangular channels ([124]) ,

we obtain Rout = 3.5e14 Pa·S
m3 . We thus obtained ∆P1 = (Q1 +Q2)Rout −P3 = 7700Pa. The

main channel width * height is 30µm ∗20µm, which leads to a gutter radius of rg = 6.3µm.

From the video we estimate the droplet length LD = 60µm, µ= 0.0023Pa ·S, then we obtain

∆P2 = 7968Pa. With the particle radius of r = 7.5µm, the suction channel gate diameter

l = 7µm, we further obtain T1 = 1µN ·µm, T2 = 9.9µN ·µm. It shows that the torque to rotate

the particle from its location is almost 10 times larger than the torque to trap it. It predicts the

release of the particle, as also observed in the experiment.

The model shows several interesting results. First, by comparing the magnitude of the different
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forces we obtain the pressing force as ∆P1S
′ = 0.30µN and the pushing forces which include

∆P2S = 1.41µN and γL = 0.08µN . We can see that the surface tension is more than one

order of magnitude smaller than the enhanced drag force, signifying that the main reason for

removing the particle from the suction area is through the pushing from the oil. Second, to

ensure particle releasing, T2
T1

> 1 is required. Ignoring the surface tension term (justified by the

above), we obtain an expression:

T2

T1
=

aLD · ( b
h )4 · ( r

l )3 ·
√

1− l
2r · (Q1

Q2
)

(1+ c)(Rout +Rs)
(A.21)

where a = 64πµ
(4−π)2 is a constant, and b = 1+ h

w +
√[

(1− h
w )2 +π h

w

]
(from eq.A.17) is a correction

factor for the aspect ratio of the rectangular channel with maximal value obtained with a

square shape cross section (aspect ratio = 1). If we take into account the influence of h on Rout

and RS assuming a single height device with rectangular channels, we obtain

T2

T1
∝

LD ( b4

h ) · ( r
l )3 ·

√
1− l

2r · (Q1
Q2

)

(1+ c)( Lout
wout

+ LS
wS

)
(A.22)

where Lout , LSand wout and wS are the length and width of the outlet main channel and the

suction channel respectively. The design rule shows that the probability of a particle being

released dramatically increases if the particle-to-gate size ratio (r /l ) is large. Generally, it is

better to have a smaller dimension channel with a square cross-section. In such a case, a

smaller gutter radius will be created to form a large pushing force for a given flow rate of the oil.

It is also recommended to minimize the L
w ratio for both the outlet and the suction channel to

minimize their resistance. During the operation, a large Q1
Q2

ratio is favored. It is also beneficial

to lower the c through wetting property control and by avoiding excessive suction pressure.
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A.4 Design optimization for In-flow

A.4.1 Optimization of the fluidic elements

J

J + A (full)

A (full)

J + A (25)

(𝝁𝒎/𝒔)

(𝑷𝒂)

Side channel
Between pillars

Between dropletsJ + A (25)

oil – droplet A

oil – droplet B

a) b)

c)

Figure A.4 – Simulation of the oil extraction performance. a)An example of the COMSOL
simulation with the geometry of J + A (25). The color map represents the velocity magnitude.
Brown arrows: inlets where the oil flowrates are specified for the model. Here, droplets in the
waiting line are simulated as solid obstacles with certain spacing to account for the 3D effect.
b) Definition of three data extraction lines, for results presented in c. The lines start from the
entrance of the waiting line (not shown) until the end of the waiting line crossing the main
channel. They extend across the side channel, between the pillars, and between the droplets.
c) Results extracted from the measuring lines defined in b. The geometry is indicated on the
top left of the figures, the left y-axis is for velocity magnitude (in µm/s) and the right y-axis
is for the pressure magnitude (in Pa). The Arc length (x-axis) is the length of the waiting line
section in real scale, where 0 represents the entrance. The yellow line shows the pressure drop
across the waiting line in the side channel (right y-axis). The blue, green, and red lines show
the velocity between droplets, pillars, and inside the side channel, respectively.

Optimizing fluidic elements particularly concerns the modulation of the degree of passive oil

extraction via the design of J & A elements. We simulated different devices with a fully loaded

WL structure for varying J & A configurations, imposed with experimental oil flow rates of both

droplets A and B (0.4 and 0.3 µL/mi n respectively). Fig. A.4a shows one example with device

“J + A (25)”. A (25) is the oil extraction array with a sparse array of 25 channels of 4µm width.

We also have an “A (full)” element with a dense array of more than 300 tiny channels of 3µm
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width. The pressure and velocity distribution within the waiting line at different locations,

i.e, between the droplets, between the pillars, and within the side channels (Fig. A.4b) are

shown in Fig. A.4c. In all cases, the speed in-between pillars is slightly lower than the speed

in-between droplets, and these speed profiles do not vary too much among different devices.

On the other hand, the speed profile in the side channel does vary a lot with different oil

extraction components, showing its important modulation function when the waiting line

is full. Here, the profile in the side channel is used as an indicator of how much oil remains

in the waiting line after the two times oil reduction. With J +A (full), the pressure head is

negative thus backflow happens, and with A (full) the pressure head is close to zero thus the

oil extraction does not leave much excessive oil flow, shown by the small gap between the red

line and the blue/green lines. In J-only device, there is a huge pressure head accumulated and

a high flow speed in the WL side channel. We can deduce that having both elements is more

efficient in oil extraction than having a single element, and A (full) is more efficient than J.

Our experiments qualitatively support these findings. With J + A (full) device we observed too

much oil extraction where the droplets are reluctant to enter the waiting line and are retained

at the neck. With the J-only device, the oil extraction is not enough, evidenced by the fact that

the post cannot stop some droplets A, which leave the waiting line, and droplets in waiting

line tends to merge with themselves. As a rule of thumb for design, we seek for a moderate

and positive pressure gradient in the WL for automatic droplet loading and refilling of the WL

while keeping droplets away from breaking. With the aid of the simulation, we find that J + A

(25) is the best combination for our purpose.

A.4.2 Optimization of electrocoalescence configuration

From Eq.6.1 and Eq.6.2, the two electric forces are dependent on the polarization degree of the

droplets and the oil medium, and so will the electrocoalescence efficiency. We investigated

which electrode configuration gives the most favorable polarization via simulation ( Fig. A.5).

Three electrodes are configured around the merging point by filling the corresponding PDMS

channels. The goal is to maximize the main merging event efficiency (i.e., first droplet A merged

with the incoming droplet B) while minimizing the secondary merging event efficiency (i.e.,

the second droplet A merged with the first droplet A). We thus define a ratio of polarization

magnitude between the primary merging point (green arrow) and the secondary merging

point (yellow arrow), shown as the red numbers in FigA.5. a-c) shows the importance of

the external E field orientation (E lines shown with black solid lines) on the specificity of

the electrocoalescence effect. In addition, if two out of the three electrodes have the same

potential, the E field will be drawn over a large area over the waiting line and induce more

prominent polarization over the secondary merging point thus lowering the specificity. We

have chose FigA.5d (4.) as our configuration.
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Ground
176 V

Ground

1. Ground
2. Disabled (metal)
3. Disabled (PDMS)
4. Disabled (air)

Ground Ground

176 V

-88 V

88 V

0.44 4.73

a)

b)

c)

d)

1. 17
2. 8.68
3. 11.30
4. 14.60

Ground

Ground

176 V

2.03

Figure A.5 – Surface plot of polarization norm (C /m2) . We input channel and electrode ge-
ometry and the parameters of the materials to simulate the electric field as well as polarization
magnitude under different electrode deployments. The simulation is conducted under a
DC field, where droplets are represented as liquid ellipses, separated by a thin film (smallest
dimension of 3 µm) of oil medium. The input voltage is shown by the side of the correspond-
ing electrodes, the external electric field line is shown as black lines, the polarization norm
ratio of the primary spot (pointed by green arrow) over the secondary spot (pointed by yellow
arrow) is shown as the red number for each configuration. a) Electric field is drawn from
the positive electrode towards the two ground electrodes, the created E field vector cause
stronger polarization at the secondary spot than the primary one; b) Electric field is drawn
from the positive electrode to the two ground electrodes, a different E lines orientation results
in stronger polarization at the primary spot, but also at the secondary spot; c) Electric field is
drawn from the positive electrode to the two ground electrodes, the selectivity is improved;
d) Compared to the previous configurations, the left side electrode is not connected, but is
still filled with different materials (metal). The shown surface plot is for the metal condition.
The best configuration is to use air (with the lowest dielectric constant) for the “shielding”
electrode.

The merging point design From above we have seen the importance of the relative orientation

between the droplet contact interface and the applied E field. Experimentally we also observed

that electrocoalescence almost only happen at the droplet head-to-head or head-to-tail con-

tact moment (Fig.A.6a). This is because in a head-to-body configuration the droplet interface

to be merged is parallel to the E lines, which does not induce electrocoalescence. Luckily, this

is the case for all other droplets A interfaces inside the waiting line. On the other hand, if we

allow droplet A and B contact with the right angle with a sufficient contact area, we might
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improve the electrocoalescence efficiency as well as selectivity. To this end, we designed three

post structures (P1, P2, and P3, Fig.A.6B, in red rectangular) with the aim to reach a good

comprise between a good stopping effect and a large droplet A -droplet B contact angle and

area.

Experiments reveal that P3 is a bad design idea which causes severe pinning of droplet B at

the junction, and re-breaking of the merged droplet during the releasing step (droplet is split

by the P3 pillar once again). P2 design holds the droplets A very well but the two extended

pillars create a barrier between the frontier droplet A and the flowing droplet B, which can

only be overcome by pushing strongly in the WL with a higher oil flowrate. P1 on the other

hand has allowed a large droplet surface in the main channel while the droplets rarely escape.

We have kept P1 for the following experiments.

head to tail

head to head

a)

P1 P2 P3

b) c) d)

Figure A.6 – Optimization of the merging point design(a) bright field image showing the
merging event between the head of a droplet A and the tail of a droplet B (upper) and between
the head of a droplet A and the head of a droplet B (lower) ; (b-d) the three merging point
design with its corresponding droplet waiting lines.
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